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Boston, May 5.—The following telegram received by

F. -ff Viles of Boston from a friend in Singapore, wns read
at the
os the Electric club tonights

banquet

(“Si
n
gapore,
Master
That
is
Believes
He
Department

May 5,

1898.—Reliable information reDewey’s victory at Manita and

ceived here of the news of
he is

♦

♦

of the Situation.
Little Doubt But Sampson
Sailed For Porto Rico.

First Application CUTICURA
Gives Perfect Ease in Five
Minutes, and a Night’s
Sound Sleep.
My hands were completely covered with
Eczema, and between my lingers the skin
was perfectly taw. 1 had to sit with both
hands held up, and away from the fire. I could
get no ease night or day. I could not bear to
get warm, it would put me in a rage of itching.
My husband had to dress and undress me like
a baby. The best physicians’ medicines gave
me no relief, and drove me almost crazy. 1
was advised to try Cuticura Remedies, and
did so, although my husband had to go twenty
miles to get them. As soon as he got back, I

used the Cuticuka (ointment), and five mintites after the first application I was perfectly
I always
easy, and slept soundly all that night.
keep Cuticura Remedies in my house now,
and recommend them to everybody, because
of their wonderful effect.

C. Cobp., Solo

line

for

includes Russels

line

and Black, in both T.nce,
Button and Low Shoes
for
men, Women and
Children. Our stock is upto-date and complete in every

particular.

MeDOWELL,

539 Congress St,, Brown Block.
apr30
dtflstp

BG1IARD1ENT
INSURANCE
AT

EQUITABLE

RATES.

L. BURGE, HAYES & GO.,

Sagasta

Buiia'r.g, Boston.detlpts

queen the safe arrival at Porto
Rico of the steamer Alphonso
XIII with

HME, exclusive.
AWAY, by exhaust fans.
THEN STEAMED, moths and microbes killed.

troops and muni-

CflCTCD’C
rUd I Lfi u

has gone
Rico.

Coreggidor

island might be a
serious
to the American fleet, but the
Secretary did not share this view, holding
that the strength or the
Olympia and
other ships in Dewey’s command was
ample to make him master of Manila bay
and its surroundings. The
department is
taking steps to render effective aid to the
Commodore in the matter of supplies and
a constructor of
high ability is to go out
at once to repair the
damages sustained
in the battle of Manila.
for
menace

Preparations

suitable convoy for the supply
ships
was also indicated by the choice of a
commander and officers
for the
cruiser
Charleston now at Mare island.
It is
stated at
the navy
department that
having received the surrender of Manila,
the Commodore would be able to secure
of
labor and of such
any quantity
material as a maritime city like Manila
a

capture Porto

to

The

confirmed

Want of

do it.

cause

affords for tho repairs. He also would be
able to place his wounded in comfort in
some of the Manila
hospitals or other

public buildings.

No news oould be gleamed at the
navy
department relative to the movements of
will Admiral Sampson’s ironclads, but from

opp. Preble House.

Gloves Cleansed

Every Day.

FOR INSURGENTS.
New York, May 5.—Military supplies
for the Cuban insurgents from the New
York arsenal,
were piled on the wharf
at
Governor's island today, ready for
immediate shipments.
The cases were
marked “R. Hodoriguez, Mobile, Ala.”
The supplies consisted of 6000
Springileld
rifles, 100,000 cartridges, 200.000 revolver
cartridges and 100 dozen
maohetes.
There were besides several cases containing saddles, bridles and halters and other
cases labelled
maehinory.

the

ammunition

Cape Verde fleet

the confident tone of the few officials acwith the policy of the department, it Is inferred that they are expecting to hear very soon of news from this

to quainted

return to Cadiz.

City Dye House and
Carpet Clsansio^

CfinorlwAW almnof

A Madrid

Works.

No. 18 Preble St.,
t

we

a

report says that

to be

Americans

sent

out

drive

to

ing to suocor the Oregon, now on her way
from Brazil to join the North Atlantic
squadron. He declared that the navy de-

of Manila and

bombard Californian coast.
Cuban

and

authorities have

Porto

partment was under no apprehension
about the Oregon ns It did not consider
that the Spanish Admiral of
the Cape
Verde squadron would be willing to risk

Rican

cabled that

combat with the Oregon even with the
great odds In his favor, as, even if overwhelmed in the end, the Oregon would
a

there is

no

1_

that received troin the Philipportant
pines last Monday. A high oililcal of the
administration today almost demolished
the theory that Admiral Sampson was go-

fleet of iron clads and trans-

ports is

an

as

fear of Americans

landing troops.

certainly destroy

rumblings preceding

OF THE MODTH MD STOMACH.

g*eat importance

Hygiene

by
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Medical

regular
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rising

Elevate Their Hands

fleet

EL LIBERAL GLOOMY.
Madrid, May 6. —El

Liberal in a

gloomy

“Subterraneous

social upheaval” declares that “the fate of the
country cannot remain
longer with the weak hands
and worn out intellects of
the men

North Coast of Cuba Safely

And Threatened by Revolvers Until Sling Shots Are Used.

now

governing

llrushes.

the

country,”

George

Perry Refused

IE.

Water

drinking.

“APENTA”
BEST LAXATIVE.

\

five guests of the
office were
paralyzed with fear and
5.—The examinations
revolvers
and
covered by the robbers’
on
the
enlisted
began
men of
the first
seemed to be working all right
everything
regiment, N. G. S. M,, today, who will for the
desperadoes when they lost their
volunteer for the United States army.
nerve and fled.
Out of four companies
examined about
The above paragraph tells in brief the
one-fifth were rejected.
of one of the boldest attempts at
story
Lieut. Col. Smith, who was rejected by
this city has known for years. It
robbery
tho surgeons Wednesday has been attached
was made under the bright glare of the
to the governor’s staff until his regiment
electric light in the West End hotel office,
returns from the service.
The soldiers rejected will he sent home in plain sight of the street and twentyunder the charge of an officer who will five or more men who were seated about
enlist from the home stations of the comthe rcom were struck dumb with the sudpanies, men to fill the oompanies.
Lient. Blackington of Co. F, goes Fri- denness of the attack and were as submisThe night clerk, Walter
day to Ordno/to recruit menj from the sive as lambs.
Five officers were
University of Maine.
Castner, had a revolver, but it was not
mustered into the service of the United
robbers
States as officers of the First Maine Vol- loaded and but for one thing the
unteers today.
might have got away with a good haul.
The one thing was a travelling agent for
XT
CONGRESS’ FIRST SESSION.
the Holbrook Manufacturing company of
Havana, May 5.—li.80 p. iu.~The new New York, George M. Parry of Boston,
colonial congress held its first session at
He was the obstacle whloh
name.
noon today.
Former civil governor Jose by
Bruzon was elected President of the Sen- upset the carefully laid plans of the robate and Senor Joso Cueto prasideut ot the bers.
Porry didn’t appear to know that
lower house.
he was being held up and his coolness so
The French steamer Larayette has been
xeuuor uj. tut? pair luiu
uu
all the evening in sight of Havana, and iruoiiraitju tuo
It is believed she will enter the harbor did not wait to carry out the rest of his
tomorrow morn ing.
programme, but simply.turned and ran,
Four American warships were seen this
followed by his pal. It was a grave quesifternoon at a considerable distance out.
tion at the moment the two masked man
THE CADIZ FLEET.
were
the
most
started to run who
London,
May 6.—A despatch to tho frightened, the robbers or the people held
Dailey Chronicle from Cadiz, dated Tuos- upiay says:
If ever travelling men passod an excit“The battleship Pelayo and the cruiser
Alfonzo XIII. have left their anchorage ing five minutes those seated about the
in the bay and gone back to tho
dock
office of the West End hotel did
The cruisors Patriota and Rapido pleasant
pard.
with all speed and all aie last night. This room is a very large one
ire preparing
sx pec ted to sail together.
Cadiz is ovev- and the plate glass windows form one enpvhelmed by the news of the Philippine tire side of it, looking out on St. John
lost
the
crews
lisaster,
numbering rmmy street and Union station.
In front of
rcsidents of Cadiz.
these windows are
comfortable
many
A CANNIBAL HORROR.
chairs and all of them were
occupied at

where he communicated with the insurgents. The Leydau lay to outside the
harbor until 5 o’clock in the morning,

Augusta,

observing a troop of Spanish infantry
approaching she put to sea and got safely

Matanzas and Tuesday afternoon landed
another small party near there. Fearing
attack by the Spaniards sho looked for
the monitors Terror and Ampbitrite,
which are on the blockade in that vicinity, but being unable to locate them the
Leyden returned to the original landing
place, reaching there early yesterday

morning.

Here she was met by Acosta and about
200 Cubans half whom were armed with
rifles. They united with the men on the
tug and an attempt was made to laud
the remaining arms and men when a
troop of 200 of the Villa Vieosa cavalry
swooped down on them and a fierce engagement of half an hour’s duratlou fol-

lowed.
The Cubans finally repulsed the enemy
driving them into the woods. During
the engagement several rifle bullets went

through

to

Hold up Mis

Leyden’s smokestack, but
injured. The plucky little

tug then went in search of the flagship,
found her lying near Havana, and reRear Admiral Sampported the story.
son sent the gunboat Wilmington back
with the Leyden.
The two vessels
reached the scene of the landing yesterday afternoon and found tlio Spanish
cavalry in waiting to welcome another
attempted invasion.
When the Spanish cavalry discovered
the Leyden they
promptly opened fire.
The tug was taken at a disadvantage,
having no cannon aboard; but Commander Angus decided upon a desperate
bluff. He mounted an old flag pole and
another round piece of timber in the how
of the
boat and stationed “gunners"
there; but the ruse was of little avail.
The
shelter near the
Spaniards took
and poured
blcokhouse
in a fusillade
of bullets
Meanwhile the Cubans atto
draw
the
tempted
Spanish fire with
a view of
diverting the cavalry and giving the Leyden a chance to slip out.
The Wilmington promptly opened fire
on a number of small houses marking
the entrance to the place.
The gunboat
fired four shots which drove h-ieV the
and
Spaniards
Capt. Dorst with tho ammunition landed safely last night.
The Leyden did not leave,
however,
until slie had taken
General Acosta
aboard. He reported that lie had reached
his destination and made an exchange of
valuable information concerning future
movements.
9 The loss of life in the engagement, if
any, was on the Spanish side. Thanks to
poor marksmanship not an American or
Cuban was hit and the only battle soars
are tho bullet holes
in
the
Leyden’s
smokestack.

into the car he pulled the cord
to the top of the building

j

ilghteen

men.

Meanwhile the men who wore sitting in
the chairs about the office were
simply
paralyzed and held up their hands as they
had been commanded to do.
While his

in£

Over behind the
ten o’olook last night.
desk was Walter Castner, the brother of
the owner of the hotel. A railing as high
as one’s head runs about this counter on
three sides while the front of the counter
Mr. Castner at the time was

standing

be-

London, May 6.—A despatch to the hind this railing and talking to one of
Dally Chronicle from Kingston, Ja., says the bell
boys on the outside of the
;hat in anticipation of an invasion,
the
Spanish troops are concentrating in the counter.
The main entrance to the hotel office is
ioaports of Cuba and have abandoned the
nterior to the

insurgents.

one commonly used, hut at the end of
the corridor separating the dining room
of the house from the office is
another
door which is used as the ladles' entranoe.
Near the ladles’ entrance is a door which

the

ISABELLE IN MOURNING.
Parle, May 5.—Ex-Queen Isabelle revises to receive political visitors. Sh6 has
the Spanish
jone into mourning for
iailors killed at Manila.
MEN KILLED BY CAVE IN.

Pa., May 5.—At the Haldead mine of the Delaware, Laofcawanna
ind Western company, at Duryea this
jvening, John Monohan, Stephen Jenkins
ind John Titus, were repairing the lining
jf the shaft which had been damaged by
Some heavy timbers were becave in.
ing lowered into the shaft when the rope
and the
ittached ot them slipped off
timbers struck the plaftorm upou which
the three men were standing,
demolishing it and precipitating the men to the
bottom of the shaft a distance of
three
unbred feet.
They were ail killed and
their bodies horribly mangled.
Wilkesbarre,

SEVERE HAIL STORM.

opens directly into the office and to the
right of this latter door is the cigar and
news stand.
Eddie Anderson, the.elovator boy of the
a handsomo little fellow was leaning against this news 6tand talking to
Charles Adams, tho boy whose duty it is
house,

cigars.

annunciator and peddle out
Suddenly the door of the ladies’

entrance

opened

to tend the

and

two

men

sprang

through the door leading into tho hotel
office. One of them carried in his
left
hand a sling shot, while in
the right
hand he had a big navy revolver.
The
other robber had two big revolvers and
the moment they got inside the office door

they yelled:

Fort Wortn,

Texas, May 5.—A rain
ind hail storm of groat severity swept
■ivor North Texas last night
The rain
'all was very heavy.
Gainsville is cut
bll from
telegraphic communication and
hero were no trains out from there on
he Sante Fe road.
There aro several
here
ompanies of state volunteers
iwaiting transportation
to
Austin.
" ashouts
may explain the interruption.
HELD FOR MANSLAUGHTER.

"

“Hands up.
The men seated about the room
dropped
their cigars, papers and conversation and
turned about to see two masked men with
three revolvers pointing directly at them.
They were conquered at once. The robber
with the sling shot shouted, “hands
up’’
again and at tho samo time struck Chas.
Adams who was behind the cigars stand
over the right ear
with
the
weapon.
Adams fell behind the counter with the

Sacramenta, Cal., May 5,-Hriffo, the
blood running down over Bis cheek from
Australian pugilist, was
today held to
answer to the
of manslaughter by an ugly gash in his bead.
charge
lustice Henry for
Eddie Anderson did not wait to hold
having caused the death
Devite, alias “Bull McCarthy” at
>1 J20
.he
Saoramento Athletic club’s entertain- up his hands or get struck with the sling
nsnt last week. Griffo’s
iisoharged from custody.

seconds

were

shot, but started for tho doer of the office.
He was so eager

to

get

a

way that he fell

[

first that the masked men

were

railroad

employes playing some joke, but when
they saw the cigar stand boy and elevator
boy struck with a sling shot they realized
that it was no joke and stuck their hands
up as they were commanded to do.
“They were boys,” said Mr. Perry who
after the affair was the hero of the hotel,
and who was made to tell his story over
and over again.
“I knew they weren’t
the real article, but what made me mad
was to
see
them strike those boys. I

was wielding the sling shot the man
with two revolvers continued to cover the
reckon either one or the other of "them
people in the office and m ada every man would have
got hurt if X had got a hold
in sight stick his hands
up above his of them revolvers or no revolvers,” and
as Mr. Perry Is big
head.
enough to handle two
together we rather guess
No, he did not make every man do this, or three robbers
would have dropped if Mr.
something
for George M. Per.y either didn’t know
Perry hadn’t dropped first.
what the robber wanted him
Bert Huntoon, who is in charge of the
tc do or
Portland Railroad company’s stables
a
wouldn’t do it.
Mr. Perry
had just short
distance from the West End hotel
reached the top step of the stairs
leading was held up by these same two men a
down into the basement, when the two short time before the attack was made
on
robbers appeared at the ladies’ entran ee. the hotel offioe. He es standing in the
door
of
the
oar
shed
when
two
men
came
He started to walk across the room when
One of them went past him into
along.
one of the robbers commanded in a loud the shed
and Ghe other stepped up
in
voice:
front of him and placing his hands nrmly
on his shoulders said:
“Have vou got
“Hold np your hand3.”
any money?”
“To hei) with you,” replied Mr.
Perry,
“No,” said Huntoon, “I haven’t.” The
uuuoinuing 10 want cowards the man with men laughed and he and his comp.anion
Huntoon said the man
away.
tho two revolvers.
Perry is a big man, walked
who took him by the shoulders he would
weighing about 250 or somewhere in that know If ho saw him
again. He describes
neighborhood, and having seen the real him as having on a blue and white
thing in Arizona he didn’t propose to be checkered jumper, a little mustaohe was
about twenty-two or so, five feet ten and
taken into camp by any amateurs down
weighed about 150 pounds
here in Maine. Accordingly he continued
Charles Ashton, who keeps the curiositv
to advance towards the man with the two shop opposite the West End on Congress
street, saw these same men about nine
guns.
forty-five o’clock.
They were standing
"G— d d—n you,” yelled the robber, near the
platform and one of them was
"don’t you know what I mean when X helping the other put the traps of a pair
of overalls over his shonlder3.
Ashton
tell yon to hold up your hands.”
he would know these raen
if
ha
But Perry didn't know or rather he says
should see them again.
He thought at
didn’t want to know.
By this time he the time that they were railroad men or
He described the nian who
had nearly reached the
man with the express men.
faced him as being about eighteen with a
guns whon the robber’s pal with the sling
slouch hat, thin
face, medium comshot who had been engaged laying out the
plexion, without a coat and with a
two boys turned his attention to Perry. woolen shirt and a pair
of
checkered
Before the big travelling man knew what white and blue overalls.
Walter Castuer the hotel clerk says that
was about to happen the man with the
yesterday afternoon two young men or
slir.g shot had got around behind him boys came into the hotel to get something
a
crack
over
and gave him
the head. to eat.
Thoy didn’t seem to bo very
hungry and he thinks these were the men
Fortunately for Perry he had a Derby on who
tried the hold-up game.
He is cerand this broke the force of the blow and tain he will know them if he sees
them
also broke the hat, but the blow
was
again.
The
believe
that
these
two
men
turn
the
police
to
big man were tbe ones who
strong enough
have been making so
around ami bring him to his knees with
many hold-ups about Boston and Lynn
an ugly gash over his left ear.
Their method was similar to the
lately.
one used in Lynn, and if they are caught
ho
was
when
to
struck, began
Perry,
here they may be connected with
the
shout “police,” “police,” the mou with
Massachusetts hold-ups.
their hands up, some twenty-live or more
At three o'olock this morning the polica
took up the shout and yelled “robbers,” had not made any arrests and apparently
trace of the robbers has been lost.
It
“thieves,” “tiro” and in a moment the all
is doubtful if these men are caught, but
room was in an uproar.
if they are it will go hard with them.
Some daring Individ aal made a break
Others tumbled over
for the street door.
chairs and ran for all they were worth towards the basement stairs, into the read- I The Royal is the
highest grade baking powder
ing room,land some of them haven’t been
known. Actual tests show it gees oneseen since the hold-up and may be they
third further than any pther brand.
are running yet.
But they bad no need to hurry. Perry’s
unwillingness to stick his hands up in
the air at the robbers’ commands
htd
simply knocked the sand out of the
did
not
wait
to
settle
They
desperadoes.
with Perry for his breech of etiquette, nor
to enjoy tho stampede they had caused by
their sudden appearance.
They simply
flow for the door, through which they hail
entered, pursued by Walter Gtstner, tho
night clerk, who had been playing a
little part in this drama on his own hook
all the time.
Walter Gastner is a popular and experienced clerk, but he will never keep his
revolver in a draw again unlouded. When
tho robbers appeared at the office door and
commanded “hands up,” Walter saw at
once that they were alter him
While they
and
were settling with the hoys
Perry,
Gastner opened the draw in which his revolver was placed and tried to get some
The revolver is of
cartridges into it.
thirty-eight calibre and in the cartridge
box wore some thirty-eight calibre carHis
tridges and some of thirty-two.
Ungers of course seemed to be uli thumbs,
Absolutely Pur©
to
two
did
or
manage
three
get
but;ho
shells in his gun. When he saw Perry go
over on the floor beneath the
sling shot
Gastner started for the door which opens
from the enclosure behind the counter to
the office floor but when he got outside
the robbers were gone.
Hurrying to tho
door the clerk saw tne two men running
across Railroad square toward tho Union
It was nearly time for the ar- j
station.

pal

facing the main door is not railed off.

ABANDONING INTERIOR.

flew

the
upper stories of the hotel ring wi ll his
ories of “Bobbers,” “Bobbers

_

Brisbane, Queensland, May 6.—A ter•ible story of cannibalism
Is
reported
from New Guinea,
fourteen
escaped
prisoners from Manamama attaoked
a
riendly village,
killing and eating

and

making

May

rTJ’

the

no one was

one of the Spanish ships
BERMEJO CRITICIZED.
and perhaps more, and the Spanish govto exchange
ernment could not afford
HAVE
NOT
CO-OPERATED.
Lima, Ohio,May 5,—Three special cars,
Senor Robledo Resumes
His Speech In
at this stage of the war. That left
loaded with fixed cartridges for the use of
London, May 5.—Replying to the House pawns
Spanish Cortes.
the Pacific
squadron's rapid Are guns of Commons today to a question the sec- open as possible points of operations for
and attached to the Wells Fargo express retary of the Board of Trade. Mr. G, D.
Sampson, either Porto Rioo or some port
the Chicago and Erie road
train in
Riche, said the government had not been on tho Unban coast.
Madrid, May 5.—The debato on the
But
just which
this
through
passed
city tonight. The invited by the government of the United
government’s polioy was resumed in the
rushed to San Francisco States to
oars are being
is
to
be
iE
not
even hinted
theory
the
for
accepted
abolition
of
co-operate
congress today, the sitting being mainly
with all possible speed and the munit- the
tonnage, light house or equivalent by the department officials.
will be hurried on to Commodore taies
ions
occupied with the continuation of Senor
upon merchant vessels belonging to
Notice
state
came
to
tho
vessels.
department
Dewey’s
the two countries.
Robledo’s speech. He severely criticized
from Brazil today that that government
the government for its lack of foresight
had declared neutrality.
There 1b now
and after putting various questions to
no cause to regret such action on the part
members of the cabinet as to the governof the Brazilian government for, however,
ment plans, he announced that ho would
been to
beneficial the delay has
the
ask the Cortes
to vote an income tax.
United States in getting its warships
.Senor Romero asked why, after issuing
safely along the Brazilian coast, the issue from the
The
of attention to the
of
bay, Admiral Montojo returned
of the proclamation just now is likely to
to Cavite “thus
becoming a simple tarthe mouth and stomach is insisted
in
be
the
beneficial
still
more
closing get for the
upon
enemy?”
the
Brazilian
to
Spanish
ports
flying
Profession. No better means can be
Admiral Bermejo. minister of marine,
than the
squadron if it should be headed In that replied that Admiral Montejjo acted at
“
use of about a
of
direction. It may be noted, however, that his own discretion, no instructions havon first
I
while the first reports were received with ing been sent him.
in the
Admiral Bermejo declined to answer a
little credit, the advices coming to the
whereabouts
of the
the
to
as
question
The mouth should be rinsed with it before
navy department, though not conclusive, Cape Verde squadron.
of
foreign affairs,
inclined the officers to the belief that the
Sonor Gullon.minister
defended the governmont’s
vigorously
Spanish flying squadron really has turned action.
hack from Capo Verde to consolidate with
tho home squadron at Cadiz.
AMMUNITION SHIPPED.
Ureat pressure is being brought to bear
Davenport, la., May 5.—Eighteen carTHE
upon tho war department to secure ap- loads of munitions of wai,including nearmillion rounds of ammuntion,
pointments to second lieutenancies au- ly three
to eastern and southern
*>F ALL DRUGGISTS AND MINERAL WATER DEALERS.
thorized by the recently enacted Hull bill. were shipped
the
Sock Island arsenal tofrom
ports
The list of applicants
includes many day.

FOR DEWEY’S VESSELS.

winoglassful
morniog.

to

Popular

and with this much accomplished
Dewey
was master of the situation at
Manila.
It was suggested to Mr.
Long that the
shore batteries at Cavite
and on
the

expressed at
the department for the safety
of the Oregon or Commodore
Dewey.
The 25th infantry has been
ordered
to
Tampa from
Chattanooga.
Fears
are
expressed in
Madrid that Sampson’s fleet
are

DUST DRAWN

Forest
Steam

Commanded

to return to

Paris

Commodore Dewey’s ability to maintain
his position.
There was no doubt, the
Secretary said, that Commodore Dewev’s
fleet had annihilated
the Spanish fleet

tions.

ONE AT A

That’s the way

of

first plaoe reports were not expected with
the cable from Manila cut, and furthermore no fears were entertained as
to

military nominations
by Senate.
aprso
The queen is only waiting
SPECIAL ROHOUe
A CARPET WORTH BEATING a suitable moment to quit
Spain without injuring the
Is Worth Beating Right.
kine’s interest.
2 Mason

Men

Key West, May 5.—The government
by
“WORDS! WORDS! WORDS”
Mauds and Was Struck Over the Head
tug Leyden. Capt. Angus, steamed into
Will be Sent port this morning and told the following Madrid, via Paris, May 5.-It is
Says a Big
alleged
With a Slung Shot and Knocked Downstory of a desperate encounter with that the governments of Cuba and Porto
Against Yankees in
Ley- Spanish troops on the northern coast of Rico have cabled
Two Boys Also Struck foy the Robbers— up.”
that there is no need
F. M. Hildreth of Boston,
V.
F.
den Landed Its
Successful- Cuba. The Leyden left here Monday to fear a landing of American
Walker of Boston. Fred A. Pago of KenScene in Landlord Cast- 118bunk
in
An
troops
.Exciting
and
others
who
were
afternoon with a
of insurgents those
present in
islands.
th office when the hold up occurred, said
Two Ironclads,
two
ly—A Battle Between Insurgents and under General Acostaparty
and including five
ner’s
Mouse—Robbers
Are at the two men did not appear to be very
cruisers and three transports will leave
Cuban scouts undor the leadership of
“uu me gonera:
opinion was that
Cadiz forthwith to chase the
they were boys, about eighteen years old
Yankees
Capt, S. B. Dovst of the United States
Large.
or so.
had
on brown masks,
They
with
'rom the Philippines and then bombard
cavalry.
big hoies cut in them for the eyes and
Washington, May 6.— Secretary Long
these
was
atmasks
down and befoie he could get onto his foot
A regulation wild west hold-up
The Leyden also carried a large quan- California ports.
hung down about eight
said at the close of office hours today that
inches below the chin
One of the men
tity of arms and ammunition. The tug
tempted about ten o’clock last night at the man with the sling shot struck the had on a slouch hat and the
STATE
other wore a
COLLEGE
up to that time he had rooeived no word proceeded to a certain
BOYS
TO
ENLIST. the West End hotel by two masked rob- boy over the head
spot and landed
knocking him onto the brown derby. Both men wore blue and
from Commodore Dewey. He added, how- five men with tour boxes* of ammunition
Three persons were struck with floor again. Eddie got onto his
white
bers.
checkered
jumpers and overalls and
feet, how- flannel
General Acosta also Vacancies In Companies To Be Filled by
ever, that he felt no apprehension over and two horses.
shirts without coats.
sling shots and pretty badly hurt, twenty- ever, and ran for the elevator.
Jumping
this lack of good news, because in the landed and penetrated to the interior
Home Recruits,
The
men in the botsl office
thought at
announces to the
house seated about the

No fears
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WAR SEWS SUMMARY.

Spring and Summer wear.
Our

From Madrid

sailing of the Cape
probably compel It

thousand rounds for tho rapid Are rifles.

a

the

battle-

Spaniards Reported.

But people have to buy
Footwear just the same and
to all who are in need of such
wo would solicit their, inspecnew

Report

in

Masked Bobbers Terrorize the Occupants of the Hotel Office.

Expedition
Manila—Tug
Expedition

WAR IS ON

our

delay

and will

piercing projectiles, shells and six inch
andjflve inch rifle balls will make the
shipment of ammunition a very large one.
The powder and shot together will give
500 rounds for the big guns and several

on

of

XIII. have not
yet been supplied with
ammunition.
This was the cause of the

used for big eight inch guns,
6.00D pounds for the six inch guns, 50,000
pounds for the-five inch guns and lesser
amounts for other classes of guns. This,
with the large number of eight inch armor

Landed After

Props., Boston, uy How to Cure Every Humor," free.

of

indisputable authority that fivo
Spanish warships,
including the
ship Pelayo and the fine cruiser

grades

Expedition

—

tion

A

THE LEYDEN REPORTS.

A

General

♦

influence back of them.
The Navy Department will ship 200,000
pounds of powder to Commodore Dewey
to add to tho stock he now has left.
This
will be made up of about 60,000 pounds of
the

Queen Regent Has Prepared to
Leave Spain and Her Throne.

AGNES M. HARRIS, Push, Va.

A

Has

I

Speedy Cure Treatment fob Torturing, DisWarm baths
figuring Humors, with Doss op Haib.
with Cuticura S«ap, gentle anointings with Cuticura
ot
Cuticura
mild
doses
skin
cure,
(ointment), the great
Resolvent, greatest of blood purifiers and humor cures.
Sold throughout the world. Potter D.

executing the duties of Governor

bright young men, for the regulation reNO AMMUNITION.
Among
quires them to be under thirty.
them are,former students at West Point,
London, May 5.—The Paris correspondnewspaper men and others with political ent of the Daily Mall
say s: “I hear on

Husband Had to Undress and
Dress Wife Like a Baby.
Doctors’ Medicines Drove
Her Almost Crazy.

now

there.”

rival of the train from Boston and there
were many persons
waiting about the
platform, while several hacks were standing about outside. Castner made out the
forms of the two men through tho rain
and mist and fired two shots in the air to
call attention to them.
H. M. Castner
the proprietor of the house, heard
the
shouts and the shots.
He threw up the
window of his room and shouted for some
one to stop thieves,
but by this timo the
men were out of sight
around tho corner
of Union station, having ran
right past
two or three people and taken tho track
towards Turner’s islaud.
The hotel office was by this time in an
Men were emerging from all
uproar.
manner of hiding places about the room
and all were shouting advice to one another and to every one in general.
Th#
guests from tho upper stories came down
stairs as soon as they could get down, but
the most of them had to walk.
Eddie
Anderson's courage had failed him and
being near the roof, ho determined to stay
there out of the
way of the robbers.
v\omen in all degrees of dishabille, men
in
and
dressing
gowns
slippers,
waitresses, porters, cooks and people from
out on tho street filled the
all talkoffice,
at once and very much excited.
Officers Keating
and Wakefield who
waiting at the station for the arrival
of the Boston train ran over
to the hotel
as soon as the shots
were fired and as soon
as they learned of the
cau*<e of the excitement they hurried back to
the station,
boarded a shifting engine and ran out to
ihe
know nothing” and then walked
back along the track, but could not find
the robbers.
In the meantime some one had telephoned Deputy Marshal Hartnett, and he
was soon on the
spot and had a posse of
men hunting about all the
country roads
lor l3*16 ™en'
A camp of hobos who were
supposed to be over on Turner’s island
was raided by the police and teams
sent
out in every direction to
head the men
off. #
Carles Adams, whose bead was oat bv
the sling shot was
patched up, Mr. Perry
pulled his hat down over his bruised head
and said the injury didn’t
matter, while
Eddie Anderson came down
from the
garret and looked cheerful once more, but
it will be a good while beforo the WestEud gets through
talking about the “hold

DEL GADO KILLED.

Think

Department

Cause

Sews of the Death of the Cuban
Leader.

1'la., May 5.—A despatch
which arrived hire today brought
intelligence ot an engagement between
Spanish troops and insurgents in Havana
province in which Col. Juan Del Gado,
Che insurgent leader and four men, were
killed and the Spanish lost 21 men. No
further details are known and even these
obtained from hearsay in Havana.
are
Even the date of the engagement is not
given, although it’a understood to be of
recent ocourrenoe.
The steamer OlivJote will reach here toKey West,

h at

Lack

of

Nows

No

he
was not
signalling. News was rehere today of the arrival at Haceived
vana
yesterday of the British cruiser
Talbot, to take off the British subjects
who desire to leave the city. The Talbot
was held up by the blockading vessels, but
Anally asked permission of the flagship
to go, in which Admiral Sampson readi-

ly granted.

Sir John Kichardson,
commanding the British West Indian naval
station, was on board the Talbot. The
not heard of the Manila
Britishers bad
victory and when they learned of it, they
heartily congratuiaieu Admiral Sampson
and the other officers of the fleet.
Further information from the beseiged
island is to the effect that Gen. Blanco
is urging the provincial authorities in
every locality to stir up the patriotism of
which is said to be rapidly
the people,
waning under the influence of hunger
and disea-e.
The Spanish soldiers captured on the
prize steamer Argonauta last week were
sent North this morning on the City ol
Key West. They will be lodged in Fort
McPherson as prisoners of war until the
government deoides what shall be done
them.
The prisoners are Col.
with
Vincente de Cortejo of the third cavalry
of Pureto Principe; First Lieut. Lucas
Sacyez of the 6th battalion lower peninsula;
Surgeon Major Sincion Garcia
Julien and
Second Lieut. Luis Uuion
Touriaolle, with Emilio Cabeza, Baldemero
Aparicio Zambrana and Juan
Gonzales Verges, one sergeant and nine
privates. Under the escort of 10 members
of ths 25th
infantry, commanded by
Lieut. Moss, the Spaniards were landed
on the dock, where they were surrounded
a
crowd of Cubans and Americans
by
offered no
who, however,
indignities.
There they waited for more than an hour
for the arrival of the delayed
steamer.
The infantry detail accompanies them to
Fort McPherson.
Other members of companies A and G,
of the 2t5h infantry, (colored,) went on
government tugs today to the Tortugas,
w. ero they will bo stationed until further
Five
members .of the naval reorders.
Admiral

Htjrve amveu

lyuay

uu cue sieauuer

xarpcn

ami a body of armed engineers from Wil
lets Point od the Mallory liner Alamo.
The monitor Miantonomah arrived from

Philadelphia today.

QUOTE

AMERICA’S ENEMIES IN
THIS COUNTRY.
London,, May 5. -A remarkable and
mysterious attempt to influence public
opinion in London through circulars
distributed in the streets
during the
busiest hours began yesterday evening.
While the theatres wen. erupting, many
men were employed in handing dodgers
ol yellow paper with
large head lines

reading“Why the United States Is making war
upon Spain.'
Under this heading were extracts from
the remarks recently
made
Mr.
by
Edward
J
former
United
Phelps,

States minister at London, in which the
opinion i3 expressed that the United
States was not legally justified in going
to war with Spain!
These extraots were accompanied by
quotations from alleged pro-Spanish newsin America, and
papers printed
propapers
Spanish
published in Great
Britain.
Up to the present It has been impossible
to ascertain who is financing this street

propaganda.

FOUR SPANISH WARSHIPS.
New York, May 5.—A Key West speoial
to the Evening Post dated
today says:
Four Spanish warships are reported to be
off Barbados prepared to
Intercept the
A naval battle is exbattleship Oregon.

pected.
The prize court today is sitting on the
case of the Panama.
Testimony has been
concluded on the
Buenta Ventura and
Catalfha.
District Attorney Stripling

saye there is no doubt about the Catalina
and Panama being condemned.

ENGLAND’S SUPPORT.
riirlB, May 5.—The Eclair says negotia-

Uona are pending between
tli8 United
States and Great Britain whioh will result in the latter supporting the former,
if other powers favor Spain by attempting to stop the war before the United
Stoles bus received satisfaction.
The United
States, it is said, hat
promised in return to oaptnre the Canary
lands and cede them to Great Britain.
WHEN NATURE

Needs assistance it may be best to ren
promptly, but one should remem
her to use cveii the most perfect remedies
only when needed. The best and mosl
simple and gentle remedy is the Syrup
der it

of Figs, manufactured by
Jftg Syrup Co.

the Calfornia

of Schooner

Orange

the

Says

May 5.—Although natWashington,
urally anxious to heur from Commodore
Dowey, the President and members of

Boston, May o.—Tbe Norwegian steamer Orange, commanded by Cape. L. CostCuDerg, arrived heve this morning from
the ba with a
The
Orange
of
sugar.
cargo

tho cabinet are not at all alarmed at
non-arrival of news from Manila. It is
pointed out that the cable office is about
10 miles or more distant from the city and
that tho
connecting land line is un-

doubtedly in the hands of the Spanish
These, it is assumed, cannot be
troops.
the commodore with the
dislodged by
landing force | now at his disposal. The
commodore, it is said, may have been
compelled to send a slow vessel, or he
may be waiting to send news of tho surrender

of the

contingencies
time can

the opening of the Cuban parliament,
and the Queen Regent signed the war resources bill.
afterwards held another
The cabinet
meeting and deliberated upon the financial situation and the measures taken
and
contemplated to preserve public
order in the localities where disturbances
occurred.
have
Rioting continues at the seaport town
of Gijon where yesterday the flsherwomen
several
tobacco girls sacked
and the
bakeries and burned all the Ootori offices.
SPAIN’S

TROUBLES AT HOME.

May 6.-8 a. m.—The disturbances caused by the high price and scarciin the
of
continue
food
Spanish
ty
provinces. There have been frequent
Madrid,

conflicts between the rioters and the civil
guards and looting and shooting are reported from various points.
At Barcelona there has been a renewed
run on the bank, the holders of notes demandi ng silver.
Admiral Camara takes command of the
Cadiz fleet on Friday.
The government is greatly disappointed
at the length of the debate in the Cortes.
A mob of about eight thousand striking
miners has made a tumultuous demonstration at Murcia, capital of the province
of that name, thirty miles from the war
port of Cartagena.
They shouted “Death to the thieves,”
“Down with the
taxes," attempted to
other
set fire to the railroad depot and
then
and
began a movement tobuildings
ward Cartagena. A strong force of troops
prevented the rioters from moving on the
port. A number of men were wounded.
Disturbances are also threatened
at
Cartagena, where martial law has been

proclaimed.
SPANISH SKIPPER STEALS AWAY.

Brunswick, Ga., May 4. —The Spanish
bark Consuello, Gelpi, master, which arrived here from Santos Tuesday night,
has slipped away. She neithor
entered
nor cleared, thereby subjecting
herself to
seizure on the seas.
Captain Gelpi was
under
the
notified that,
President’s
could
enter and then
lie
proclamation,
clear, securing with his clearance papers
a
certificate entitling him to unmolested
to his port of final destination.
relpi decided to escape and risk capture
and pulled out from quarantine,
bound
for an unknown port. He is familiar with
these waters, having traded here many
years.

Eassage

THE MANILA CABLE.
London, May 5.—The officials of the
Eastern Telegraph company, when questioned today regarding the report that a
Commodore Dewey had
despatch from
reaohed Washington, said:
“Neither President McKinley nor anyone else has received
a message from
’'
Commodore Dewey.
Such a message, it is explained, must
necessarily be transmitted oyer their lines.
no
But the company knows of
communication emanating from Manila since
the cable was out.
The company has
bean watching all
being
points for Manila intelligence,
anxious regarding the safety of its staff
and property.

“UPRISING

IN

PORTO

RICO.

New
York, May 5—A dispatch from
Kingston, Jamaica,
says it has been

in port at Havana when President
McKinley’s declaration of war reached
he was
there and Capt. Costberg says
amazed at the calmness at which the
was

populaoe received the news.
Underneath this exterior calm, howBver, says
Capt. Costberg, there was a
fleeing of intense hatred for Americans.

The Orange loaded at Matanzas. She
arrived there on April 22, and hardly had
she let go Her aDohors before several boats
from the shore put off to her and a number
of men,
children
women
and
clambered aboard.
were
Cubans
They
bentfupon flight.
They asked Capt.Costberg for humanity’s
sake to allow them to remain on board
the
steamer as
thev were constantly
threatened
with death by the Spanish
soldiers.
There were 43 persons in all.
The captaiu decided to permit the Cu
bans to remain on board.
The Orange was at Matanzas four days
receiving cargo. During that time Capt.
Uostberg had ample opportunity to observe
the Spanish soldiery. Although
•aggod and half starved, tbe soldiers are
full of patriotism and are willing to tight
sill death, said.the captainIn speaking of the British consul's position at Matanzas. Capt. Costberg stated
hat he is in constant fear of attack from
;he Spaniards.
The consul at Havana
las assured him that on the flrst
hostile
lemonstration
against tbe consulate a
British ship
will be dlspatohed to bis

on

tionnvo

a

Food

Buy,
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COLUMBIA AT PROVINCETOWN. |
Provincetown, UMass., May B.—The
cruiser Columbia arrived in Provincetown
harbor at 2.18 o’clock this afternoon. She
came to join
Commodore Howell’s fleet.
The
firing of a salute by the Columbia
while entering
the harbor
frightened
many of the residents of the town and the
•unniil-

J_Jl-

i.1_i

cs__

ship had attaoked the San Francisco.

Rh

COL. ROOSEVELT NOW.

Washington, May

Y?'k’

were

Leave Spain

de-

H. S. Hawkins, 20th U. S. InAdmiral Samp- try; Col.
to sail without delay to watch for fantry; Col. Royal T. Frank, 1st U. S.
son
Col. J. F. Kent, 24th U. S.
the Spanish fleet and if found to destroy artillery;
it. Admiral
Sampson ha3 been taking infantry; Col. Samuel S. Sumner, fith
on ammunition and coal supplies at Key U. S.cavalry; Col. Francis L. Guenther,
West for 24 hours and he was prepared to 4th U. s. artillery; Col. Alexander C. M.
sail at short notice.
Pennington, 2d U. S. artillery; Col. G.
is understood
It
that Commodore V. Henry, 10th U. S. cavalry; Col. John

spatched immediately

to

I. Rogers, 6th U. S. artillery; Col. Louis
5th U. S. cavalry; Col,
H, Carpenter,
Samuel B. M. Young, 3d U. S. cavalrv;
Edward
B.
Col.
Williston, 6th U. S. artillery; Lieut. Col. Henry W. Lawton,
inspector general U. S. army; Lieut. Col.
George M, Randall, 8th U. S. infantry;
Lieut. Col. Theodore Schwab, assistant
adjutant general, U. S. A.; Col. Wm.
T. Ludjow, corps of engineers, XI. S. A.;
Lieut. Col. A. R. Chaffee, 3d U. S. cavalry; Lieut. George W. Davis, 14th U. S.

in command of the
flying squaat Hampton Hoads,will receive
orders probably within the next 24 hours
to put to sea to
join Rear Admiral

Schley,

dron,

now

Sampson.
It is understood that Admiral Sampson

infantry.

Lieut. Col. Alfred E. Bates, to be deputy paymaster general, U. S. A.

Lieut. Col. John F. Werton to be assistant commissary general of subsistence,
with rank of colonel.
Also several other nominations, military and naval.

SOUNDS LIKE OLD TIMES.
Havana

Blanco, visited the British cruiser
Talbot, now lying in the harbor. Subsequently, Lieut. Manterola visited the
cruiser and in the course of the day both

Bevas, at Farm
Clement Cruz
the insurgent bands under leaders
Diego Nunez and Perfecto Estaban,
taking the camp. The insurgents lost lu
killed, among them, leader Diego Nunez
and 23 taken prisouers, together with a
quantity of arms, ammunition and medicine.
The Spanish column, which completely
destroyed the camp had'.four wounded.
At Palayo
Villas, a body of Spanish
cavalry had an engagement with the insurgents under Gen. Maximo Gorooz, the
latter leaving four dead on the field and
the Spanish one. The government troops
had an officer and seven soldiers wounded. At Loina Cruz the looal guerillas surprised a body of insurgents, killing 10.
killed and two
Two
persons were
wounded by an explosion on a sugar refinery at Cardenas.
This morning at about 8 o’clock four
American vessels passed in front of HaThe British steamer Strathdee,
vana.
Capt. Currie, entered the Isabella harbor
and were ordered to return to Progresso.
Some days
ago the American fleet instructed her owners that she would be returned.
It is reported here that the British gunboat Aleit is at Santiago de Cuba. Last
night the officers of the British cruiser
Talbot occupied a complimentary box at
the Albisu theatre.
A meeting held at the City hall in
Union de Boyes adopted a resolution, the
substance of which will be sent to Senor
Calvez, president of counoil of secretaries
and to President McKinley, protesting
against “The proposal to impose upon
the island a government oontrary to its
Col.

fought

aspirations.”

THE ST. PAUL PUTS OUT.

Philadelphia, May

5.—The big auxiliary cruiser St. Paul with Capt. Sigsbee
on the bridge,
left Cramp’s shipyard at
8.20 o’olock this
morning and steamed
down the Delaware
river. The passage
of the St.
Paul down the river was the
signal for a great outburst of enthusiasm.
All the vessels on the river that
owned
whistles, blew them as long as the steam
in their boilers would allow. Along both
the Philadelphia and Jersey shores crowds
of people were congregated wildly cheering as the St. Paul sailed by.
Contrary to the announcement at
Cramps shipyard, that the St. Paul
would stop at League island navy yard
for ammunition, the big oruiser proceeded
straight down the Delaware river.
She passed Marcus Hook 15 miles below

former minister of justice, are bound to
come to toe lront now, as “A military
furore has taken possssion of the nation,
and the Spanish dynasty as well as the
government, is doomed.

thlR flitiT ftti 11.9ft

THE NICTHKROY SAILS.

ultimate destiny of the Philippines and
that some sort of immediate intervention
was probable was entirely unwarranted
and placed
in
a
Russia
misleading
position before the people of this country.
He says the sentiment of Russia official
and unofficial, is one of extreme cordialty
towards the United States.

NEW ADMIRAL TAKES COMMAND.
Madrid, May 5.—Admiral Camara, whe
19

to take

Spanish

hoist his

command

reserve

flag

tomorrow of
at Cadiz,

squadron

the
will

the battleship
Pelayo.
His
appointment has caused
much satisfaction among the naval men
of Spain.
on

If you would be sure
of obtaining only the best
and purest selected tea
that money can buy,
to retain its

natural aroma, free from
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odors of

surrounding

m

n.nr)

poonhor)

Icon

ar-

ticles, get
Chase & Sanborn’s

value.

Thanks
and congratulations
of the
offered
to
chamber are
“Commodore
Dewey and the gallant officers and crews
of the Asiatio squadron,
who “by a
blow struck under circumstances of peculiar
heroism have helped importantly tc
shorten the war.”
In accordance with the resolutions introduced by President Lowe, President
Orr appointed
a committee
which in
eludes
Seth Lowe, Levi P. Morton, J,
Pierpont Morgan, Abraham S. Hewitt
Carl Schurz, Whitelaw Reid, Charles S,
Fairchild, J. Edward Simmons, August
Belmont, Wm. L. Strong, John D, Rockefeller and other prominent men.
DEANE MADE NO DEFENSE.

Berlin,

N.
who

H.,

May 5.—Benjamin F.
killed his wife last night,

Deane,
was arraigned here this forenoon, befor<
Judge George F. Rich. He pleaded noi
guilty and was bound over until the Oo
tober term
of the grand jury withoui
ball. He was taken to Lancaster jail.
Mr. Shaver, a friend of Mrs. Deane, at
whose house the murder occurred, ant
John Garland, who were present wher
the crime was committed, were the chie:
witnesses against
Deane.
They state!

that Mrs. Deane left home last Thursday
on account of trouble
with her husbanc
and went to Mrs. Shavers. Last night
Dean appeared at Mrs. Shaver’s, armed
with a revolver, and seeing Mrs. Deane,
asked:
“Mrs. Deane, are you coming
home or not?”
The woman replied: “No, Ben, never.”
Deane pulled the revolver and
fired.
The shot took effect in Mrs. Deane’s left
breast. Mrs. Deane said: “Oh, my God,
you’ve killed me,” and fell dead.
made no defence and had no
Deane
counsel.

MISSIONARIES MASSACRED
Sierra Lone, West Coast ol
Africa, May 5.—It is reported that the insurgents engaged in the rebellion which
Freetown.

of the
grew out of the dissatisfaction
natives with the hut tax and who is anhad
burned
the
nounced, yesterday,
headquarters of the American missionaries at Songay in the Sheerboro district
have attacked and destroyed the town of
Rotifunk.
It is further said that the
members of the American mission located
in that place, who were Sierra Loneeans,
have been massacred.
HAWAII CERTAIN TO BE ANNEXED

Washington, May 5.—Hawaii is certain
to be annexed. The House foreign affairs
committee will vote next Tuesday and
will decide to formally report the annexaThe latter
tion resolution to the Honse.
will act promptly and then the Senate
There may be
will take up the matter.
some disoueslon, but the resolution will
of
The
Manila has
capture
finally pass.
enlarged the future destiny of the United
States.
_

Package Teas.

New

tea-leaded forms.

hoard

[

T.ocal

Sun

Weather Report.

May 5.—The looal
from Miami, Fla., says:
The
weathur bureau office records as to tht
torpedo boat Eriosson has been missing
sine; Saturday. It is feared that she may weathor are as follows:
8 a.
havo sunk.
m.—Barometer, 29,932; thermome
She has not been seen by any of
the ter, 60.0; dew
point, 42; humidity, 74
other vessels in Admiral Sampson’s squad- wind.S; velocity, 8; weather, clear.
a
8 p.
ron since
terrible
gale struok them
HI—Barometer, 29.811; thermome
Saturday, and it is known that she was ter, 48.0; dew point, 44; humidity, 85
short of coal.
wind, S; velocity, 5: weather. It. rain.
The Ericsson was commanded by Lieut.
Mean daily thermometer, 51; maximun
The other officers were thermometer, 58; minimum thermometer
N. R- Usher.
L.
A.
AsBostwick and Passed
44; maximim v.eioei.y wind, 8 S; tota
Ensign
sistant Engineer O. W. Roosts’-.
preninitation, tract
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Camp Powers, Augusta, May 5.—Today
really the first pleasant day that the
soldier boys have had since they entered

Suffering

for

of

Dyg

Twenty-Five

Years.
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SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES
To Hent.

gusta,
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Augusta, May 5.—Sixty-three

men

were

rejected today by the United States examining board out of four companies of
the First regiment, G, of Biddford, H,
of Rockland, I, of Lewiston and M,
of
Westbrook.
The latter
company lost
seventeen men as follows: Privates Lorm.
Beattie, V. C. Hanson, J. K. Hanson,
P. L. Andrews, E. L. Andrews, Merrill

Woodman, Walker, Cook, Kelley,
num, Lewis Libby, E. H. Libby,

Var-

Company

G

of

including

mon

Corporal

Smith.

Portland,

Me.,

Tlie

new

design.

Price of boxes $5.00 to $10.00 per year.
Anyone desiring a box for the deposit
of securities or valuables will do well to
write us for further information.

PEOPLE’S SAVINGS BANK,
Lewiston,

Me.

apr28d2\v

_

Biddeford lost sixteen
four sergeants
and
The latter is one of the

pany G has left.

Company H lost sixteen
Company I lost
including one corporal. The

mostly privates.

fourteen men
latter’s case is not fully settled and he
may again get back Into the guard.
Captain Gowen of Co. G, who was rejected yesterday, by the surgeons, has
been notified to come before the board for
another examination.
Tomorrow the men in Co. A. Co. B of

Portland, Co. C of Auburn and Co. D of

Norway,

new
vault with safe
Boxes.
Vault and boxes all
and of the latest and strongest

Deposit

SAGASTA ON DEWEY’S FLEET.
He

great shots of the State Guard. Sergeant
Scammous is the only sergeant that commen,

People’s Savings Bank. Lewiston,

has fitted up their

Whid-

den, Kimball and J. H. Graham.

will be exaimned.

DIDN’T DIE AFTER ALL.

Says Manila Had Plenty of Guns and
Gunners.

Madrid, May 6—In an interview, Prime
Minister Sagasta emphatically
denies
that there was anything,;Lamiss with the
defences of the

Philippine islands, as had
charged by the opponents of the

I been

He declared that
government.
Manila
well defended with modern gnns,
and there were plenty of skilled gunners
was

The

there.

total garrison
of the'oity
8000
men.
If the Yankees
reckoned on the aid of the insurgents in
capturing the city they.would find themselves wofully mistaken.
numbered

When questioned concerning Commodore Dewey’s feat in entering the harbor
under cover of night without being detected, Senor Sagasta said that he was
not surprised at his having done so. Ho
did not refer
to the absence of searchlights on Corregidor Island, which, it is
asserted, should have been used nightly
when it
was known
that an attack bv
the American squadron was imminent,
but attributed the success of Commodore
Dewey’s plans to natural causes, whioh
MISS BREWSTER INSANE.
it was impossible for the Spanish engineers to guard against.
Montpelier, Vt., May 5.—The jury in
The entrance to the bay, he said, was
the
Mildred Brewster murder trial, returned a verdict at 9.40o’olook this morn- wide 'and deeDjand the currents running
there
wore very strong, which made mining. finding the defendant not guilty, by
ing difficult, if not impossible.
reason of insanity.
Referring to the utter absence of news
Mildred Brewster
was obarged with
Manila, the prime minister declared
having killed Anna Wheeler, of whom from this
was the most
that
she was jealous, at Montpelier, May 28,
disquieting aspect
of
the
situation.
1897. Miss Brewster also shot herself and
her life was saved only by the most careTO MUCH FOR BOSTON.
ful and persistent medical efforts, it is
probable that the defendant will be sent
to
the state insane asylum at Water- Seymour’s Curves Proved Puzzlers for

Pekin, May 5.—The extraordinary official announcement was made today that
Frince
Koung, the president of the Tsung
L. Yamen, (Chinese foreign office), who
was reported to
have expired on Monday
It seems that he lapsed
last, is alive.
into unconsciousness
and the Chinese
doctors pronounoed him to be dead, but
the Prince has since awakened. His condition is said to be still critical

bury.

Hub Men.

MRS. PINKHAM’S ADVICE.

NO NEW DEVELOPMENTS.

London, May 5.—There were no new
developments today in the Hispano-

cooler; variable winds.

THE ERICSSON MISSING.

INTERESTING experience

Morton of

Regular Army Ukel)
Get Appointment.

1

__MISCELLANEOUS.

Mrs. Sarah A. Skeels an estimable
camp.
lady residing at Lynnvllle, JasDer Co
for
The PRESS representative is informed Iowa, gwas
twenty-five 'years a
sufferer from Dyspepsia, and her comthat Dr. Stiles has decided to
recom- plete restoration to health is so
remarkmend the acceptance of
Captain Bird of able that we present the facts in the
the Rockland
case
for the benefit of our readers, many
com pany and
Captain of whom have doubtless suffered
in the
Gowen of the Biddeford
company for the same manner and will, therefore, be ingovernment service.
how all stomach
terest in learning
It is likely that Capt. Conley, of Co.
L, troubles may be avoided and cured. Mrs.
of Portland, will lose both of his lieuten- Skeels says: I used only one package
of Stuart’s Dyspepsia Tablets and I rements have been prepared for her in he: ants. Lieut. Foley and Lieut. Lee
are cived such
great and unexpected benefit
both under weight. The latter only
tipped that I wish to express iny sincere gratibrother’s palace.
six months
the scales at 105 pounds, and the govern- tude. In fact it has been
since I took the medicine and I have not
“Telegrams from the Austrian am- ment law requires that a man shall
weigh had one particle of distress or
difficulty
bassador at Madrid indicate
that th< at least 12b pounds.
There is said to be since. And all
this in the face of the
Queen Regent is only awaiting for a suit some hope for Lieut. Foley, but none for fact that the best doctors I consulted told
™e my case was
incurable as I had
Lieut. Lee.
able moment
to quit
Spain withoui
suffered for twenty-five years. I want
Your representative was informed today half a
dozen packages to distribute among
detriment to the interests of her son.”
that it was now settled that Captain C. my friends here who are
very anxious to
G. Morton, D. S. A. of Portland will try this remedy.
FOR THE COUNTRY.
Truly yours,
be made Lieut Colonel of the First regiMRS. SARAH A. SKEELS.
Two days ago It was announced
Patriotic Resolutions Passed Ry New York ment.
ihe reason why
Stuart’s Dyspepsia
that Captain
would
not be la Diets are so successful in
Morton
Chamber of Commerce.
curing indi»
and
selected for the
stomach trouble
and the
position, but now that gestion
reason why it never
those who
New York, May 6.—The l£0th
annual Lieut. Col. Smith has been turned down need it and use it Isdisappoints
because nothing is
meeting of the Chamber of Commerce of matters have assumed a different light. claimed for it except what it will actually
be perform. It is not a cure all and no such
the State of New York was held here to- Captain Morton’s appointment will
are made for it.
It is prepared for
announced, it is Eaid, before the week is claims
day.
the solo purpose of curing
Dyspepsia and
President Alexander E. Orr, called the gone.
the various forms of indigestion.
From the outside it looks as If it had
There is scarcely a patent ; medicine
chamber to order and introduced President Seth Low of Columbia university, been the Intention right along to appoint made but wbat is claimed to cure dyspepsia as well as a hundred other troubles,
him.
who offered a lengthy
preamble and set
when as a matter of fact a remedy to cure
The mustering-in of the men
of the Dyspepsia must be prepared
of resolutions, pledging the “unqualified
especially for
Co. A that and nothing else; and among all the
and hearty support” of the ohamber, “to First regiment was begun today.
nostrums,
remedies,
patent
bitters, etc.,
and
Co.
B
of
the
First
battalion were the
the President and Congress of the United
so extensively advertised you will
find
first companies to go
before
Lieut. that Stuart’s
States in the conduct of the war.”
Dyspepsia Tablets is the
The resolution also pledged the cham- Royden.
They were ordered before him only one advertised as a cure for dyspep11
at ten o’clock. The lieutenant says that sia and nothing else. The remedy is prebear its share of the
ber to
coming
the
Stuart Co. of
Marshall,
it may be, to the end he does not expect to get along very fast pared by
burden whatever
Micb., and for sale by all druggists at
that such a
peace may speedily be ob- for the first two days, but after his clerks 5 ) cents per package, and if
you suffer
tained as will insure to the benefit of our get the run of things he says that he can from any form of stomach derangement
and to the domestic muster in 300 or
Cuban neighbors
o indigestion a trial will not
400 per day.
disappoint
quiet and prosperity of theUnited States,
you.
and provide for the
A
appointment of 80
little
book
on
stomach
troubles
DIDN’T STAND TESTmembers of the ohamber, “to take such
mailed free, Address
Stuart Co., Marfrom
time
to
time
actions
as may be
shall. Mich.
Men in Foul Companies Renecessary to give this action of the oham- Sixty-three
ber Its
greatest possible efficiency and
jected By Examining Surgeon* at Au-

American conflict. The absence of news
from Commodore Dewey causes a great
deal of speculation, the balance of opinSOLDIERS FOR DEWEY.
ion inclining to the view that while in no
San Francisco, May 5.—It is obvious
he has not been able to get effectdanger
in
the light of Commodore
now,
Dewey’s ual possession of Manila.
at
triumph
Manila, that San Francisco
The latest despatches from Madrid say
will at once become the base of
important the measures the Cortes has adopted
military and naval operations.
Before
effect of reducing the agimany days 6000 men will be encamped on have had the
tation in the provinces, but looking tc
the Presido reservation.
It transpires that orders have been is- the severity of the censorship such opsued directing the 14th United States In- timistic reports may well be doubted.
fantry, now stationed in the department
of the Columbia, to take station immediTHE WEATHER.
ately at San Francisoo.
It is believed that further orders will be
promulgated to assemble all the organizations of the Fourth United States cavalry
at the Presido.
Orders have been received from
MajorGeneral H. O. Merrlman,
commanding
the department cf California and the
Columbia,
instructing Col. Louis T
Morris, commanding the post at the
Presido to select locations fortheenoamp.
rnent; of 60U0 volunteer troops from the
States of Orrgon, Washington and CaliAbout 500 men, it is stated can
fornia.
be oared for on Angel Island.
It is the opinion of Captain Morrison
Washington, May 5.—Weather forecast
that some of the men manning the bat- for
Friday for New England and
teries of heavy artillory here will be sent
New York: Rain; northwesterly
eastern
man
batteries
to Manila to
light
and their
places will 3e tilled from among the Cali- winds.
fornia volunteers recently enlisted and
Boston, May 5.—Local forecast foi
about to be mustered into the service of
Boston and vicinity for Friday: Rain
the United States.

disolosed.

RUSSIA NOT UNFRIENDLY.
6—A leading Russian
diplomatic said today that the cable report from London that Emperor Nicholas
of Russia was muoh disturbed as to the

A

Water Point,
near Newcastle and anchored at 12.50 p. m.
It Is not known
why Capt. Sigsbee
changed his original plans unless it was
that he feared to take any ohances with
his big vessel
in the narrow channel at
the navy yard.
is presumed that the St. Paul will
It
take on her ammunition in the Delaware
Bay off Bombay Hook at the same time
she receives her coal.
The alleged Spanish spy who was
caught
on the St. Paul
Tuesday night was put
ashore at Cramp’s shipyard
bafore the
cruiser sailed.
The evidence against him
was not deemed sufficient and he
was
released.

Buenos Ayres, (via Galveston, Tex.,)
May 5.—A despatch received here today
from
Rio Janeiro, announces that the
United States dynamite cruiser Nlctheroy
has sailed northward.

so as

and Vlotories

Gen.

London May 6.—A letter dated May 2,
just arrived from Madrid, says General
W'eyler, and Senor Romero Robledo, the

packed

Insurgents

Havana, May 5, 8p m.~Yesterday
Brigadier-General Ruberto, representing

He
practically severed his connection
with the navy department at the close of
business today, although his resignation
may not take effect until after'the appointment and qualification of his successor.
Who this
will be has not yet been

Washington, May

and

of Former,

6.—Assistant Secre-

N. H., May 5.—Portsmouth harbor was a busy place today.
Tho U. S. S. Essex was successfully
placed in dry dock early thi9 forenoon
and
tho work of overhauling her was
begun at onoe.
Major E.L. Hoxie of the U. S. A. engineer corps, arrived here this morning on
board the tug Sylvanus Ward, to assist in
the work of mining the harbor.

Reports of Engagements Between

Spaniards

tary Roosevelt will leave here tomorrow
for San Antonio, Texas, for the purpose
of
assuming his duties as lieutenant
colonel of the regiment of mounted riflemen commanded by Col. Leonard Wood.

Portsmouth,

Captain

to

“ay 5-A Washington

_l_

Flag Lient. Knapp,Jwho was detached
from the Topeka, arrived here at noon
today to join the San Francisco.

PM

TO BE LIEUTENANT COLONEL.

HAD ENOUGH.

Senate today
Washington. May 5.-The
desconfirmations:
Will
to
tbo
As Soon A: i
patch
World says; Rear Admiral made the following
Sampson, with the flagship New York, Postmasters for Maine-Albert. C Brad]
Henry C. Brewer, Freethe battleships Iowa and
Possible.
Indiana, the bury Newport;
cruiser Cincinnati, and the
Mayflower, is port.
now on his way to the coast
To be Brigadier Generals—Col. Thomas
of Porto Rico
U. S. Infantry; Col.
14th
to intercept the Spanish
Manderson,
Verde
Cape
fleet,
E. Compton, 4th U. S. cavalry;
which is supposed to be headed in
Charles
London, May 6.—The Vienna corre
that
Arnold, 1st U. S. cavalry;
direction.
A K.
Col
of the Daily Telegraph says:
spondent
17th U.S. infantry;
ihe
nary
department received the Col. John S. Poland,
have been reserved at
“Apartments
2d
U.
S.
C.
Bates,
information this
infantry;
morning that the fleet Col John
the
hotel
tor
here
25th
U. S. infanQueen Regent o:
9000 miles at
Col. Andrew S. Burt,
was about
sea, taking a
19th
before apart
Simon
Snyder,
U.S.
Infanshe
arrives
in
ease
Col.
Spain
southwesterly course.
try;
Orders

:

—--

MINING PORTSMOUTH.

to

BRIGADIERS GALORE.

MOVEMENTS-

■

How’s ThK

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that can not be cured by
Hall’s Catarrh cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Props., Toledo, O.
We the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
for the last 15 years, and beleive him perfectly
honorable in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made
by their firm.
West & Tri-ax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo. O.
Waldino, Rinnan & Marvin, Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces ot
the system. Price 75c per bottle.
Sold by all
Druggists. Testimonials free.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.

SAMPSON’S

will cruise oft Porto Rico on the lookout
The fast yacht Mayflowfor the enemy.
er and the cruiser Cincinnati will go out
scouting for the Spanish fleet, and when
it is sighted will hasten to the squadron
to report. The formidable fleet will then
start In pursuit.
The navy department
oflieials do not
take any stook in the press despatch from
Lisbon that the Spanish fleet has put into
the Canaries.
“It is atypical Spanish ruse,” said a
protection, immediately.
prominent member of the strategy board
Capt. Costberg states that there were today, “and we will not be taken in ny
several Americans
remaining at Matan- it. We do not fear them. We are preof whom for personal safety pared for them.
sas, most
ire at the British consulate all the
No fears are entertained for the safety of
time.
The Orange left Matanzas on the 20th the Oregon, the Marietta and the Buffalo.
>f April.
She had proceeded about two
They have orders to prooeed down the
miles from
the entrance to tbe harbor coast to Pernambuca and not to get out
when those on board were startled by a of easy range of the three-mile limit. On
blank shot being fired aoross her bow,
by arrival at Pernambuco orders will be
the U. S. cruiser Cincinnati, and the awaititng them dlreoting the next move.
Orange immediately came about.
The The plans of the navy department are as
an officer and several
Cincinnati sent
follows:
men aboard the steamer who scrutinized
Rear
Admiral Sampson’s squadron is
arwl
tuucfovad tk
ACL
to proceed to a point where it can watch
nna
■ff*!* tho
floof
crew for inspection.
When in VinfK
gers and
everything was found to ha all right she if it is found proceeding down the Brazilwas permitted to proceed.
ian coast it is to be followed and sunk.
A gale on the 27th, which continued If It is found going toward American
for 24 hours, put’the Cuban’refugees in waters it is to be intercepted. Should it
a state of panic, and it beoame
necessary try to enter Porto Rico it Is to be sent to
The refugees were the bottom before it can do so.
to lock them below.
landed at Tybee, Ga., April 29.
Should the
Spanish fleet put into
Porto Rico it will arrive there about SunORDERED TO CITY OF PEKIN.
day. Rear Admiral Sampson’s fleet will
Washington, May 5.—The secretary of reach there about Saturday, having at
the navy today ordered Naval Construc- least 24 hours’ advance. Should the Spantor Wm.
L. Capps, now at the Union iards be lying in wait for the Oregon
Iron Worke, San Francisco, to proceed at and her convoys the American squadron
the earliest moment on the’steamer City will have ample time in which to intercept their purpose.
of Pekin, just chartered by the navy de
The ships in the Spanish fleet, accordpartment, to meet Commodore Dewey’s
to the best obtainable information
squadron at Manila. Mr. Capps will se- ing
First-class cruisers, Vizcaya, Allect from the Mare Island force a number are:
mirante
Oquendo, Infanta Maria Teresa
of the most experienced and intelligent
and
Cristobal
and thn torpedo
Colon,
workmen to take with him. In addition
ho will place on the Pekin a full supply boat destroyers Furor, Terror and Plutou,
the command of Admiral
of machino tool, steel plate and all of the all under
materials that are likely to be needed to Villimil.
make temporary repairs to a ship in disWHAT WE WANT IS PORTO RICO.
tress. The purpose of the department in
making this order is to put Commodore
Washington, May 5.—There were many
Dewey’s fleet at the earliest possible conferences between the President and
moment into first class condition, repair- Senators and Representatives
today. The
ing all the damages sustained in the en first comer was Senator Burrows of
to
this
to
and
in'addition
raise
gagement
Michigan, who came to present some
and repair any of the Spanish ships either friends to the President.
As he left he
surrendered or sunk in the engagement said:
“Everything is moving along
that are capable of being navigated again. smoothly and well.
What we want now
is Porto Rico. We ought to have that toG. A. R. MEN FOR COAST DEFENCE morrow.”
“Will it be as soon as that. Senator?”
war
Lynn, Mass., May 6.—A
meeting
of delegates from Grand Army posts in
“Yes,” was the reply, “probably in a
Salem
Ipswich, Lawrence, Gloucester, day or two.
While refraining
from saying
what
Peabody, Marblehead, Beverly, Danvers,
Swampsoott, Georgetown, Andover and transpired during his brief interview
Essex, was held with Post 6 of Lynn at with the President, his statement that
this afternoon, the ofcjeat
4 o’clock
of the seizure of Porto Hioo is expected to
which was to form a regiment to be com- be effected in a day or two, was thought
Grand
men
of
of
Essex
counby his hearers to be significant, having
Army
posed
ty for ooast defence. Capt. John G. B, been made immediately after the Sep-rtor
Adams, ex-commander in chief of the left the President, though he would not
Grand Army, presided, and war speeohes say the President had given him any information.
were made by Mayor Cook of Gloucester,
Senators Frye and Hale of Maine, SenaEditor John L. Parker of the Lynn Item,
Capt. Benj. Pittman of Lynn, Joseph tors Allison and Gear of Iowa, and Senator
Platt of New York, were among the
E. L. Holt of
Gregory of Marblehead,
Lawrence, Maloolm Sellers of Danvers early oallers at the White House.
The two Maine Senators stated on
and others. The meeting voted to form
a regiment at once for ooast defence to be
leaving the White House that their mission
had no connection with the general
made up of Grand Army
veterans in
Essex county, and a committee of seven situation.
were appointed to organize the regiment
WEYLER TO THE FRONT.
immediately.

OLIVETTE GOES TO KEY WEST.
the
learned from officials dispatches to
Tampa, Fla., May 5.—The steamer OliSpanish government passing through vette,
which has been lying at tho docks
Kingston that there has been an uprising at Port
Tampa, with banked fires for
in Porto Rico, amounting practically to
several days, sailed today for Key West
a revolution.
It is not stated wheD or at On
board were Lieut. Col. W. H. Lawton
what point the uprising began.
of Gen. Shafter’s staff, inspector general
of the southern district, and Commodore
PORTUGAL’S NEUTRALITY.
Watson. It is supposed that Col. LawPonta Deiagada, Azoie Islands, May 5. ton’s trip is for the purpose of gathering
—A Portuguese gunboat has arrived here all the
information possible as to the
to enforce the neutrality decree of Portu- movements of the Spanish fleet and the
disposition of the Spanish forces in Cuba.
gal.

«Easy

HU

Soldiers Will Fight..

fr

During her cruiso the Dolphin held up
18 ve.-sels, all of which were released except the Spanish Ashing schooner Lolo,
which was sent in here the other day.
The
Dolphin had previously taken the
Lolo, but* had released her on the captain’s promise to go inshore and remain
there. Not long afterwards the Dolphin
again found the Lolo cruising and apparently signalling information to some one
on shore. The Spaniard was then captured
despite the captain’s protestations that

Captain

for Alarm.

islands. In any event the
are such that no definite
be fixed for the arrival of the
are
the President and his
Nor
report.
advisers disturbed at the situation of the
the
Marietta.
'I hey have
Oregon and
night, but will not be permitted to enter no fear that the Cape Verde fleet is en
the inner owing to new port regulations
route to intercept them, ior the reason
governing the movement of vessels dur- that such a move would be height of
ing the night. Commodore Watson is a folly. In case of an attack it is confidentpassenger on the Olivette.
believed that the Oregon would sink
A
naval officer of high rank told the ly least one or two of her
at
assailants, so
correspondent of the Associated Press that if the enemy succeeded in defeating
tonight that the division of Admiral her she would hava suffered an equal or
Sampson’s squadron, already Indicated greater loss to themselves. Tnls exchange
from Washington, will,in all probability,
the Spaniards are in no position to make.
go into effect forthwith.
Although the government has had no
Commodore Watson will raise his flag
official news of tho present whereabout of
and his comon the cruiser Cincinnati
thu
Cape Verde fleet, no doubt is exother cruisers and
mand will include
that it has returned to Cadiz as
pressed
gunboats.
I.loyds. Wherever it is, the
Commodore Ramey who will command reported by has no reason to
hope that it
the other division of the fleet, Rear Ad- government into these waters.
will
venture
a
commander-inmiral
Sampson being
chief of
both divisions, is expected here
TROOP SHIP ARRIVES.
in a few days.
The conditions of th6 Havana blockade
remain unchanged, the line being rigidly sagasta Has Some Good News for the
kept by the Montgomery and other cruisQueen.
ers under Capt. Converse, who is still in
temporary command.
Madrid, May 5, 3 p. m.—At a oabinet
The censorship of despatches here continues very
strict. Capt. Lyons of the council today over which the Queen Regunboat Dolphin, who has been cruising
the primer, Senor Sagasta,
for eleven days along the western coast gent presided,
of Cuba, eays there is great activity on explained the war situation and announoed
shore throughout that section and especi- tho safe arrival at Porto Rico of the
ally in Bahia Honda.
Spanish Trans-Atlantic company’s steamGroups of Spaniards can be seen worker Alfonso XIII., having on board, it is
on
fortifications
all
of
improvised
ing
kinas.
Earthworks
have been thrown said, reinforcements of troops and a very
up ail along the coast nnd apparent pre- valuable cargo including ammunition and
invasion
are
parations against
being ciiravrliof Tl-» a nramlAi* alert fl.nnnnnr.Pf1
maae.

ADMIRAL.

RAGGED BUT PATRIOTIC.

NO FEARS OF DEWEY OR OREGON.

What Mrs. Nell Hurst has to Say
About It.

Boston, May 5.—With the score 4 to 1
against them, Seymour was put in to
pitch for Now York in the third. He
proved an enigma for the home team and
the visitors won out easily.
The score:
New York,
01003020 0—6

Boston,
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—When I wrote
to you I had not been well for five years;
had doctored all the time but got no
better. I had womb trouble very bad.
My womb pressed backward, causing
piles. I was in such misery I could
scarcely walk across the floor. Menstruation was irregular and too profuse, was also
troubled
with
leucorrhoea.
I
had given up all

hopes of getting
well; everybody
thought I had
consumption.
After
taking
five bottles of

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound,
I felt very much better
j

able to do nearly all my own
work. I continued the use of your medicine, and feel that I owe my recovery to
you. I cannot thank you enough for your
advice and your wonderful medicine.
Any one doubting my statement may
write to me and I will gladly answer
all inquiries.—Mrs. Nell Hurst,
Deepand

was

water,

Mo.

Letters

like

the

foregoing,

1

3

000000

0—4

Two-base hits, Grady, Van
Haltren,
Home
Lowe; three-base hits, Davis.
Wilmot.
Stolen bases,
runs, Grady,
Double
Bergen.
plays, Davis, Gleason,
Joyce 2. First base on balls, by Meehin
1, by Seymour 5, by Nichols 2. Hit by
Stahl.
Struck out, by
pitched ball,
Meekin 1, by Seymour 6, by Niohols
2.
Wild pitches, Niohols. Time, 1.51.
Umpires, Lynch and Connelly. Attendance.
2500.

Pittsburg, May 5.—Killen was taken
out of the ball game here today when
the fourth man faced him, after making
an
error, giving a base on balls and
allowing two hits. The game was called
at the end of the sixth Inning on acoount
of rain. Attendance 700. Score:
0 0 1 2 0 1—4
Pittsburg,
2 0 2 0 0 0—4
Chicago,
Hits, Pittsbiurg, 9; Chicago, 4. Errors,
Pittsburg, 3; Chioago, 3. Batteries, Kilitn, Hastings and Schrive; Thornton
and Donahue.

NEW ENGLAND LEAGUE.
At

12;

Pawtucket—Pawtucket,

Fall

River, 8.

New Bedford-New Bedford, 8;
6.
At Taunton—Brockton, 10; Taunton, 4.
At

Newport,

TO BE COLLECTOR

m

OF

CUSTOMS.|

Washington, May 5.—The President to-

the nomination of
be collector of cusMe.
Castine,
of
toms, district

day sent the Senate
George M. Warren, to

con-

stantly being received, contribute not
a little to the satisfaction felt
by Mrs.

Pinkham that her medicine and counsel
are assisting women to bear their
heavy
burdens.
Mrs. Pinkham’s address is Lynn, Mass.
All suffering women are invited to
write to her for advice, which will be
given without charge. It is an experienced woman's advice to women.

TO MOBILIZE VOLUNTEERS.

General
New York, May 5.—Two of
Merritt’s personal aides have been deand
to
consider
tailed to visit state camps
One of
sites for stationing volunteers.
these aides, Lieut. Hale, will go to Montauk Point where a site for a permament
He will then
camp has been proposed
go to South Framingham, where he will
view the state camp of Massachusetts and
th» Connecticut
on his return wiU vis**
camp-

/

COTTOEENE.

TO COT DOWS DELIVERIES

COCO

Harland’sl
Idea of it:
f

Marion

,,

Blow at Interests oI
Large Cities.

Senate Aims

2

-Some years ago I sketched the crest of the average Amerlean-born housewife. It was a bare, bony arm, brandishing
reeking frying pan.”—Marion Hahland.

a

9

•

n

in the time when the frying pan was always m
That
tilled with lard. Before healthy shortening and frying •
were made easy with Cottolene.
Before Marion 2
Harland declared that
5
was

COTTOLENE

|
§

“Is purer, more healthful and
economical than lard.”

^Genuine Cottolene is

sold everywhere in one to ten
pound
yellow tins, with our trade-marks—“Cottolene" and steer't
head in cotton-plant wreath—on every tin.
Not guaranteed if sold in any other way. Made
only by
THE n. k. fairbank company,
St. Louis.
Chicago.
New York.
Montreal.
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LIMIT OF MAIL

DELIVERIES.

Rural Free
of

Delivery Appropriation Failed
Authorized

Passage—Preident

Furnish the

Insurgents

to

Arms and Am-

munition.

9
1

Washington, May 5.—During almost
the entire session today the Senate had
under consideration the post offioe apThe measure carries
propriation bill.
§99,324,300, being

very much

the

heavi-

est of

all the appropriation bills.
The
aotion taken upon the
most important
measure
was the adoption of an amendment offered by Mr. Tillman of South
Carolina, reducing tbe number of deliveries of mail in all fclties of the oountry
to
not exceeding four each day. The

*

amendment
was sharply
antagonized
to business interests
as a blow
in the

THE PROPER CLOTHING FOR
ARMY AND NAVY.

large cities,” but

the feeling of the Senate
suoh, that despite the vigorous opposition, it prevailed by a decisive majority.
was

PURE WOOL

lively debate was precipitated by
amendment of the committee striking
out the
appropriation of §3000,000 for
rural free delivery.
I The proposition wag'discus;ed for nearA

an

Guards against the injurious effects of dampness and climatic changes. The best is
DB.
JAEGER'S
SANATARY
UNDERWEAR,
acknowledged by the medical profession to be
the surest safeguard against fever and
contagioHs diseases.

ly two hours, Mr. Chandler of New Hampshire, and Mr. Butler of North Carolina
leading the fight in favor of rural delivery. By the close vote of 26 to 23, how- lie entered

Espeoial protection against

all abdominal
diseases and bowel disturbances is afforded

ever,

by

Wji*

the
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committee
vai
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delivery. An important amendment
to the bill was one which will prevent
star route contractors from sub-lettinS
thoir
In order to get their
contracts.
must be able to swear tbey
money they
have performed the services themselves.
the Senate
Just
before adjournment
passed an important war measure, authorizing the President and general officers of the army to supply the Cuban insurgents with arms and munitions of
war and empowering officers of the army
serving in Cuba to supply the needy inhabitants of the island with medicines
and substance.

Easy to slip on, is seamless and knitted from
pure wool. They are highly recommeled by
the U. S. Army authorities in
Washington.
We are agents for the DR. JAEGERS.

HASKELL & JONES,
TAILORS,
Manufactur ng Clothiers and
Men's
IVSONUMENT

apr27eodtf

Washington, May 6.—Soon after the
Mr. Money of
Senate convened today.
Thurs
Mississippi, gave notice that on

Furnlsiierss,

day, the 26th inst.

SQ.

present

x

resolutions

at 2 p. m., be would
in memory of
Mr.

Walthall.
Consideration of the post office bill
was begun at the instance of Mr. Quay of
Pennsylvania in charge of the measure.
The amount carried by the bill as it
passed the House of Representatives was
$99,113,300. As reported to the Senate, it
carried $112,000 more. When the committee amendment was reached providing
that no
additional contracts should be
entered Into for pneumatio tube service,

PIANO
Mew England Upright
This piano large size, rosewood
7 1-3 octaves—In fair condition.

$100 Oabler Square Piano

In excellent

condition.

Four

States to purchase of individuals or cor$IOO porations whatever of rights they might

have in the pneumatic tube service,
called attention to the
fact
good order and in fine con- Quay
dition throughout.
This piano ii small such right was already reserved to
$150 in size but full number of
government.
octaves.
Case in

round

and carved legs.

Checkering Square

unless authorized by law, Mr. Pettigrew
maintained that a provision ought to he
inserted inaklDg it the duty of the United

case,

Chickeriug Square
corners

BARGAINS.

•

$125

Miller Piano.

$90

In good fair condition inside and
Full number of octaves.

out.
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protest against such “blind
sustained the and dumb” legislation. He moved to lay

such

DR. JAEGER'S BANDAGE.

..

_

___

MAKES FOUR THE

•
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a scheme of enthusiasts he
his belief
called it, and declared it was
that the estimate of Mr. Tillman was not
was to be exextravagant if the service
tended universally.
Teller
opposed the
Mr. Stewart and Mr.
rural free delivery plan, the latter mainof
taining that it meant the expenditure a
money upon
an
enormous sum of
ue.
real
no
scheme for which there was
mand.
._
two
The discussion lasted for about
so
hours. Finally the text of the bill was in
amended as to present the proposition
the following form:
“For experimental rural free delivery
under the direction of
the
postmaster
general, Including pay of carriers, ana
horse hire allowances, $200,000.”
Mr. Quay insisted upon the committee
amendment to striko out the proposition
the
and he demanded the
yeas and nays,
clause was strloken out 25 to 22.
Mr. Tillman of South Carolina offered
more
an amendment
providing that no
than four mail deliveries should he made
in any city
during anv one day and that
any amount thus saved should be covered
back into the treasury.
Mr. Hoar of Massachusetts antagonized
the
amendment,holding that It amounted
to class legislation.
The many deliveries of mall in large
cities, he pointed out were not so much
of advantage to the residents in the compact parts of the cities as to the people
who lived outside the hurry and bustle of
city life. In fact it was one of the conveniences of civilization which
enabled
the comparatively poor man, those whom
the advocates of the amendment apparently desired to assist, to reside outside
the city and crowded portions and get the
pure air of the country.
Mr. Quay’s motion to lay the amendment on the table was lost.
The amendment was then adopted.
Mr. Chandl r of New Hampshire moved
iD view of the adoption of the amendment
that the amount to be appropriated for
free delivory be reduced from $13,085,400
Mr. Faulkner
to $12,000,000.
of West
Virginia thought that in the absence of
definite information the Senate ought not
to act hastily in the
matter, as any
amount saved by the final enactment of
Mr. Tillman’3 amendment into law would
accrue to the government’s benefit in
any event.
Mr. Quay said that the Senate in its
present temper probably would adopt the

lnery scheme,

Mr.
that
the

Mr. Petttigr ew admitted that the provision was in the law of last year, but no
effort had been made to nut it in onnra.

a

the amendment on the table.
Motion
was defeated 29 to 22.
The amendment
was then adopted.
Mr. Pettigrew of South Dakota, offered
an amendment
directing the Postmaster
General to read just the compensation to
be paid for transportation of mails
on
steamship routes by
reduoing the compensation to all railroad companies 20
cents a year from the rates for
such
transportation on’ the basis of the average
weight heretofore fixed and allowed by
law.
Pending aotion npon the amendment
the bill was laid aside until tomorrow.
Mr. Hansbrough presented the report of
the conferees upon the Alaska homestead
bill and it was agreed to.
The bill now
goes to the President.
Mr. Hawley of Connecticut called up
the conference report upon the bill .suspending the operation of certain provisions of law relating to the
quartermasters department of the army.
Mr.
Hawley said the whole question had been
most carefully considered by the committee and expressed the belief that it properHe thought it
ly covered every point.
absolutely necessary that the bill should
be enacted into law.
Tho report after brief discussion
was
laid aside until tomorrow.
Mr. Cockrell reported from the military
affairs committee a bill to provide assistance to tho inhabitants and
arms
and
ammunition 3nu military stores to tho
The text
insurgents and oher purposes.
of the bill follows:
Section 1.—That while serving in Cuba
during the existing war, officers of the
States
army of the United
exercising
separate commands, may by special order,
cause subsistence, medical and quartermasters' supplies to be issued
to, and
other aid rendered to inhabitants of the
island who are in immediate danger
of
perishing unless they receive the same.
Section 2. —That
the President and
general officers commanding troops in
Cuba are hereby authorized to furnish to
the proper officers of the Cuban insurgents
such

arms,

ammunitions, equipments

and military stores and supplies as they
may require to render the services of that
army as aliics in the existing war available, and may enlist not to exceed fifty,

In New York today, he said,
the
Four round corners, carved legs and
tube service was under control
penumatio
bass.
A
DUVU unjttiuc, Uiuuuibuuiio Ul but) JSUHLIU
*
bargain.
overstrung
of a corporation. The plant cost between of Cuba
qualified to serve as interpreters,
Weber Square Piano
$100
$400,000 and $500,000, yet the corporation’s guides, soouts and assistants.
lirantcli & Bach Upright.
was more than three per
compensation
The
bill
was passed without debate.
Front round corners, carved legs, overHe held that it was
oent of $5,000,000
The Senate then at 5.k5 p. m., went into
This piano hag been but little used and an
Excellent
strung with long dampers.
the
thus
to
people,
outrage upon
executive session and shortly afterwards
tone.
is as good as new.
We shall sell for $225 fatten the corporation and build up
adjourned.
The committee amendment
me aDove are great values at tne prices named aoove and if
monopolies.
you wish a
was agreed to.
special bargain it will pay you to examino these at once.
TO ARBITRATE LABOR DISPUTES.
An amendment offered by Mr. Cockrell
of Missouri, providing that the weight of Bill Endorsed by Tabor Organizations
franked official lettars might be increased
Passed by Congress.
ounces
two
was
from one ounce to
Washington, May 5.—The House today
adopted.
offered
an
Mr. Stewart of Nevada,
BAXTER BLOCK, PORTLAND, MAINE,
disposed of two important measures.
amendment to the star route section of
The Alaskan land bill
eodtf
extending the
api-13_
the bill which was agreed to, providing
laws to and
that no part of the sum appropriated for homestead
providing for
«
such service should be paid to any sub- certain railway rights of way in the discontractor and that the postmaster gen- trict of Alaska, as amended
by the Senate
Your property against Loss or
eral must require affidavits from contracand agreed
upon in conference,
was
tors that they themselves did the work.
The labor
of the
committee passed.
The amendment
arbitration measure
FOR PARTICULARS APPLY TO
striking from the bill the appropriation providing for the arbitration of labor
of $800,000 for rural free delivery created
between employos and certain
Mr. Quay ox- disputes
considerable disousslon.
common carriers, a bill whioh has been
of
comthe
in
the
that
opinion
plained
the results of the experiment endorsed by labor organizations throughmittee,
mai2
M,W,F
thus far scarcely warranted Congress in out the country, received the
approval
going forward with the experiment.
of the House.
Mr. Chandler
thought the matter
!3S$3333s3»a-35>3aS®iA
A number of minor bilis were also
ought not to be stricken out entirely.
Rural free delivery was a boon to people passed. The House
adjourned Jguntil
in the country.
Monday.
Mr. Pettigrew inquired whether the extension of free delivery meant the aboliWashington, May 5.—The House today
tion of the country post office.
Mr. Quay replied that that c would cer- immediately proceeded to consider the
The only safe, sure and
conference report
the Alaskan
upon
tainly be the effect of it.
reliable Female Pill ever
Mr. Pettigrew declared that the farm- homestead act, whioh Mr. Lacey of Iowa
offered to Ladies. Espe- ing people of the country were not de- called up.
„
reAfter an hour’s debate the conference
free delivery and he
cially recommended to mandingIt rural
as humbug.
report was adopted by a vote of 86 to 8.
frequently have customers
married Ladies. Ask for garded
While Mr. Chandler was discussing the Before agreement was reached speeches
MOTT'S
«? come to as with copy and
say
question, Mr. Tillman of South Carolina were made by Messrs Lacey of Iowa, who
inquired of him whether t£00,000,000 a reported the bill; Shafroth of Colorado,
“
de- Ueveries of Califorian and Ellis o£ OrePut it in attractive fom anil
and take no other. Send for circular. year would be sufficient to secure the
livery of every paper and letter directed gon in favor f the bill, ana Messrs. PitPrice 81.00 per box, 6 boxes for 85.00. to
ney of New Jersey, Parker of New Jersey
make the
any inhabitant in the country.
reasonabla."
Mr. Chandler replied that it could and Loud of California, against it.
BP. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO.. Cleveland. Ohia
Mr. Hale
Mr. Orosvenor of Ohio, then called up
doubtless bo done for less.
In such cases the work is always
For sale at II. P. S. Goold’s drug Store.
again energetically attacked the rural de- tram the committee on labor the bill for
<fi satisfactory and brings excellent
tion.
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DESCRIPTION

are a! all times to be found in our stock
All orders by mall or telephone will receive
prompt attention.
Our discounts to the profession are the most
gPOSALS will be received for furnishing
Tpe for surface water and drain work in favorable to be obtained and everything will
until Thursday be done to make it an advantage and a pleasure
•fn of South Portland, be
the Portland to deal with us.
12.1893. said pipe to
■'{lay
We alro carry a Full
i'%are Co.’s first quality salt glazed, delivAssortment of
pnany part of the town. Address propos- STRINGED INSTRUMENTS and MUSICAT..
“l\F. CHAPLIN, P.oad Commissioner, tion. MERCHANDISE of every descrip1
mayfdtd
cjoiner, Maine.
Proposals for Furnishing; Pipe.

the arbitration of disputes between rail,
f'W
ral1
roads and their employes
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omefe.
Portland

Men will be held at the
Trust company. Timrsuay.30 o’clock.
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For Man’s Greatest Enemy There Exists a Remedy
as Efficient as the Disease is Dangerous.

T1f~itntTHntl
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Dangerous Catarrh Yields To Pc-ru-na.

uil,TnDi8,,ao,day8’

0tM!.10lntl0n9
Hi-

ganization.

A joint resolution,''declaring the lands
within the former Mille Lac Indian reservation in Minnesota subject to entry
under the land laws of the United States,

Anxiety

At 4.45 p. m., the House adjourned urn
til Monday.

Sun from Tampa says:
Capt. W. Smith of the

was

passed.

May

5.—The

as

to the

Kate of

Gen.

a

T

ATARRH is of such a
nature that when

neglected
poisonous
secretions

generated
by the disease, permepart of
In cathe body.
tarrhal troubles the

/

ed and serious
rangements result. Pe-ru-na cure*

catarrh, counter'acta its evil influand leaves
the body strong,
and free from
ence

deadly

Edwards, of
Libertyville, Mo.,
was

her in the least. At last I heard of Po-ru-na. Have now used about a dozen
bottles and they have helped her more than everything else combined.”
Another case of a woman whoso nerves weakened by catarrh had given way
and who was restored to her good health by the use of Pe-ru-na, is that of Mrs,
Ana Randall, Caro, Mich., who writes us as follows: “This letter leaves me a
well woman, made so by following your good advice and taking your great
medicine, Pe-ru-na. I need no more doctors, but will always keep Pe-ru-na on
•••••-*>
hand.
We might continue indefinitely and quote words of praise that reach us from
every part of the country. The one mission of Pe-ru-na is to cure catarrh. Pe-runa attacks this insidious disease wherever it may be located, and drives it from
the system. If you will stop to reflect for a minute how easy it would be for you
to have your health restored, wo do not believe anyone would hesitate to follow
the advice of the many who owe good health to Pe-ru-na. Pe-ru-na is one of
the best known remedies in the West and South where for years it has had enormous sales.
It has but recently been introduced in New England, for which
section it is a most appropriate remedy. If you are doubtful in regard to your
own condition, or to the best way you should treat yourself, for this disease,
we would advise you to write directly to Dr. S. B. Hartman, Columbus, Ohio, a
regular physician of over 40 years’ experience, who will advise and prescribe
for you absolutely free.

Gen.

••

Clara
the

capable of rendering valuable service
to him, and kept him on his staff as one
of his favorite officers. A wondorful shot
and rider and a men conversant
with
modern military tactios,
Smith’s advice
was always listened to by
Gomez with
the greatest respect. He accompanied the
Cuban General in his campaign of
invasion of the western end of the island
late in 1895.

troubled with

debility, resulting from catarrh. Her husband described to us he*
experience, and speaks of his wife in the following words: “My wife was
suffering with what the doctors called nervous debility and neuralgia. I had
spent all the money I had in getting relief for her, but was not able to help
nervous

pension changes, resulting from the is- Commander-in-Chief of the Cuban army
sue of April 26, are announced:
an important despatoh from this country.
ORIGINAL.
About a week ago Capt. Smith failed to
Edward K. Butler, Auburn. $8; Thos. appear at the place on the Cuban ooast
Payton, Soldiers’ Home, Kennebec, $6.
where it had been agreed that the same
ADDITIONAL.
tugboat of the United States navy whioh
Michaal O. Sullivan, Kennebec, $6 to took him to Cuba should go to meet him
$8.
and bring him back with Gen. Gomez’s
answer.
INCREASE.
Many other efforts made to find
him have proved of no avail.
Now it is
George W.Stevens, Gardiner, $14 to $17;
believed among the best
inBoardman C. Friend, Etna, $lUto$14; generally
formed Cubans that he was caught on his
Koscoe Y. Emerson, Bueksport, $12 to $14.
to
Gomez’s
and
way
camp,
great apprehension is entertained here for his life, as
REISSUE AND INCREASE.
he was one of the Americans most hated
Asa Estes, South Sinithfleld, $8 to $12.
by the Spaniards on the island.
Captain Smith joined the army of
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.
Gomez
in the war,
The old Cuban
Betsey A. Cram, East Mount Vernon, Generalearly
soon discovered that he
was a

$8.

secre-

tions generated
by this obnoxious disease.
Mrs. W. J.

New York, May 6.—A despatch to the

prisoner by the Spaniards in Santa
following province while going to deliver to

de-

nervous

Messenger to

of

are often

greatly affect-

Gotnez.

staff

ate every

nerves

Gomez has almost certainly been token

MAINE PENSIO NS.

Washington,

«

Shota

New York, May 5.—The Mail and Express publishes the following account of
the expedition landed near Marie], in
Havana province on Tuesday.
The exoedition was headed
by Lieut.
many of its clauses Col. Baldomero Acosta.
The tug left
abuse in the matter
At
Key West Monday ofternoou.
daylocution was passed by
Afr
D«“-. of Washington.
break yesterday her men made the
first
Missourl- sP°ke in S“P- attempt to land an interpreter to confer
port of the bill.
of Cuban
a
insurgents who
California, attacked the with party on the
provisions of the bill
beach.
requiring employes were waiting
While this conversation was being held
employes under three
fll*ng of the award with- the people of the Leyden discovered about
notlo°- He said the
provision left the question of
punishment fifty Spanish cavalrymen coming down
the provision open.
from a hill toward the shore as if reoon?f
Mi.
Cummings of New York declared noitering.
ParP°36 to support the bill, as a memThe Leyden signalled danger to the Inber of Congress
and a member of Typo- surgents and the latter took to the bushes.
graphical Union No 6 of New York, and
Up to that time eight cases of Wincriticized briefly the
for chester rifles had been landed.
government
raimre to
The Leyden, seeing no chance to land
pay union wages to its employes. He took occasion to deny a Lon- the ammunition just then, picked
up the
don despatoh in a
toman
she had landed and steamed baok to
Philadelphia paper
day naming him as a congressman on the flagship off Havana reporting that it
the pay roll of a New York
would be Impossible to land the
newspaper.
cargo
Mr. Snlzer of New
York, Mr. Gardiner, unless protected.
RePhblioan of New Jersey, and Mr.
The gunboat Wilmington was ImmediWalker of
Massachusetts, spoke in support ately ordered to help the Leyden.
of the measure.
On returning to the landing point the
Tho bill then passed.
It provides that in case a serious conWilmington held off shore about a mile
troversy concerning wage hours of labor, and a half, the Leyden going in close to
or conditions of
The tug was signalled
the
employment shall arise the beach.
between a carrier subject to tho act and Insurgents that the coast, was clear. by
the employes, the chairman of the interManned by four men, a boat then left
state commission and the commissioner the Leyden with ammunition and
two
of labor shall
upon the request of each large boxes of dynamite.
When a short distance from the beach
party endeavor to amioably settle the dispute by mediation, and in case the en- a man aloft on the Leyden sang out that
deavor shall fail, then tho controversy the cavalry were
coming down to the
be submitted to arbitration of a beach again in strong force.
may
board of three persons, eaoh party to tho
The Leyden then signalled the
Wilmingcontroversy to name one arbitrator and ton and the latter came a trifle closer to
the two thus named shall name the third. shore, and with stem
the beach
facing
The agreement to submit must contain fired four
rattling good shots from her
stipulations that the arbitration shall be four inch rapid fire gun.
the
award
and
begun within five days
All the shots landed by the cavalry but
shall be filed within 20 days from the ap- none were killed.
The cavalrymen took
pointment of tho third arbitrator; that to their heeJs and the Leyden’s crew
the award shall be filed in tho circuit think they are
The boat's
running vet.
court of the United States for any district cargoes were then landed.
wherein the
on busicarries
While
employer
waiting for her attack on the
that' the parties shall considor the cavalrymen tho Wilmington tired at a
ness;
award final and conclusive and faith- block house further down
the
beaoh.
fully exeoute the same. That the award xuoic were burnt) ill iy opamsn regulars
shall continue in
force as between the sitting on top of this block house watchparties for one year and that the em ing the Leydon and the insurgents
at
nlnvpa shall
vrvt.
Hicmica rtrvn shall
nntr
work.
The Wilmington’s first shot went wild.
employe, dissatisfied with the award,quit
work under three months without giving The last shot was a bull’s eye. When the
30 days notioe.
smoke cleared away the block house and
The award shall become final and opera- the men had all
disappeared as though
tive ten
days alter filing unless an ap- swallowed up.
shall
be
the
ten
token
within
The
peal
days
Leyden and Wilmington returned
on exceptions to matter of law.
The aot to the flagship and the former then came
recognizes organized labor and provides here.
penalties for employers discriminating
against employes by reason of their conDID SPANIARDS CATCH HIM?
nection with, or purpose to join such or-
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YOUNG FORGER ARRESTED.
CSPECIAL TO THE PRESS-.
East Sumner, May 6.—A. Perley Heath
of Mechanic Falls was arrested at that
place this morning for passing forged
ohecks. Two checks one for twenty-five
dollars and one for twelve and a half have
turned up bearing the signature of A. ,T.
Russell and made payable to S F. Dyer.
Both checks were traced to Heath and he
has confessed to the forgery. He In some
way got access to Russell’s check hook
and tore out a leafs a few pages ahead
where it would not be noticed, then filled
out ohecks and passed two.
The bank
notified Mr. Russell that they had checks
not in his writing, and they were finally
traced to Heath, who went to Portland to
morning airor passing them.
Two weeks ago he forged tile name of H.
U. Buck to an order on E. P. Russell and
got some clothes and shoes.
Heath is a
young man about 2! years of age and lias
been working around for his board this
winter. He has no folks here.

enlist tne

DEPEW SPEAKS ON THE WAR.

Mich., May 5.—Chauncey M.
of New York was the guest of the
Eellowcraft club in this city last night.
He and S. R. Galloway were in the city
attending the annual meeting of the
Michigan Central, and Mr. Depow took
advantage of the long standing invitation
Detroit.

Depew

extended

President Livingston

by

to

make a speech before the newspaper men
The auditoriam of the club
of Detroit.
house was crowded when
the
speaker
came in a few minutes after eight o'clock.
He was introduced
by Mr. Livingston
and delivered a thirty-minute speech that
was patriotic and received with
stormy
enthusiasm.
He referred briefly and somewhat face
tiously to a few of his personal experiences with newspaper men.
He eulogized
Horace Greeley and others who had became prominent
Ho then
journalists.
took up the present war and said:
“We do not now hear so many jingcBs
complaining about the apparent lack of
vigor on tho part of President McKinley
The President is
in dealing with Spain.
not more determined now than he was
He exercised tho
from the beginning.
true judgment of which be is capable and
deliberated well before each step that has
This is the
led us to tho present war.
only struggle the world has ever seen
where the motive to interfere has been in
behalf of a poor, down trodden people.
“We do not go into this war that we
it is not to
may acquire territory, and
avenge the loss of tho Maine, but we have
said to Spaiu that she must furl her flag
in the western hemisphere that she must
withdraw' her land and naval forces from
Cuba. She has refused to do that, and we
have to
enforce our
demand.
Any

Senator, Congressman,

or

kJUixio nii

juuuou?

W. T. KILBORN COMPANY.

vjumex bcliu Dim

back to the United States on a very important mission. He wanted an American
thoroughly acquainted with the facts of
the war in Cuba to deny in the United
States some statements made publio by
the New York Herald which was greatly
injurious to the Cubans in the held, and
at the same time to give important information in Washington about the state
of the war.
He selected Smith for this
service and granted him one year’s leave,
directing at the same time the New York
Junta to pay him, as it did, his salary
from the iirst day that he took tip arms
for Cuba.
Captain Smith went to New
York and later to Washington, and made
an important statement about the Cuban
war before the
Senate committee
on
foreign relations.
It is well known that great effort ■ were
made by the Spanish ministor in Washington, Senor Dupuy de Lome, to induce
him to declare in favor of the Spanish
cause, and also that Captain Smith’s report to the committee is one of the most
important documents about the war in
Cuba previous to the
war between the
United States and Spain.
It is
believed that his capture, if he Is
a prisoner, is dne to indiscreet publicity
about his mission given by yellow journalists
and over enthusiastic
friends.
This case is one of the many reasons why
strict secrecy is kept at Key West about
the movements of the navy and army.
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bounded applause had subsided.
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Representative

who would, because of political
differences or any other
reason, attempt to retard action or legislation to
appropriate
to the President the
necessary funds at
this time is nut an American.
He is an
ally of Spaiu.
Mr. McKinley is a true
American.
He may ha trusted to bring
us
out of
tho conflict with honor and
credit- all ice to himself and tho
nation,
the jingoes will all be
eatisfled when
peace comes to ns again.”
Mr. Depew was
frequently interrupted
and compelled to wait until the
uii_
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disposition to recognize the insurgent
government was strong, that perhaps, after all, the Cubans may not be able to esago
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earnestly recommend to all peojfle in
h is State that they observe the day by the
planting of trees, shrubs and vines for the
adornment of their homos, the beautifying
of their fields, their school grounds and
roadways.
and I

I
an

am

persuaded that the influence of such

observance, with concert of effort, will
le ennobling and beneficent, andwill

ever

bear

witness in the years to

come

that we,

caring for the future, devoted this day to
beautifying and increasing the value of our
estates.
the Executive Chamber, in Augusta, lids twenty-second day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-eielit, and of
the Independence of the United States
of America the one hundred and
twentysecond.
LLEWELLYN LOWERS.
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By the Governor,
BYliON BOYD, Secretary of

State.
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Capital Stock,
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No doubt it

ing up
If

does give the nations of
uneasiness to see us loomnaval power.

some
as a

Commodore

—-

Gasco National Bank

their way to Key West. If that be its purpose it would probably make for Pernambuco, which is about the same distance
from Cape Verde as Key West. Naval
men

regard it

as

very

doubtful if this

not very powerful, would
to We3t Indian waters, where it
would be sura to meet a much stronger
force, and the majority of them incline
to the opinion that if it has not returned
to Spain it has gone to the South Ameri-

fleet, which is

coma

can

coast in the hope of capturing the
the orders to Admiral

Oregon. What
Sampson’s fleet

anywhere

are

West Indian waters and
attack it. It may also have instructions,
if the Spaniards are not foand near Porto
near

Rico to prooeed in the direction of the
South American coast to meet the Oregon
and esoort her into West Indian waters.
Or it may be, and this is more probable,
that It Is directed in case it does not
find the Spanish fleet in the vicinity of

Dewey had sent a de- Porto Rico to capture San Juan
Hong Kong immediately therebydepriving] the Spaniards of
battle at Manila she ought to
their only available base of supplies on

spatch boat

to

after the
have arrived there before this.

this side of the Atlantic.
Whatever
instrnctions Admiral
its
Spain hasjnot captured anything since
the w r began but a single merchant Sampson can be relied upon to execute
vessel, and that sailed into one of her them with promptness and success. If
ports without knowing that war existed. he encounters the Spaniads outside of
Porto Rico the same fate will befall the
The Hon. John Wanamaker is
doing latter as overtook Admiral Montijo’s
some
lively fighting against the Quay fleet at Manilla. If he is directed to seize
+
t-nelr
mlilob io Knlinr-ft/l
machine, and though he may be, and
—--7
probably will be, beaten, he will have to be not a very difficult ono, will be exeshown himself a political leader not to be
cuted without delay. It is greatly to be
—

—

----

hoped that Admiral Sampson is destined
for the deDemocratic members of the to meet the Spanish fleet,
Senate except Cafferey voted for the in- struction of it, which in all probability
would follow, would practically end the
come tax amendment.
An income tax is
war.
Spain would not have enough ships
a part of the
Bryan creed, and Bryan just
left to continue the contest with the
now is the boss of the
party whose sway
the

chance of success, Jand recognizing that she would abandon Cuba, and
Gen. Joe Wheeler, one of the
Major the object of our intervention would be atGenerals appointed by the President, is tained without the necessity of doing any
Bixty-oue years old, but he is vigorous fighting on the land.
and can be depended upon, if he
gets the
opportunity, to make as brilliant a miliMAGAZINE NOTICES.
tary record in Cuba as he made in command of Confederate cavalry
during the
At a moment when war and all its apwar of the Kebellion.
there

very few to

are

dispute.

slightest

pliances and aspects have an especial
recrimination con- interest, no doubt the first thing turned
tinue to bo the order of the day in the to in
McClure’s Magazine.for May will be
Spanish Cortes, and a good deal of truth Rudyard
Kipling’s poem on the torpedo.
which has hitherto been suppressed is
It is truly great in its individual expresleaking out. For instance it was ad- sions, and greater yet In its complete
mitted that autonomy was a
screaming effeot and impression. The conditions
farce, though it was claimed a while ago of the present moment
give a special Inthat It was a great success.
terest also to Mr. Hamlin Garland’s Intimate story of the last year In the life of
i The selections made by the
President
Crimination and

for

Major

Generals in the volunteer army
have been exceedingly judicious.

General

Grant,

since

Grant

Is still our

proudest memory and our readiest InThree of them, Lee, Wilson and Wheeler spiration In a season of ^particular warward Impulse. While in Its main lines
are graduates of West Point and have
seen
Mr. Garland’s
of necessity, the
much Eervlce in the war of the
rebellion, familiar one story Is,
of unspeakable
while ex-Senator Sewall served
suffering
brilliantly borne
with heroic patlenoe, yet It adds a
as a volunteer officer in the
same
connumber of new incidents ana unpublished
flict. As the ontlook now Is
seems to

v

Portland Trust Co.
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Franklin B. Loke in Railway Crossings
in Europe and America, with piotures by
Potthast, Fraser, Pape and others.

4The unique position whioh France holds
The Question of Wheat is
pointed out by Worthington C. Ford,
in relation to

chief of the Bureau of Statistics at Washington, in his second artiole which heads
the table of contents in Appleton’s Popular Science Monthly for May. The West

Pimples
A young

lady

SPANISH FINANCES.

they will not passages from Grant’s last conversations
have to do much flghtiDg as the most of that are of great interest. Charles A.
that bids fair to devolve upon the navy, Dana’s personal recolleotions of Meade,
Humphreys, and
but It is reassuring to know that if by Hancock, Sedgwlok,
the other generals serving under Grant
any possibility the invasion of Cuba by a In the Army of the Potomac; Cleveland
volunteer force should become
necessary Moffet’s account of John Milne, the man
it will be led by men who have seen ser- who, of all the world, knows most about
earthquakes, and of his earthquake observice in the field.
vatory, where the slightest tremor of any
of the earth is automatically recorded
part
The possibility that we shall
really and located; and Charles Theodore Murhave Cuba on our hands after the war is ray’s description of his voyage across the
over is
fast looming up into a prob- ocean with the circus, illustrated with
drawn from life by C. K. Linson
ability. It is beginning to be seriously pictures
are other items
of the
number which
doubted now in quarters ia which awhile readers will find more than
keeping their
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Bank
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too glad if a favorable opportunity prein
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Mr.
Enooh Crosby, who rendered Washingapprenticeship
Farley's silver- for Corporations. Is a legal depositary for Court and Trust
sented itself to overthrow him and it. A
ton valuable service as a spy in Westches- smith shop in this oity from 1827 to 1829,
Funds.
change of government, however, will ter
County, New York, during the becoming during those years a member
Letters of Credit furnished Travelers, and Foreign Exchange
have little tendency to shorten the war.
Second
the
Parish
of
church
was the original of Harvey
under the
All parties, Liberals, Conservaties, Re- Revolution,
and sold.
bought
Dr.
of
Payson.
Biroh in Cooper’s novel,
The Spy. and pastorate
publicans and Carlists, are committed to
Carefully selected investment securities suitable for Savings
Deoiding to study for the ministry and
many of the incidents related by Cooper
carrying on the war to the bitter end, were real
and Trust Funds bought and sold.
adventures in the exoiting life being released from Mr. Farley’s servioe, Banks
and a new ministry, no matter what its
which Crosby lived while serving
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be
no
more
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so faithfully.
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title
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ready to seek peace tban Sagasta’e. Un- The
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civil war on her bands, the outcome of from death
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CHESTER H. PEASE,
Secretary.
which may, and very likely will, over- admirers of Cooper’s hero will be interheroio service in the cause
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successful
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throw the present dynasty and nsher in a ested in following the true story of his
Arrorney.
counterpart. The illustrations are chiefly of Christian education, founding Bebee
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from photographs made
DIRECTORS.
especially for us Seminary and Robert College.
with this article, and show plaoes in and
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The ereotionjand the establishment of
Admiral Sampson’s fleet has
SETH L. LARRABEE,
HENRY P. COX,
around Crosby’s old home in Carmel, N.
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ADAM P. LEIGHTON,
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they are correot. The fleet that Spain had Lungren, representing the great mesa of md preparing through
generosity of
JOHN E. BURNHAM,
HENRY F. MERRILL,
collected at St. Vincent, in the Cape Katzimo. This is apropos of an article in Ur. Robert, the noble institution for the
AMMI WHITMEY,
ELISHA W. CONLEY,
Verde Islands, sailed last Friday, and for the number
by F. W. Hodge, of the literary and scientific culture of the
A. R. WRIGHT,
twenty-four hours at least it pursued a Ethnological Bureau, describing his re- routh of all nationalities In the Empire
GEO. W. YORK.
southwest oourse. Assuming that it con- cent Ascent of the Enchanted Mesa. H. if Turkey.
EDWARD B. WINSLOW,
JOHN F. LISCOMB.
Next Sunday this venerable eduoator
mays
dtl
tinued that course and steamed at the E. Krehbll, the muBioal critic, writes of
rate of about 10 knots an hour, which is The Beethoven Museum at
Bonn, and will oocupy the pulpit of the St. LawTHE
the most economical rate and the one gen- there are pioturs by Louis Loeb. Prof. rence Congregational church, both mornLouis Boutan, of the Sorbonne, gives an ing and evening. He will
in the
erally adopted except in emergencies, it account
speak
of his successful experiments in
would at the time of Sampson's depart- Submarine
Photography, and there are norning upon “Armenia,” and in tne
ure
have been abont 1500 miles from reproductions
of
several photographs ivening upon “The Founding of Robert
Porto Rico.
The distance from Key West taken under the sea at various depths, College;” the wonderful story of which
OK
one made by artificial light.
A ibundantly illustrates the heroio
to Porto Rico is a little over a thousand including
spirit,
timely suggestion is that this sort of ron
PORTLAND, MAiNE.
nerve,'commanding will and practimiles, and hence Sampson will be able to photography may become useful In exHAS REMOVED TO
meeii uie opuiiibu nueu utnura iu arrives at
amining sunken vessels. A characteristic :al wisdom of this remarkable man.
sketch
Thomas
Aldrich
is
His
by
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Dr.
Hamlin
has
a
is
host
Porto Rico, assuming that that
its desof friends and
Graoe the Duke. Oscar Chrisman conidmirers in this city, and they will do
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tination. A quite common conjecture in tributes an artiole on a novel
subject,
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circles
in
the The Secret Language of Childhood, with veil to bear in mind that this eminent
regard
Lieut. General lervant of
is
that whimsical
examples.
God, being now almost a
Cape Verde fleet, however,
(Portland Savings Bank Building.)
Joseph Wheeler, C. S. A., tells of An lonagenarian, it is not to be
it
to
have
may
gone
intercept Effort
sxpected
to Rescue Jefferson Davis. A sub;o be seen and heard many more times
the Oregon and Marietta now ooming ject that is
the
attention
of
lawCapital.$100,000
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wise provision of

compliance with a
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tablish and maintain
If that proves
ment.

promise in point of instruction as well as
of interest.
The May number of St. Nicholas opens
with an article by Tudor Jenks on Three
Boys in Armor, describing the famous
portraits of Don Carlos Balthazar, Prince

j
»

STEPHEN BERRY,
M’nrM. J'cJi and (raid ffiu.w/n,
No. 37 PlniT! Street.
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JOSEPH HAWORTH.
It

tirely new scenery and properties. Mr.
Payton and his superb oompany will be
gin a week’s engngen e it at the Jefferson
tfeatre, on Monday with matinees daily,

in 1865, if we are not greatlj
listaken, that Mr. Joseph Haworth was
ist seen in
this city in a Shakesperiar
•ole.
“Hamlet” was the tragedy it
which he appeared, and his scholarly anc
was

commencing Tuesday.
tale.

of the role of the
an impression tha1
created
prince
still yivid in the minis of the audienct

finished

Interpretation

3

graceful. His delivery o
clear and distinct and de
the intelligence that mark

fire easy and

;Jthe lines

Slivered

is

with

the careful

emphasized
dignity and
eoliloquy iu

duction in this city, “A Bunoh of Keys”
has been made one of the strongest and
most

!
1

Shakesperiai) student. H
the kingly character by hi 5
Hi
soldierly bearing.

the first act was deliverei
With quiet force that was most ncceptabl; r
feoeived by the audience. The nrarde c
Miss

with

popular comedies presented. The
music is light and lively, the songs origi
nal, the fun continuous and contagious,
and dances characteristic and enjoyable.
The funny hotel scene is familiar to all
laughter lovers as one of the drollest ever
mcelved, and in the entire performance
there is not one dull or prosy feature.
The company presenting ‘‘A Bunoh of
Keys” is entirely new, and is headed by
‘‘A
Miss Ada
Bothner, as Teddy.
Bunch of Keys” will be seen at Portland
Theatre tonight, tomorrow night and Sa-
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new
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Mr.
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leading

scenes

of considerable

of age,

ueauty,
struct)on

ana

DEPARTMENT

be found

Silk

large variety

a

$4.98,

farce comedy will be the attraction at Portland Theatre next Monday
and Tuesday evenings. The show is d>
scribed as a continuous laugh, and in the

Mr. Edgar, the notei
from
who supported her on the oc
oaeion. Miss Qalland has a good conrep
tion of Lady Macbeth, but her perform
Her voioe at time;
anoe Is very uneven.
Js strong and effective, and at other;
ohildish.
almost
Lady Macbeth is

cast are

requires

a

Spanish flounce

|

Petticoats.
Our
"leader." a
is unequalled anywhere (or
quality and price, being made of pure dye.
Taffeta in plain and changeab e effect, full
umbrella style with corded flounce and dust

j

of

100 Boys’ Suits, made up in the latest styles and fabrics, that are worth from $2.50 to 3.50
each,
sizes 8 years to 15 years, sales price,
$1.98
50 Boys’ Suits, sizes 4 years to 13 years, worth $2.50, now
$ 1.48
Boys’ Shirt Waists and Blouses in endless variety of patterns, sizes 4 years to 12 years, sale price,
21 c to 45c

Order Passed to

Mr. Joseph Hawortl i
Scotland,)

skirt

claim

we

j

ft

J ft

OIUbUUb

ruffle.0

a

FURNISHING

CITY GOVERNMENT.

J

Macbeth,
Duncan, (King

Silk

at popular prioes.

man, or a Rlstori, to properly present
But Miss Qalland has made a good be
ginDlng despite her crudities, and espeol
ally in the murder soene, and the famoui
sleep-walking soene, gained much com
The other characters wen >
mendation.
fairly taken, and the tragedy was wel
costumea
according to the period, wel
mounted and the original musio given
Tms was the cast:

and

rustling taffeta, with
six rows of
corduroy.

Silk Pelticoats. Full umbreila style,
changeable taffeta, corded flounce and dust

of

BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT.

popular

Charlotte Cash

value—in

changeable-

$5.98

number of well known and
comedians
and comediennes.
The sale of seats will open this morning

tragedian,

Petticoais—special

handsome

a

O’HOOLIGAN’S WEDDING.

persona

handsomely made,

Three sreat values.

of Suits for business or Dress Wear, ranging in price for
5.98. 6.98, 7.48 and 8.48.
Overcoats worth from $8,00 to 10.00 each, light and dark shades, new goods, sales price,
are to

nation is

This

sue r. oeiveu mucu u; uer iu

character that

each

chorus of hundreds of voices flanked by
the Sousa Band of 60 instruments, the
whole directed by John Philip Sousa
himself.

and, with Miss Gal

was

point

appearance of

given the proper national anthem by

recalled several times.
Miss Galland was seen in Portland ii
December, 1896, when she appeared in
group of scenes from Romeo and Juliet
Macbeth, The Rivals and other plays
She Is in the twenties, apparently, ii

land,

the

With

of late years
applause ii

marked

drew

Haworth

All the prettiest and newest shades,
style with ruffles and flounces.

$6.75 to $18.00.
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fchakesperian performances

j __NEW AltV'ERTrSEXENTS.

c

Galland—Lady Macbetl I
—was very
effective.
In the banque II
turday matinee.
with
the ghost of Ranquo, th
scene,
SOUSA’S BAND.
Be tor rose to a high pitch of excellence
He displayed virility and dramatic fore 3
On May 19, Sousa will produoe in City
to a high degree, and his oratory wa i Hall, on a grand soale, an international
well in keeping with the strength of th 3 spectacle, “The Trooping of the Colors,”
which brings together in succession and
action. In the other noted scones he wa
tot so effective, but his all round per
splendid ensemble troops bearing the
tormanee of the character was not onl; flags of the great powers, America,
exceedingly promising, but far ahead o Great Britain, Franoe and Germany.
Beene

ADVERTISEMENTS.

THREE DAYS’ SALE

HOYT’S A BUNCH OF KEYS.
Polished up to date since its first pro-

Macbeth,” one
%he Shakesperian
adapted

on

cents.

t>f that date.
Last evening

Mr. Haworth essayed
of the strongest of al
His per
characters.
donation of the Scottish thane was a real
:
ly brilliant performance. His figure ii
His gesture;
for the part.
well

now

prices 10 cents, reserved
20; evening prices, 10, 20 and 30

seats,

J)anish

Ssat3

Matinee

NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

produce
satisfactory costumes for this
artist of repertoire. For his productions
this season Mr. Payton has purchased en-

MUSiC AND DRAMA

ervoir

on

Ladies’ Belts

GOODS.

Of all

Street-

Owing to the caving in of the old reserExchange street, and the narrow
Mr. King
from drowning
esoape of
Wednesday afternoon, a special meeting
of the City Council was held yesterday
morning to take aotion on the mattei
of discontinuing and Ailing the old reservoir on

voirs.
In the Board of Mayor and Aldermen
Robert
Elliot
Malcolm,
Mayor Randall presided. A bsent, AiderWilliam Wilsoi
Donalbain, (his son),
Wadsworth Harri 3 men Mannix and Smith.
Banquo,
Lester Lonorgai 1
Macauff,
This order bad a passage:
H.
Qitt.us Lonsdal
Lenox,
Ordered—That the reservoir near the
Bosse,
George Sylvesta: ?
J. W. Dea 1 corner of Exchange and Middle streets,
beyton,
on Exchange street, be and hereby is disS. C Halpi
Sargeant,
and the chief engineer of the
Messenger,
Harry Wooi continued,
Are
department is directed to cause the
John Ellsle P
Porter,
Ailed up and the expense of
same to be
Miss Ann Kingse;
Fleance,
the same when Anished to be charged to
Miss Anna Dal,
First Witch,
the appropriation for contingent,
Miss Grace Fishe
Second Witch,
This order also had a passage:
Miss Alice Perkin;
Thrid Witch,
Miss Rose Butterwortl
Ordered—That the Chief Engineer of
Gentlewoman,
|■
Bertha
Gallant
'
Miss
the Fire Department be instructed to
Lady Macbeth,
make a careful examination of all the
Apparitions, Courtiers, Murders, eto
reservoirs of the city whicn were formerCORSE PAYTON.
ly used to supply the city with water for
Corse Payton has been deservedly titlei l extinguishment of Ares, and to report as
of repairing the same,
‘‘The
King of American Repertoire.’ to the advisabilityshould
be discontinued
or whether they
Yet he wears his crown with the beoom
and Ailed up.
It
has
beei
1
of
a
true
artist.
ing modesty
In the Common Council these members
his aim to have the best repertoire com
were absent: Hudson, Driscoll, Sloman,
pany on the road and he has succeeded t
Burke, Brown, Waldron, Goudy and Milan extent that it is truly beyond the com
liken.
have
not
who
watchei
of
those
prehension
President Gerrish presided, aDd in the
to
the
rear
front
rani
his flight from the
absence of the clerk, Mr. Jsgelyn was
Mr. Payton’s suoces 5
in the profession.
elected clerk por tern. The ordej-i passed
is due to his painstaking
applicatioi 1 in the upper Board were passed in conourand his inherent histrionic talent. H
rence.
6-udied the small things before he e=
Prior to the passage of the orders given
Now
he
is reap
sayed the great things.
above, there was a discussion in regard
lng the reward that comes to the fer 1 to the second one in the board of alderwho battle successfully with udversity
men.
Mr.
Payton has displayei
Although
Alderman Merrill
took the position
in
the
parts requiring seri
great ability
that these old
which are a
reservoirs,
ousness and intense emotion, his greate r
menace to the city should all be Ailed in
in lively comedy pieces. H 0
forte is
at once.
He
explained that there are
more naturally obeys the wand of plea*
some of them
throughout the oity, all
ure
and in his work in this line he i s
with dry walks, and that the street over
quick, funny and unostentatious H 0 them is held
up only by pieces of Aagging
is always
consistant and natural. H
rrrli i«h
Viaca
lmnn
lair! oovaco
A
—l'
is always in absolute Identity with th
them since they have gone out of use.
he
and
never
encroaches
part
essays
up
Mr. Merrill insisted that public safety
on the mouther.
His work is spnrklini
demanded that the reservoirs be filled up,
and electric and he never for a momen
for
another one of them might cave in
lags, no matter how long and tiresom ! and
heavy loss of life ensue which would
his work. 'The support given Mr. Paytoi 1
cause the city a large amount in damby the charming, sympathetic and oapa
He believed that *50 or *100 at the
ages.
ble actress, Miss Etta Reed, is in itself
fill them all up, and he bemost would
guarantee of a pleasing production. Mis: lieved it
wouldjbe money well expended.
Reed’s art seems almost without limita
In reply
to questions asked by the
tlons. She has risen above the ordinary
board, Chief EngineerJEldridgo’said that
stagmess and puts into her work abun in consideration of the excessive
expense
dant versatility. Her stage pictures
ar< 1
required to keep these reservoirs in re•oft
and maidenly and she is ever abb 1
pair that they might be ready for an
to disguise her own personality for thi 1
emergency, he believed the neoessity for
benefit of art.
She octsjwith splendic
using them was so remote that it would
intensity and it is her boast that she nev not be advisable to
keepjthem in repair,
er
on
appears
the stage im properl]
be all filled
up.
gowned. ■_ Her wardrobe is a collection o: anti he advised that they
there was a big reserthe most
beautiful fabrics that mone] The chief said that
voir in
Market Square, just above the
can produce and the resources of suel
artists as Worth and Redfern have beer monument, whore there was heavy travel,
sadly taxed on more than one occasion tt and that if it should go through sometime when a car was passing or a procession, the loss of life might be something
MRS. RORER ON COMPLEXIONalso announced that the
terrible.
He

100 dozen Fancy Shirts with Cuffs, all new goods, at
50 dozen Fancy Shirts, Neglige,
100 dozen Half Hose, guaranteed stainless black, (see window),
25 dozen Police, Fireman and Postman Suspenders, (very strong),

HAT

Joseph Lonne;

I

is

with

complete

all

the

styles and shapes

to

be

dles in black, oxidized, enameled,
silver and gilt.

Buckles, jeweled
silver and oxidized.

a

Bag and
jeweled.

and

Purse tops,

Wc have

placed

on

sale this

those ladies’

dress linen and lawn handkerchiefs—of

Oxidized, gi'.t and silvered belts.
Belts with gilt,
nickle,
oxidized and jeweled
buckles—also fancy jeweled gir-

45c each
45c each
2 pair for 25c
19c each

found in

and

in all week another lot of

goods.

DEPARTMENT
latest

all co lors

stales,

all prices.
Leather Belts
shades to go with the new

Discontinue the Old Res-

Exchange

Ladies’ Handkerchiefs.

which

sold

many Easter
up in prettily
lined boxes—one in a box at the
we

so

week—nicely put

extremely
There

low price of 2’dc each.
number of styles

are a

in the lot, every

one new

and de-

plain sirable,

plain

and

28c each.

first class store.
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EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

IRA F. CLARK &

CO., RINES

ONE PRICE, SPOT CASH CLOTHIERS, FURNISHERS AND HATTERS.

1

26may6d3t
AND 28
BUAKU

Uh

MONUMENT

I rsAUfc-

BROTHERS

:

SQUARE, PORTLAND, ME.
^

WATER FRONT.

THE TEMPORARY HOME.

freights have takm a jump and
shipping men are making the most of the
war scare.
Hard pine fneights are also

The annua] meeting of the managers of
the Temporary home] for
Women and
Children will be held at the home, May
U at
3 p. m
The car that leaves the

micSSIt]

our

k

J

—

—

—

Not

a

Matter of Oat ward

reservoir on Emery street must be'attended to at once, as a private sewer had been

Application.

run

Mrs. Rorer
Home Journal,

answers,
an

in

the

Ladies

enquirer about

to the

gooi

it,and it was becoming
public health.

into

a

menace

Gov. Powers Replies

that.

He

Coal

Has

No

Money tor the Naval Brigade.
stated monthly meeting of the
managers of the Board 0f Trade was held
yesterday morning at which there was a
good attendance. Replies were read from
members of Con gress to letters sent them
last week urging them to use their besl
efforts with the secretary of the navy to
have an adequate patrol established at
the earliest possible date along the
seacoast of Alaiine. All were of a most satisresult of their
united efforts that the secretary of the
navy had responded by causing the patrol

factory tenor, showing

as

a

of some of the best vessels available from
the navy to cruise aloug our coast the
Assurance was given that
past week.
sharp patrol would be continued as neces-

sity required, which

was

very

satisfyi ng

to the members present.
A reply from Governor Powers to the
request of the committee of the board, tc
accept the services of the naval brigade,
suggested at the meeting last week, was

read, in which the Governor replies that
there are no available funds for that purpose without borrowing money, but that
he will gladly come to Portland at any
river
time and talk the entire situation
with the Board of Trade and other citiwill cheerfully do
if need be.
He
whatever he can in this, or in furthering
a protective patrol of’the coast, which be
zens

considers as very well dow provided when vessels assigned to this special
duty reach their stations on the coast.
The attention of the board wus called

already

into
to the fact of vessels now coining
two British
this port daily—including
which informed the
vessels yesterday,
British Vioe Consul that their officers had
no notice or knowledge of torpedoes being
sunk in any of the approaching channels
to Portland harbor until after their ar-

that it can onli RECEPTION TO DR. E. V. LAGER.
SON.
healthy condition of the en
rival, and also of the escape of a steam
tire system and that it is not a matter o
A reception was given Wednesday night tng with a vessel in tow,
which passed
outward application, finishing with tb > to Dr. E. V. Lagerson at the residence through White Head passage a few days
of Oliver Anderson, 41 Falmouth street. ago.
statement that “your food cannot possi
Immediate aotion was urged, and
bly agree with you if you have muscula Mr. Emil Anderson made an elaborate it was voted that a committee consisting
rheumatism and a bad complexion.”
speech; Lily Johnson gave a fine decla- of President Boothby, Secretary Kioh and
It is a known fact that many
peopl ) mation, and Misses Heald. McCrum, H. Hon. W. W. Merrill address Major Hoxie,
fail to propsrly digest the starchy part o E Anderson and Clarence McCrum fur- U. S.
engineer, and the collector of the
bread and other food. Grape-Nuts (a de
nished fine music. Besides floral decora- port, Hon. John W. Deerlng,
asking
lightful breakfast food) are made of th ) tions, arranged by Mrs. A. Johnson, a them to take immediate action possible
grape sugar which results from preparini ; copy of “Carmina Selecta” was presented to secure some vessel
or
vessels to
the starohy parts of the cereals, in tb
to Mr. Lagerson, who in response
made patrol the coast outside the danger line
same way artiflcally as the body shouli l an eloquent, speech.
The evening passed night and day to notify all
approaching
do by natural processes. Therefore (drape
in a pleasant and social manner.
vessels, especially from the eastward by
Nots give one food all ready for inline
placing printed notices on board of each
diate assimilation into blood and tissue
HAWAIIAN QUESTION. £ jg vessel of the dangerous passages where
torpedoes are laid.
They are leady prepared, require no cook
Washington, May 5.—The House comThe demand for resort books is alreadv
ing whatever and will be found mos mittee on foreign
affairs discussed the so
great that the managers were of the
Hawaiian
annexation
valuable by Athlete, Brain worker or In
question, but took opinion that the committee on publication
no definite action
until
adjourning
next had better proceed at once with
valid.
Thursday. It is claimed that a majority of another edition, similar to thatprinting
of last
Sold by grocers.
of the committee favor the bill.
yeur.

complexion, reoiting

come

from

the advance.
The steamer St. Croix arrived here from
St. John yesterday and sailed again for
Boston.
The tug Fisoataqua
arrived yesterday

on

The

a

■

%

Post office for Stroudwater at 2.20 will
jccommodate those wishing to attend. It
is hoped that all interested iu this work
will be present.

towing two barges loaded with brick and

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.

lumber.
The
big dredge in Commercial wharf
dock is rapidly cleaning the mud out of
the dock
and will soon give even the

BEFORE JUDGE ROBINSON.

;ion.
William Donahue aDd Wm. Cosgrove,
ined $3 and one-haif costs.'eaoh.

Commencing the June number the
Maine Steamship company “Bulletin”
will enter its seventh year and will be a
;ood paper lor the patrons of the popular
iine it represents. It will be published by
Mr. W. A. Clark of the Maine Steamship
iompany’s staff.

coal.
The J. H. Hamlen has finished loading lumber for South
America and
hauled out into the stream
yesterday*
The tug Salem has been chartered by
the Valentine company to be used in the
uiougiug

buu

MARRIAGES-

MANILA
Portland had at least one
representative In the memorable battle of Manila
Bay. He is Stephen H. Sanborn, who
was

a

member

of

the

of cruiser
Raleigh. Mr. Sanborn Is the stepson of
Capt. Geo. A. Dow of the Portland
Light Infantry, who is now with his
company at Camp Powers.
The young
man’s friends are
anxiously awaiting details of the battle, and are
hopeful that
he was fortunate
to have
crew

enough

injury.

escaped

Y. M. C. A. BUILDING.

store on

the corner of Congress and
High streets may be ready for ocoupancy
the 1st of July by Murdock, the optician,
who now is iD the Eye and Ear Infirmary
building The reading room will there-

Union

ity

In this city. May 4, Elcie May. only child of
lenry and Eveline L. Stevens, aged 9 months

!0 days.
[Funeral this Friday afternoon at 3 o'clock
] rom parents’ residence. No. 60 Brackett
In this city, May 5. Ellen Gloster.
f notice of funeral hereafter.
In Cape Elizabeth, May 6. Mrs Lucy Bncketr
vite of W. W. Hobbs, aged 69 years,
[Funeral this afternoon at 2.30 o'clock, from

street'

late residence, Cape Elizabeth.

f'ryeburg.

Burial at

In Brunswick, April 28. Harriet K. Foote
tged 69 years.
Ill East Otisfield, Mrs. Diana Watson, aged
19 years.

Ill Kezar Falls, May I. Mrs. Lizzie Fogg, wife
H David S. Fogg, aged 64 years.
In Hampden, April 22, Sara, widow of Ivory
j ''lost, aged 76
years.
In Clifton, April 23. Hattie M. Sumner, aged
6 years 3 months.

In Levant, April 23, Henry F. Stoddard, aged

style, (that is
across ^the
shoul-

der)

$1.00,

at

ter than

kind
fore.

much

anything

of the

made

ever

bet-

hereto-

Union Suits have
many
over

tkn

t mrt

season.

mand and the line

showing includes every
desirable grade and qual.
ity.
The department also
shows

now a

very

large

stock of

two

piece Un-

derwear

for

men

and

boys, heavy, medium and
midsummer
lisle

weights,

ton,
thread,
mixed and all wool,

cot.

wool

mon

will be a speoial meeting of DaAssembly, No. l, P. s., tomorrow
Supper will be served at
at 3.80 p. m

Portland Board of Fire l;nderwrltors.

6.30.
The visiting assembles will be met at
the station and escorted to the hall where
they will be entertained.

A little life
may be sacrificed to a sud,
if .vou don’t have
] Jr. Ihomas Lclectric
Oil ou hand for
t he emergency.

MOORE & CO.

I7,

clock

DAMON ASSEMBLY,
There

treet

ilU'ri^aC^ °,f™r,ouP’

members of this board have
rHEclose
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15 so les ofa II wool Black Dress )

] Novelties
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worth'
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yard.

Full line of Sponged Serges, Canvas Cloths and
Weaves at lowest prices, and till

Subject

la-'est

Crenon

to Our Cash Discount o! Ten Per Cent,

voted to

on Saturday
o’clock from May 7 to Oct. 1 inclusive
THUS. J. 1.1TTI.E, Secretery.
Portland. May 8. isa:.
mayfid tw

it 12

.w.-f-s.

have

we

3

Dept.

The best values in low
that

1
8

Complete line of Plain Black Mohairs and Sicilians, at 30
75 cents, 79 cents.
cents, 50 cents, 55 cents, 59 cents, «3 cents,
$1.00 and 1.50 per var.i. Cess H> per cent for Cash.

50c up.

servico °f the late Mary Jane Gay
,
thls Ffiday afternoon at 2.30
r,Jl a<;0
< vinnv fl0m
ller ate te3ldeQCe> No. 18 Parris

will be finished

r ,-,j.<*

S

from

DWEN,

closed for a week and the unrented store will be occupied by the assoelation
until the middle of September
when it is expected the whole building

<ei

we are

> '9 years 11 mouths.
In Baugor. April
23, Silas L. Plant, of Bath,
, ged 21 year.-.
in Richmond,
Quecec, May 4, Daniel E. Me
irtue, formerly of Portland.
It uneral
at 9 o’clock, from
Saturday
1 he residence of his morning
brother, Wm. F. McBride,
Cumberland St. Requiem mass at Cathe'16 lmmaclllate
Conception at 9.30
>

fore be

At 58c pc s’
AsU to see tltein

“Oneita

We have accordmade
unusual prep=
ingly
aration to supply the de-

H'S.

>

garment) of fine qualBalbriggan cotton, cut

button

pa§a\

Wc Stave just received a new
Corset (i»ut
is made of tine
mahieil
over
material,
ESte
best forms, sure to
be
easy
and perfect tinisjit. and is by
far Hie best value ever sliutvn

Suits of Underwear (shirts
and drawers knitted in

Palmyra, pill 23, Henry Neal aud Miss
Itliel Berry.
In Island Falls. April 24, A. E. Richards of
Jakfield and Viva Hunt.
In Eden. April 27. Edgar H. Ash of Eastiroolt and Miss Annie M. Maye of Eden.
In Holden. April 2!, Willie H. Copeland and
lliss Susie M. Hart.
Ill BaDgor, April 22, Alfred 1,. Grant and Miss
Itta M. Patten, both of Ifermon.

ler

Carpenters commenced work yesterday
dividing the two corner stores la the Y.
M. C. A. now
building, now oooupied
as a
reading room, In order that the

men’s

ing

piece style and their popularity increases every

GeA7

:

THE
department

is sell-

In Frpeburg, May 4, by Rev. B. N. Stone,
Mark N. Charles of Chatham. N. H., and Miss
Jarrle M. Emerson of Stowe. Maine.
In Peering, April 30, Ray H. Davis of Boston
Ill

5§c pet*

Haberdashery

advantages

uuruor.

A PORTLAND BOY AT BATTLE OF

Portland, May 6,1898.

one

Thursday—Catherine A. Feeney, sentsnced to 30 days in the house of oorrec-

largest vssels plenty of room there.
The schooner Minette came in with 6000
pounds of fresh fish.
The Emita is being put in readiness
for the summer island business.
Mr. Adams, the veteran boat builder
of Boothbay, is in the city.
| The Thomson liner Arona is expected
daily.
The Lizzie E. Dennison arrived with

nura

CO.

:

GO.

also

PUBLISHED BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT.

CORDITE AND ITS POWER.

WHOSO FINDETH A WIFE.

The So-Called Smokeless Powder Now

*
El WILLIAM LE QUEUX,
“Stolen
Author of “The Great War in England in 1897,” “Zoeaida,
Souls,” “Guilty Bonds,” “A Secret Service,” &c., &c.

has a tendency to
Impart a waterproof nature to cordite.
A colorless liquid
prepared from acetate
ot lime, called
aoetone, ia used as a solTent in the manufacture of
The
cordite.
method of preparing the
Is:
Jhe required proportion of explosive
nitro-glycenneis
poured over the
the two, with the addition of
acetone,
are
knjaded together into a stiff
paste.
Vaseline is then added and the whole
compound after being thoroughly mixed
is put into
a machine and the cordite
pressed out and cut into lengths, after
whioh it is dried.
To the artillerist the nature of cordite
is represented by a fraction whose numerator gives in hundredths of an inch
the diameter of the die through which
the cordite has been pressed, its denominator being the length of the stick in inches. The cordite known as 30.12, which
is the size used.for the 6-inch quick-firing
guns, signifies that its diameter is threetenths of an inch and it is twelve inche s

Used in Big Guns.
It

Is

Really

a

Propellant-

Smokeless

Stages in Invention from the Black

COPYRIGHTED. 1S97, B YWILLIAM LE QUEUX.

Chapter

XXXV.
COX FESSIOX'.
“Her Highness has this moment returned from driving, m’sieur,” answered the
concierge, when, accombig Russian
panied by Sonia, I entered the hall of the
great house in the Avenue dea Champs
Ellysee, and handed him a card. blue and
T en. a second servant in the
gold livery of the Romanoffs, conducted
us cermoniously
along the wide soltcarpeted corridor to the well-remembered
room wherein 1 had taken leave of the
woman I loved. My companion, in her
heat tailor-made travelling gown of dark
gtay cloth, looked a very different person
to the dirty, unkempt peasant woman
who led that band of desperate jail-birds
on the frontier, and as shegianoed around
the tine apartment on entering, she observed, with a slight sigh, that this was not
her first visit.
breathless. All
was
The afternoon
Paris had left for the plages of Arcachon,
Dieppe, or Trouviile, or tho baths of
Royat, Vichy or Luchon, and the boulevards were given over to unhappy business-men, cafe loungers, and soft-hatted
gaping tourists in cheek tweeds. The
green jalousies of the room were closed,
the senses were suffused with a tender
and restful twilight, for the glare had
been tempered to suit the dreamy languor
of that great mansion’s world-weary misThe open windows admitted with
tress.
air, the faint sound of traffio from the
Avenue. A lad passing somewhere outside
whistled a few bars from the gay chanBonette. “Si qu’on ieur-z-y f’rait ca,”
with
which Judic was singing nightly
enormous success at the Summer Alcazar.
the
th6re
still
that
I noticed
piano
upon
stood my own photograph, while that of
my betrayer had been replaced by a picWith my back to the
ture of iny wife.
tiled hearth filled with ferns and
surrounded
and
by its wonderewers,
ful mantel of Italian sculptured marble,
I waited, while Sonia, fatigued after our
long and dusty journey, sank into one of
the silken armchairs, unloosened her coat,
and sniffed at her little silver bottle of
smelling-salts. Scarce a word had she
uttered during our drive across the city
from the Hare de Lyon, so full she seemed
Of unutterable sadness.
During several minutes we remained in
silence, when, without warning the long
doors of white and gold wore flung open
V.v the flnnkev who. advancing into the
room, announced his mistress.
Next instant we were face to face.
“Ah! Geoffrey. At last!” she cried,
with flushed cheeks, a smile of glad weioome light:d up her pale countenance as
b!.o rushed towards me with both hands
outstretched. A second later, noticing
Soma, she suddenly halted. Instantly a
change passed over her face. She was unlike the gay, light-hearted girl who loved
backwaters, or
to idle up the Thames
punt along the banks at sunaown. She
the
was different from
happy, trustful
bride who had wandered with me during
there autumn days in quaint old ChatShe had none of the flush of
eanroux.
joyous youth, and the hard lines of resolve and determination were softened
by an expression for which there is no
better word than consecration. There
were signs of endurance in her tace, but
It was the endurance of tne martyr, not
of the champion.
Facing Sonia she drew herself np
haughtily, and demanded in French in
a harsh, angry voice:
“To what, iriy, do I owe this intruI should have thought that after
sion?
what has passed you would not dare to
come here. But 1 suppose cool audacity is
cultivated
a characteristic that must be
by a woman of your character.”
from
her
Sonia rose siowl.v
chair, her
features haggard and blanched, her head
in penitence. No
bent slightly, as if
effort did she make to resent the bitter
wife
had
words
my
uttered, hut in
angry
a low toue simply replied:
“I have come here with Geoffrey, to tell
you the truth.
“The truth!” echoed the Grand Duchess
with withering contempt. “The truth
from suchasyou! Who would believe it?”
WuJt! Hear me before you denounce me,”
Sonia urged, in a strange, hollow voice
the
that sounded like one speaking in
far distance. “I do not deny that my
presence may aeetn unwarrantable. I admit that between us there can no ionger
be friendship, yet strange is it that, although you are honest, upright and respected, while I am a social outoast,
spurned and degraded by ail, there nevertheless exists a common bond between us
love Geoffrey,
—the bond of love. You
lhe man who by law Is your husband;
a
man
while I love another,
you also
her voice faltered, “the
I n iw,” and
luan to whom you denounced me as base
and worthless.”
asked Ella, standing stern,
“Well?”
upr'ght, full of calm, uuruffl d dignity.
She still wore the cool-looking summer
gown in which she had been driving in
the Bois, and had not removed her large

great

..

1..

1.

u..+-

friend, to beg forgiveness.1
My wife shrugged h6r shoulders with a
gesture of quic-'t impatience,
You don’t
“Ah!
believe
I am in
earnest,” cried the unhappy woman.

English,

in

of

Manufacture—Its

“To confess to you, Geoffrey, will.cause
you to hate, ah I even to curse me. After
today I fear we shall part never again to

meet.”

“No,
her soft

no,”

hand

Then
secret.
to reveal.”

cried,

I

advancing to take

in mine. “Tell me your
let us hear what Sonia has

“Ah 1 mine is a wretched, horrible story
duplicity,” my wife .faltered, standing
an attitude of
deep dejection. “Although I am a Grand Duchess, the bearer
of an Imperial name, I can hope for
neither pity nor mercy from you, or from
the world outside.”
“Whv?”
“Because I have foully deceived you
I am a spy !”
“A spy 1” 1 gasped, amazed. “What do
vou mean?”
“Bister,; I will tell you,” she answered,
in a hard strained voice, swaying slowly
forward and clutching at the table for
support. “Three years ago, when my
mother, the Grand Duchess Nicholas, was
still
alive, we were spending some
months as usual at our wintor villa that
faced the Mediterranean at St. Eugene,
close to Algiers and my mother engaged
an Englishman.
as valet de obambro
Soon this man grew, I suppose, to admire me. He pestered me with hateful
attentions, and at last had the audacity
As may be readily
to declare his love.
imagined, I scornfully rejected him,
treated him with contempt, and finding
that he still continued his protestations,
moetins me when I went for walks along
or
under
the
sea ioad to Algiers,
the
palms and orange-groves in the Jardin
Marengo, I one day, in a lit of ill-temper,
disclosed to my mother the whole of the
The fellow was at once
circun: stances’
discharged, but before he left for Europe
rehe wrote me a letter full of bitter
proach, and expressed his determination
to some day wreak vengeance upon me,
a youDg Englishman
as well as upon
whom ho suspected that I loved. His suspicions, however, were entirely unfounded. I, known at home and throughout
all our family by
the pet name
of

of
in

or‘Sparkling Eyes,

‘Tchernookaya,

Constituents

and

High Ballistic Power.

low layering

tone—

(New York

Sun.)

Since the advent of the
speedy torpedo
boat and since
rapid-firing guns have
been placed on
battleships and cruisers,
an explosive that
would allow to the officers and gunners
an unobstructed view
of an enemy under all conditions has
been sought and thousands of dollars
have been expended in the effort to obtain

long.

It is necessary to use a fine grain powder to ignite a charge of cordite, it being
secured in such a manner that a flash
from the tube firing the gun will cause
the explosion of the charge. A full charge
of powder for a 12-inch gun is 295 pounds,
while the cordite charge having the same
efficiency is only 167 1-2 pounds.
The wonderful stride made in the science of gunnery since
1840 is shown by
the fact that at that period a 68-pound
projectile fired with a charge of 18 pounds
of powder gave a muzzle velocity of between 1,000 and 1,100 feet a second, while
at the present day a 100-pound shell, iired
with 14 3-4 pounds of cordite, gives a
muzzle velocity of 2,630 feet a second.
Cordite is one of the safest explosives
known, and is not dangerous unless it is
confined. It can he held in the hand and
lighted without danger. It burns slowly
and
with a bright flame. Although
comparatively a new discovery, it is used
extensively in every navy throughout the
world. It was manufactured first
in
Great Britain and was in generul use on
her battleships before adopted by other

satisfactory substitute for black
gunpowder. Cordite, the latest explosive,
is said to be the most
satisfactory propela

lant of

modern times for naval
warfare,
and the general expert opinion seems to
be that in a few years gunpowder as now
understood will have vanished.
The earliest records of established
powder mills show that there was only one in
operation in 1590, this one being in England. During the year 1787 the Waltham

Abbey Powder Mills were purchased by
the English government. They are still
conducted by it. The Faversham Mills,
which up to that date were the largest in
the world, passed into the hands of n

private corporation in 1815. The manufacture of powder was continued without
much improvement, except in the efficiency of the grinding and mixing ma-

chinery, until about thirty-five years ago, Powers.
the formula for black powder being saltSOUTH PORTLAND.
petre 75 parts, charcoal 15 parts, and sulphur 10 parts, the whole forming a mechanical mixture and not a chemical
The Mt. Pleasant Cemetery association
have purchase from Mr. Tayler the house
compound.
The actual ohemical result of the explo- and seven lots of land adjoining the cemesion of a charge of gunpowder cannot be tery on the north side.
The consideration
told with accuracy. The general idea of is said to be about $1800.
Martin W. Smart, of Lynn, Mass., is
what happens is that when the temperature of the igniting agent reaches 482 de- visiting his brother, Andrew Smart, of
grees Fahrenheit the sulphur bursts into Sawyer street.

a

nickname taken from our Kussian poet
Eermontoff, had met this young Englishman quite casually when one day passing

uuiivfuv.^,--—

UUM1V|

"l--

Frank Ross has gone to

VMjyj

Massachusetts

heat, frees the oxygen with which it is wnere lie nas secured worn as a mason.
highly charged, and, combining with the | A part ofjtha property which was stolen
+• HTT'ii rrV*
thn
It nchflh T
ctr». a
incnlturl liv>
Monday morning
oharcoal, forms carbon io acid and oxide, at South Portland on
two
half-drunken
Arabs, and he had
is liberated. The pro- last has been recovered. Some of the
escorted mo home. Then, when we parted, while the nitrogen
he had told ms that he was
staying at ducts of combustion are approximately 57 razors which were taken from the barberthe Hotel da la Kegence, opposite the per cent of solid matter and 43 per cent shop of Lamb & Woodbury were found
great white mosque, and gave me his of permanent gases.
in pawn shops in the city by Oliver SkilIt was Dudley Ogle.
name.
In earlier days of ordnance
small lings of the police force and a description
only
be
(To
Continued.)
grains of powder were used, but as the of the parties who disposed of the property
SHE DOEl’H WHAT SHE CAN.
the size of the grains was obtained, which may serve as a clue
guns increased
(From the Cleveland Plain Dealer.)
She sits alone in tho window seat,
Watching the soldiers who throng the
street,
A tear clings fast to her gentle eye.
Her bosom beaves with a sudden sigh
And her slender lingers that clutch the
sill
Wave a proud adieu with a royal will,
in its motion never
But her
mouth
slacks
O’er the gum she cheweth to pay the tax.
There are woman who

go

to

the

battle

front,

Women in hospitals bearing the brunt,
Women who serve ’neath the Bed Cross

sign,

Women whose mission seems half divine,
But Anuabel sits at the window high
She cannot go where the bullets fly,
But steadily onward through paoks and

packs,

She cheweth the gum to pay the tax.
WIT AND WISDOM.

To Draw Her

Beau.

Father—Why do you paint,
Daughter—For the same

my child?
reason that
use
rosin
before
on
you
you play
j-our violin—to help to draw my beau, sir.—PhilaPress.
delphia

I
Fac
is

on

signature of CHAS.

FLETCHER
the wrapper of every- bottle of Castoria.

simile

When

Baby was sick,

H.

gave her Castoria.
she cried for Castoria.

we

When she

was a Child,
became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

When she

Not So In His Case.

-.-,1,,—,,

“You are quite right, quite
right,”
admitted in a voice trembling
Sod la
v. 1th emotion. “You were justified to undeceive him as you did. I know, alas,
how black is my heart—how blunted is
all the womanly feeling I once possessed
liko you. But yon'have been nurtured
in the lap of luxury while I fed
from
and
Infancy upon the offal of a slum,
taught to regard the world from a cynical point of view, have grown old
in
evil-doing, and am now a mere derelict in
the stream of life. Long ago wo met and
parted. 1 treated yon, as 1 did others, as
an enemy. We have novr met again,
and
I, conscience-stricken and penitent, have
come to ato 'e for the past, to prove your

in

said

Richard—We

thing

we

never

aro

always wanting

some-

get.

Little Johnny (interrupting)—When ma
says I want a whipping, I notice I always
get it.—Boston Transoript.
'The Grecian (James

sunourned.”
Ores., Act I, Scene 3.
rid themselves ol this
trouble, they used Pond’s Extract.
are

Tro. and

Our da men

A

soon

Republican State Convention
WILL BE HELD IN

CITY

HALL, AUCUSTA,

Tuesday,

June

28, 1S98,

"Hhb it never occurred to you that I
AT 11 O’CLOCK A. M.,
alone can free you from the bond that has
held you aloof from your husband?”
for the purpose of nominatiug a candidate for
“What do you mean?” cried Ella, with Governor to
be supported at the September
a puzzled expression.
and transacting any other business
“I mean,” she answered, in a deep, election,
earnest voice.
“I mean that if you will that may properly come before it.
The voters of Maine, without regard to
make full and open confession to Geoffrey
I will furnish you with proof
positive past political differences, who are in favor of
of the identity of the murderer of Dudley sustaining President McKinley and his adminOgle. By this means only can you obtain istration in the conduct of the war with Spain;
freedom from niui bondage of guilt.”
who are in favor of sustaining the present wise
“My freedom r* echoed my wife. She was and economical administration of our State
pale as death; her hot, dry lips moved
are cordially invited to join with the
convulsively, and she glanced at me in affairs,
feverish apprehension. “How can you Republicans in choosing delegates to this convention.
jive me my freedom?”
The basis of representation will be as fol“By revealing the truth,” Sonia an“When you have told Geoffrey lows: Each city, town and
swered.
plantation will be
I
ail, then will disclose the terrible secret entitled to one delegate, and for each 75 votes
that I have selfishly kept from you becast for the Republican candidate for Governor
cause I envied your happiness.”
The silence remained unbroken for some in 1890, an additional delegate, and for a fracElla stood with her gloved tion of -to votes in excess of 75 votes, a further
moments.
hands clasped before her. The haughty additional delegate. Vacancies in the delegademeanour of the daughter of the Roman
tion of any city, town or plantation can only
offs had entirely forsaken her; with head be filled by a resident of the
county in which
bent she stood
immovable as a statue. the
vacancy exists.
Terroi and despair showed themselves in
The State committee will be in session
her clear, bright eyes. It seemed as though
she mistrusted this woman of evil repute, in the city council rooms of City Hall, at 1:
whese assertions half induced her to con- o’clock on the morning of the convention, foi
the purpose of receiving the credentials of delefess to me.
“Come,” said Sonia. “Speak, and free- gates. Delegates, in order to be eligible to
dem, lore and happiness are yours.” ;
participate in the convention, must be elected
Her breast, beneath its lace and flimsy
subsequent to the date of the call for this conHer lingers vention.
muslin, heaved and fell.
twitched themselves
nervously in the
Per order, Republican State Convention.
trimming of her gown. Then, at last,
J. H. MANLEY, cmw th sudden resolve,
she
turned, and
BYRON BOYD, Secretarwith terrorstrioken eyes fixed upon me,
Augusta. Me.. April li,

—--
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MISCELLANEOUS.
it

"

MISCEIXANEOUS.

—

was also increased to
terward to the various

to the detection of tire criminals.
The supper given last evening by the
Ladies' Circle of the Universalist Church,

pebble size and afprismatic sizes and

forms that were popular a decade ago.
The reason for increasing the size of the
powder grains was that the small grain

decided success. From six to eight
in the evening the tables were occupied
after which music was given by the orwas

powder gave a graet igniting surface,
and at times the charge was consumed
before the projectile was fairly in motion, producing initial wave pressures in
the breach of the gun that were of
a
With
a
highly dangerous character.
there
is
less
surface
grain
larger
burning
exposed, which naturally exerts a continuous
force on the projectile
until it
reaches the muzzle of the gun. The results obtained were satisfactory to a degree, but there was some of the charge
that was not consumed and left the muzzle of the gun along with the projectile.
With the prism powders came an alteration in the proportions of the explosive,
which, from its brown color, was named
cocoa
powder. It contained saltpetre.
73 parts; charcoal, 18 parts; sulphur, 3
parts, the charcoal used being made from
straw carbonized by steam.
The carbon
thus produced retained the amount of
moisture required for pressing it into
shape. With the introduction of auickflring guns the "prism-brown” powders
gave way gradually to smokeless explosives, which up to that time had beeu a
dream of naval gunners. Smokeless powder bioame abioiutely a necessity, for
the reason that smoke-producing powders masked the object aimed at, and the
torpedo boat, whicn was becoming a recognized feature of naval warfare, could
dash up and discharge one or more deadly missiles under cover of the smoke.
Smokeless powders were tirst produced
in France, and for some tims tne secret
of the manufacture was guarded jealously. As soon as the necessity for this
kind of powder became apparent, however, a number of manufacturers devoted
attention to it, and as a result various
brands of smokeless explosives
were
placed on the market.
The most satisfactory results eventually made their appearance in cordite,
which was produced through experiments
iuttue uy ±-roi. uewar and
Sir Frederick
Abel. Cordite is composed of
nitro-glycerine 68 per cent., gun ootton 37
per
cent., and vaseline 6 per cent. Nitre glycerine is an oily, colorless
liquid, and an
active poison. It is produced by
mixing
a quantity of
sulphuric acid with almost
double the amount of nitric acid and allowing it to cool; about one-eigtli of the
total weight of glycerine is then added
gradually, the mixture being kept below
a temperature of 70
degrees Fahrenheit by
passing air and cold water through it.
After the mixture has stood a sufficient
time the acids are drawn off and the residue (nitro glycerine) is washed and filtered.
Nitro glycerine cannot be ignited easily by a flame, and a lighted match or taper plunged into it would be
extin
guished. It is sensitive to friction or per
cussion, either of which will detonate it.
Another peculiarity is that the higher th<
temperature the more sensitive it be
comes.
It will solidify at a teraperaturi
of 40 degrees, and its explosive force is es
timated to be about twelve times that oi

and other pleasurable features
introduced.
Albert Sprague has communicated to
his friends that he has passed the necessary examination and will soon be enrolled among the volunteers in the U. S.

chestra
were

Army.
The road machine

was being worked
Stanford street by Hoad
Commissioner J. P. Champlin
with a
of the
gang of_men and the gravelling
6treet is now going on.

yesterday

Have you nny stains

spots that want
«N

CARPETS,

in

fact

IF

SO, USE

on

or

removing,

CLOTHES,

anything?

James G. Davis’
AMMONIATED

KEROS XNE
SOAP.
|

Beware of Imitations. )
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on

give

me

For Sale

fay ail Portland Druggists.
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Our little booklet, over 30 dainty desserts.
FREE by mail. Ask for it
Whitman Grocery Co., Orange, Hass.

*“

1
;
;
:

FOB

WANTED.

|

a larty living 20 miles out of
Portland, one or two oliildren to board.
Those between the ages of 2 to 5 years preferred. Address MBS. B„ care this paper.

-By
TyANTED
,T

6-l_
ANTED—Immediately

a

man

or

woman

cook for summer hotel, also a first class
table girl to go as head waiter in a restaurant
tn the city. Girl for private family, wages St
per week. Apply 399 1-2 Congress street, MBS.
PALMER’S OFFICE,
_0-1
to try a bottle of
Dr. Ahak’s stomach and blood remedy. A
sure cure for dyspepsia.
Delivered in any part
of the city by sending me a postal card.
C. K.

OR SALE—Two new houses on Alim street,
A
Deering Centre, seven (7) rooms and bath,
furnace heat, hay windows, broad piazzas, large
gardens, very sunny, near schools and electrics, price only $1750, only $300 down, balance
to suit. A rare chance to buy a suburban residence low.
DALTON & CO., 478 1-2 Congress
28-2
street, opp. Preble.

WANTED—Everybody
Vesper

63

6-1

street.

TO

LET.

A

T”

TO

HEART”

TO

PATENT BREAD FLOUR

TO

TO

Good Country Board
TO

Inquire of WILLIS WARREN, CorWANTED—SITUATION S.
tfGOLD HEART” is guaranteed to he nish, Maine.
apr22d3w*
of
Patent Flour,
Tour
Copt. Byron Dean was brought to his the best quality
liLOBJXIIHlE.
Forty words inserted under this heed
home yesterday from the Maine General money back if it doesn’t suit.
ene week for 25 cents, sash in advance.
I will be pleased to answer anv question in
Hospital and his condition was reported
regard to the Y’ukon River, outfits", etc.
MIDDLE aged woman would like a situato be quite comfortable.
W.G.NORTON,210 Occidental av., Seattle.
References: J. F. Norton, Portland, Me.,
tion to do cooking or housekeeping.
AdThree of the men brought from Boothdress
C. JOHNSTON, Press Office.
Coffin
Seattle.
6-1
Bros.,
may3dlw»
aprSdeodim
bay to work on the government steamer
CTENOGRAPHER—Bookkeeper, experienced
C3 TY OF PORTLAND.
Kx and Capable in both branches, desires a sitMyrtle, left for their homes yesterday
After you have bought your
uation as either or will combine two.
Address
and it is thought that by Saturday the

NORTH DAKQT/TilLUNG ASS’N.

balance of the fifteen men will have completed their work. The Myrtle will leave
the ways tomorrow and moored to an ad'/Si"
joining pier. Her stern will be replanked.
There is considerable activity at Griffin’s
yard; several of the yachts have already

A”

Proposals

RAMBLER BICYCLE SEALED

The

You will want

CAMERA

Elizabeth

on

$4.50

church will hold a fair on ThursFriday and Saturday.evenings of
day,
next week in the new church building

Printing.

j

dress.

City will resume her
We have (hem at prices from
Saturday next, having just unher
usual
spring repairing.
dergone
to
$15.
The spurwink Ladies
Missionary society will meot today with Mrs. Lawton
See the new TOURIST HAWKin Willlard, to discuss
at the parsonage
EYE, the latest folding: camera
An
discussion
is
at
interesting k
Spain,
$8.00 each
We also have the plates and
anticipated.
The ladies’ aid society of the'Elm street films.

trips

for

proposals will be received by the
Committee on Printing Reports, until Fri,
day. the titli day oOIay, 1898, at 12 o’clock m.for the printing of the Auditor’s and subordinate city officers reports and the Mayor’s ad

a

drains for the town until next
noon at his place of residence

Bids are to be made per page. Partieu ars
may be had on application to the office ot the
City Auditor, where proposals may be left endorsed. “Proposals for Printing Reports
Tne Committee reserves the right to reject
any or all bids.
By order of the Committee,
WILSON SPRAGUE, Chairman.
my-’dtd
Portland, Way 2, 1898.

Corner.
The Wagner Glee

Society

will sing May
M. E. church at

15th at the Elm street
Pleasantdale.
During the Illness of Postmaster BradMiss Ethel Littlefield Is assisting
ford.
Mrs. Fred Bradford
in the duties of

and

Retail

WEBSTER

FRYE.
The funeral services for the late Charles
Webster Frye were held at tho chapel of
the First Congregational church, Frye-

1

#50

$40

T. B.
STERLING $75. STORMER $50,
ROCHESTER $50. YALE $50,

THE

JJMEsImLEY

DAVlT

ARMS

193 MIDDLE STREET.
mar28

reliable

man

Five
engineer.
Can
dynamos, autoAddress “H.,” 00 Free st..
29-1

young man who understands
and is willing to work. Two
Graduate of Gray's Portland Business College.
Good references furnished.
Address CHAS. F. ALLEN, Skowhegan, Maine.
aprisdsw*
a

bookkeeping
years’

experience.

WANTED--FEMALE HELP.
Forty words
one

Inserted under this
head
week fertfi cents, cash in advance.

TVANTED—Seamstress.
First class only
need apply.
109 Brackett street, lower

bell.___

Haneook Clark Co., Gray.

apr22.M.W,F.

Hat,

otf

SALE—New house on Pitt St.,
Contains seven rooms and bath,
wired for electric lights,
has large lot. and will be
easy terms. Apply to CHARLES C.
.No. 31 Exchange St., Portland.
J

cold water,
with sewer,

Oakdale.
hot and
connects
sold on

ADAMS,
may5-4

SALE—Sailing yachts and vessels of all
descriptions; also steam pleasure boats,
passenger steau ers, and tugs; could dispose of
several good coasting vessels, from 75 to 300
WESTON RICE, yacht and
ship broker. Fire and Marine insurance,* East
Rootlibay. Maine.
54

1p°5

"FOR SALE—Good house with stable and
■V large lot of land, very pleasantly situated,
all modern conveniences, bath, hot and
coltf
water, combination heat.
Price right terms
easy. MYRON E. MOORE, Deering Center.

_4-1
SALE—In Gorham village, a modern
I?OR
*
two story house of eight rooms, finished

in natural wood; five minutes walk from
church and schools; lot 65x200; must be sold
by 17th; a bargain. Inquire of S. C. BOLTON,
Gorham, Maine.
3-t
SALE—Fresh broken crackers. Si.ooper
FORbarrel
at
factory: only 50 barrels In loti
our

buy

GOUDY &

at

Pearl

KENTS,

Cor.

SlilK

Sts._
uauii—yjii

jj.hi, ^ aiux

Jl

v,

and
3-1

id x uumeu

house, well arranged for summer boardlarge family or two small families, and
large stable, nearly new. good repair, on main

ers,

street, good location.

MRS. WILLIAM DA.N-

IELS, Paris, Maine,my3-3
l^OE SALE—One combination tandem bicyA
cle, as good as new, and one gent’s single
wheel; also one piano box buggy, diamonds,

silver ware, etc., and all kinds of second-hand
furniture. Room 5, 185 Middle
3-1

St,_

FOR SALE—A first class, well bred
HORSE
State of Maine mare. 6 years old, sound
and

kind, dark

bay,

stylish, 1C hands. 1100

very

lbs., excellent road or work horse,
cheap. Gan be seen at my farm. N.
SON, Cumberland.

wiil sell
P. OLE2-1

SALE OR RENT, near Pontland, 35 acre
farm with 15 room house, heated by steam,
barn, hen-hou3e, etc., suitable for “Friendless
Boys” home, near electric cars: price and
terms satisfactory; for photographs and particulars. apply real estate office, FREDERICK
S. VAILL,
2-1

FOR

SALE—In town of Cumberland, farm of
about 70 acres in tillage, pasture and woodland, situated about two milles from Cumberlad Junction, 3-4 mile from church and school:
Can be bought at a low price.
BENJAMIN
SHAW, 511-2 Exchange St
30-1

FOR

SALE—a first-class 2 1-2 storied detached house for 2 families, 16 rooms and
bath, hot and cold water, ample heat and in
perfect repair, about 14,000 feet land, one of the
best locations on Pleasant street Deerlng; first
time offered.
W. H. WALDRON & CO, 180

FOR

Middle

street._

30-1

SALE—The two modern houses we are
building on Forest avenue, Deering.
These houses are up to (bite in everything and
have hot water and steam heat. oak. Cyprus
and hard pine finish, open fireplaces, electric

FOR

lights, set tubs and laundries, slate sinks, porcelain bath tubs, cement sidewalks. oaK and
birch floors, in fact everything that makes un a
first class residence.
In addition to the above
there are beautiful oak trees and 6500 feet of
land. Only §1000 down, balance to suit. DALTON & CO., 4781-2 Congress St.
28-2
©TORE FOR SALE—A grocery and provision store in South Boston; plenty customers rteht at door; no trust; no delivery
team; small capital required; purchaser can
make $25 per week net at once: now is the
time to make money in trade. Write for particalars quick. F. A. SMITH, Tremont Build-

ing,

Boston._

29.1

CTEAM LAUNDRY—One of the best paying
^

in New Hampshire; fully
equipped, good
business; ill healthe cause of selling; a grand
chance to engage in the laundry business; will
bear the closest investigation.
Address
LAUNDRY, Press office.apr29-4

A THOUSAND RINGS
To select from.
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls,
Rubys and all other precious stones. Engage,
ment and Wedding Kings a specialty.
Largest
stock in the city.
McKENNET, the Jeweler,
Monument Square.
mariodtf

applying

to

soen by
drive; can
N. B. CHASE, Long Island, Maine.

26-2

SALE—Tlie best corner lot in
T^OIt
A
Park on

Fessenden
high ground, and small house in
center of city for 2 families; 13 room house and
9 room house in western part of city; also large
house in western part of city, can easily be
made for 2 families. The property will be sold
very low. W. P. CARR, Oxford Building.

__25-3
MARRY ME, WELL5E,

I will buy you such a pretty Ring at
McKenaey’s. A thousand solid gold Rings,
Diamonds, Opal-Rearls, Rubies, Emeralds and
all other precious stones. Engagement and
Wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stock in
city. McKENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument
Square.marHdtf
And

SALE—Handsome (liver coior) pointer
puos, whelped April 20th., will oe just right
age to train coming tall. Sire. “Dustyway”
3d7.15, winner of 1st prize iu late New York
show; write for full pedigree aud prices. Pups
ready for delivery in 4 to 6 weeks. ARTHUR
D. MURPHY, Blddeford, Maine.
apr23-4

FOR

FOR SALE or exchange for house lu
city or village; 125 acres. 40 acres mowing,
the balance pasture, wood aud timber, 401)
apple trees and small fruits, house 10 rooms and
piazza, wood house, carriage house, hen house,
barn 40x50,’with cellar and Ice house, room for
12 cows aud 3 horses, nice lawn, plenty of slndo
trees, a fine place for summer boarders, 11-3
miles toiailroad station. 2 miles to village.
For further information apply to SMITH &
SALE, 45 Exchange street, Portland, Me.

FARM

aprl2dtf

6-1

HELP.

dtf

SALESMAN WANTED—In every district we
handle reliable goods, new season not
sampies, new plan of engagement.
LUKE
BItOS., Montreal.
apr22dM&F,3m

WEDDING RINGS.
Two
hundred to select from. All weights
and sizes.
10, 14 and is Kt. Solid Gold. ‘McKENNEY. the Jeweler, Monument Square.
mariodtf
itfOR SALE—Farm In Bethel, Maine, 120 acres
*good land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and two
barns, all in good condition, good orchard, and
well supplied with wood and water; also about
200,000 feet of pine timber. About two miles
from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
A. Capen farm; will be sold on favorable terms
or may
be exchanged for Portland property.
MISS SARAH BIDEN, No. 135 Oxford St.,
marO-ti
Portland, Me._
an estate, a 2 1-2 story
house situated No. 6 South St. Peering,
divided into two
rooms,
13
finished
containing
rents w'ldch let for $13.00 and $l-.00 per month;
has Sebago water and steam heat. Lot looxlio,
Inquire of A. C.
and good stable with same.
apr 11-1
LIBBY & CO.. 42 1-2 Exchange ht.

17OR SALE-To close

*

LOST AND

AMERICAN NAVY
Cuba and Hawaii
With
war

160

ships

tine

illustrations

ot

and scenes in Cuba.

GO.

near Monument Sq.
Terrible plagues, tliose
Helling, pestering diseases of tho skin. Put an end to AGENTS. Walter V. Knight, Westbrook,
JII.
Edwards, so. Portland,
misery. Doan’s Ointment cures. At anv

store.

and
as
run

CO.

264 Middle St.,

drug

3-1

SITUATION WANTED-As first class cook.
° and also good
washing and ironing, counry or city. Please call at 15 Danforth st., city.

good strong American boy
vyANTED—A
*
living with his parents in the city, to work
in a store and run errands.
Address P. O Box
428, City.
2-1

A NEW BOOK ON THE

CRAWFORD $50 & 35. PENNANT $40.
ELMIRA $30. JUVENILES $20 to $30

on

J

would

Address G., 9 Portland St.

WANTED—MALE

WE CAREY ALL PARTS
Thursday afternoon, Rev. Ernof our leading wheels in 3tock.
Our
est Hamlin Abbott officiating. The serline of Sundries and repair Goods is
and
of
Boston.
vice was simplo
If you
the largest East
impressive, consistneed new Tires,Saddle, Handle liar.
ing of the Episcopal burial and commitor
Cyclometer give us
Pedals, Bell
tal, with Scripture readings, Tennyson’s
a call.
“Crossing the Bar” and prayer by Mr.
REPAIR DEPARTMENT.
Abbott. A male
quartette
rendered
“Abide; with Me,” “Nearer, my God to
Wo havo a large Repair DepartThee” and “Gathering Home,” most’acment with experienced machinists. If
A
few
choice floral tributes and
ceptably.
you puncture a tire, break a rim,
t lie presence of former friends
testified to
or meet with any accident to your
the high esteem in which the deceased
wheel, we can remedy the trouble.
was held in his native town.
The inter
ment took place in the family lot in Frveburg cemetery, beside his distinguished

burg,

18

situation,
particular what it is,
out-door work pretered; references if required.
•'

$35
ANTED—Capable girl for general house”
$30 Yy
work, must be a good cook. Call at 473
Cumberland St., cor. state.
s-l
Jobbers of Bicycles, Bicycle Sundries
and General Sporting Goods.

is anxious to meet

FUNERAL OF CHARLES

Forest City,

Cortland,
Portland Jr., (Juvenile)

Capt. H. G. Davis is making quite extensive repairs on his residence.
The Fort Preble base ball club is now
duly organized and
any uniformed club.

5-1

a young man,
WANTED—Situation,
like a
not

Situation by

Falmouth,

SCHOONER FOR SALE—Schooner “Addle”
^ of 11 77-100 tons
net, now lying at Commercial Wharf. For further particulars inquire of
John M. Freeman. 27 Monument {Square, Port5-1
land, Me.

o

WANTED.

$50 and $75

‘second Band
machines for .sale. HElsKY L. CHENeKY,
St., Telephone 514-4._G-i

as

TV AN TED—By a commercial traveller of ten
*
years’ experience with a wholesale grocery 'house of Portland, another similar position.
Good references.
Address TBAVELLEK, care the Press.
ap21-2

Remington,

tho office.
Daniel Apt of the steamer St. Croix,
International line, is enjoying a vacation
at his home on Summer street.

6-t

Address M, Box 151, Peaks

City.

We have sold wheels for years and are
still selling the same lines.
WHV! Because they are reliable.
Highest quality. Solid guarantee.

li'iTPEWi;'!TEES—A-feW“goo(l
-50.3 Exchange

man

a

references.
Island, Me.

years’ experience.
matic engines, etc.

Reliable: Wheels!

Stock supplied wi
condition.
popular brands of cigars, pipes and tobacco
Jlent of store reduced on account ot unexpire
lease, for particulars apply Real Estate Office
FREDERICK S. VAILL._0-1

Welsh ponies weighing from
21 years old would
young
FOR3005SALE—10
600 pounds, all kind and safe for
POSITION—A
like position
stenographer. Can fur- ladies and children
to
he

sober
■pNGINEEK,
wants
situation

may5dtf

Wholesale

Office._

SITUATION in office or store by a reliable
C5 and competent young man.good
references,
wages moderate. A. D. ii., Press Office, 6-1

a4

N. M. PERKINS & CO.,
HARDWARE DEALERS. 8 Free Sf.

Thursday
atJJCash’s

D, Press

nish

M. E.

of Ploasantdale.
Road Commissioner Chaplin; will^receive bids for furnishing pipe for surface

r.,<.

X1 OR
Inserted under this head
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty words

MONEY

:

class renair- i*

Uni*

a

Forty words Inserted under this bend
one week for 25 cents e»h in advance.

~

“SOLD

improvements;
tnnmo ooHafortt/ivv

cues In -line

LADY who is a nurse wishes a sick person
O LET—The substantial”brick “residence 198
to care for in her own home, or would
High street, heated by steam, open firetake a blind or crippled person, man or woman;
hard wood floors, etc. Also lower rent
rniiiissiiir|llcllll,,llll>,R|i*>aiiiisniiiiasiiiissiiiiiii
the best of care given; location central and sun- places,
194 High, with separate steam heat, bath and
ny. Address MBS. SHEEBUBNE, 257 Cum- other
improvements. Kent reasonalde to desirberland street, City.
30-1
able tenants. Apply Keal Estate Office. First
SHERIFFS SALE.
National Bank, FREDERICK S. VAlLI,. (1-1
MISCELLANEOUS.
LET—In Deering on line of cars, 2 exeeprpO
A
STATE OF MAINE.
Cumbkland, ss.
well located houses containing 8
lorty words Inserted nndor 1 his head and 9tionally
rooms each, large yard, sunny exposure,
Taken this tvventy-first day of April, A. D. one
week for 36 cents, cash in advance.
etc. Price only $10 and $12 each to desirable
1898, on execution dated the eighteenth day of
tenants. For particulars apply Real Estate
April, A. D. 3898, issued on a judgment ren- T ILLIAN
ABVILLE, Magnetic clairvoyant Office, FREDERICK S. VA1LL.6-1
dered by the Superior Court for the County of
Cumberland at a term thereof begun and held St. lias taken rooms at rear No. 70 Portland
where she can be consulted on ^health, busiLET—You have good soap in exchange for
on the first Tuesday of March,
A. D. 1898. to
fflO
1
bone3 and grease. Drop a card or telewit, on the first day of April, A. D. 1898, in ness or private family matters. Office hours 10
m.
a,
to
12
2
to
m„
5
and
6
8
to
p. m, Test circle phone, PORTLAND RENDERING CO.. Telefavor of William G. Morrill, of Windham, in
5-2
mayo 4
said county, against Rufus H. Waite, of Port- Sunday and Tuesday evenings.
phone 115-2.
laud, in said county, for sixty-five dollars and
LOANED—On furniture, pianos,
OR RENT—Store 211 Brackett street, corner
twenty cents, debt or damage, and nine dollars
|f
horses, carriages, farm stock. I goods in A Dow, with 2 adjoiniDg rooms suitable for
and ninety cents cost of suit, together with fif
storage, bicycles, diamonds, and merchandise, light housekeeping. An excellent location for
teen cents more for the execution, and will be without
removal, on easy repaying basis; a drug or fancy goods store.
For full particusold at Public Auction to the highest bidder on
confidential; city or country.
‘’PBI- lars apply Real Estate Office. F'irst National
Wednesday, the twenty-fifth day of May, A. D. strictly
VATE PAETY,” P. O. Box 1433.
2-1
Bank
FREDERICK
S.
VA1LL. 6-1
Building,
1898, at ten o’clock In the fornoon, at the Sheriff’s office in thb City Building in Portland, in
At ON EY TO LOAN on first and second mort- rFO LET—House 125 F'ranklin street between
the
said County,
following described mortgaged
gages on real estate, life insurance poli- A Cumberland and Congress.
Sun all day.
real estate and all the right, title and interest cies and
notes or any
Beal Will let to small family.G-tf
which the said ltnfus H. Waite has In and to the estate bought, sold and good security.
exchanged. 4s 1-2 Exsame or had on the eighth day of February. A.
LET—A very nice furnished rent, sunny
change street, I. P. BUTLEB.
apr28-l
D. 1898, at 9 o’clock and thirty minutes in the
and comfortable, consisting of five rooms,
forenoon, the time when the same was attached
with hot and cold water and pantry mid hath
ANTED—All
in
want
of
persons
trunks
1*1
on the original writ in the same suit, to wit:
«*
and bags to call on E. D. BEYNOLDS room. $15 per month. Apply at JOHNSON’S
‘•A certain lot of land and the buildings there6-1
503 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s STORE, South street.
on situated on the southeasterly side of Lincoln
as we manufacture our goods
street m saiu r uruana ana bounded as follows, grocery store,
LET—Large
pleasant furnished room, 91
can
therefore
rfO
and
bottom
give
prices
A
to wit: Starting at a point in the line of said
Oak street one minute’s walk from ConTrunks repaired. Open evenings.
We frame
street distant sixty-eight feet southwesterly
gress street room has three windows, cool in
Dictures.
11-.1
from Mayo street, said point being at the westsummer, warm in winter.
41
will pay the highest cash prices
erly corner of land conveyed by said Waite to LY
\ OTICE—We
for household goods or store fixtures of T5USINESS CHANCE—Country store, stable
Beniamin True by deed recorded in 'the Cumalu* ice house, rent very low, located In
berland Registry of Deeds. Book S17, Page 419, any description or receive the same at our auctand running thence soutwesterly on Lincoln ion rooms for sale on commission. (LOSS & village at railroad station, small stock owiug to
illness. Will be sold at a bargain.
ia-3
street thirty-two feet to a stake, and from these WILSON, Auctioneers, 18 Free St.
Chance for
one with small capital.
two points extending southeasterly bv said land
B. B. FULLER, 215
Lisbon street, Lewiston, Me.
sold to Beniamin True, and holding the width
4-1
SUMMER RESORTS.
of thirty-two feet, seventy feet,”
six flats in the new brick
JAMES H. BANKS,
LET—Uptown,
fflO
A
block 59-01 High St., one minute from ConDeputy Sheriff.
wanted
at the gress Square, each flat
CUMMER BOARDERS
has seven rooms and
Dated at Portland, April 2lst, A. D. 1898.
O
House.
of butter, store room, pantry, elaborate bath
Pequawket
Plenty
dlaw3wF
rooms, latapr22
Near rail- est up to date
eggs, cream, and all farm produce.
hot and cold
improvements,
road and Postoffice; lovely drives, fine views,
water, open plumbing, marble bowls, gas, elecchambers
and
large
piazza, large lawn, plenty tric bells, self door openers, speaking tubes,
of shade. Address MRS. OLIVER MURCH, slate
trays, elevator to cemented cellar, sepaWest Baldwin, Maine.
5-1
rate front doors, hot wator heating, finished in
hard and natural wood. Apply with references
RAYMOND SPRING HOUSE-Select board, to D. SHWARTZ, 108 Middle St.
2-1
"
on line Maine Central railroad.
Spring Wheat
Good
boating and fishing. Send for circular. AdLET—House No. 40 Pine street.
Will be
dress C. E SMALL, North Raymond, Me.
ready for occupancy about the second
_niayftf week of May. Enquire at 702 CONGRESS ST.
mayatf
AVANTI’I)—Summer
Boarders. New house
IS MADE FROM”
on high land
commanding fine view, large
LET—Furnished rooms with bath, hot and
chambers and piazzas, lovely drives, plenty of
cold water, at tt MYRTLE ST., opposite
No. I Hard North Dakota
butter, eggs and cream, two and one-half miles
30-t
lrorn Stroudwater electrics.
Terms. $5 per City Hall.
Fife Wheat.
Scotch
week.
Address L. P. SKILLIN, Portland,
and
LET—The
first
second
flats
flat
Marne.
(third
28-2
is already rented) in our elegant and comOur mills are all
modern and all
modious
new
No.
59
St.
Lawrence
block
street.
leaving the city early can get good
A
equipped with the latest improved mill- ■pEOPLE
country board within 30 miles of Portland. Without question, these flats are the finest in
Plenty of milk, eggs, and all farm produce in the city and the only ones that have separate
ing machinery.
back and front entrances, separate cellars and
season. Pine grove, large
plenty of
“GOLD HEART” is not an 82 per shade. Reduction by season.lawn,RIVERSIDE
heaters, set tubs, open fireplaces, seven a)
large rooms, steam beat, three large bays in
Box
FARM,
Me.
37,
Cornish,
aprl9eow4w
cent Patent. Our location gives us the
each rent, sun all day, large yard, price only
$25 per month. Call and look them over. Also
of
the
wheat
in
the
pick
grown
great
an elegant flat at Leering Highlands with every
Red River Valley.
modern convenience. DALTON & CO., 4781-2
Congress St28-2
“GOLD HEART” has a reputation to
LET—New flats No. 265 Spring St. containmake. It cannot be sold on its past
with nice shady grounds, pleasant walks
ing 9 rooms; sunny exposure, all modern
record. We ship East all of our off and drives and beautiful
hot water heat, lighted by gas or
conveniences,
scenery can be electricity. Apply at 281 Spring St.
JAMES
grade wheat to be milled by our com- obtained at
SI 1,75 WOOD FARM. BAIN,
apr!2-tf
r

138 Pine street to"
FORanSALE—House
estate, with stable and all other
In first

ern

SALE—641 Congress street, tobai
FORstock,
including fixtures, pool table

SAFE.

--—-----

NEWCOMB,

one

Also Wholesale Druggists, Cook, Everett & Perns'!.

■-'-—-—-—

date.

been launched and the remaining six will
soon follow.

thi»"l

Inserted under
week tor 2S oenli. cash in advan"

Forty woidi
Augusta. Me., June 26. 1897.
used the Eureka Headache (Jure
success.
One powder never fails to
immediate relief.
E. II. Walkeb,
Ticket Agent, Maine Central K. K

I have
with good

Lodge met and conKnight on one candi- petitors.

Last night Bayard
ferred the rank of

gunpowder.

One of the most approved methods nsec
in the manufacture of
gun ootton is this.
The raw cotton is torn into shreds, driei
and dipped in a mixture of sulphuric ant
nitric aeids. It is then placed in a streau
of running wnter and washed
thoroughly
The ootton is then wrung out, usually
in a centrifugal machine.
It is afterwird) boiled, dried, cut lntc
pulp,land pressed into disks. When thi
guncotton is finished there should be w
trace of the acids remaining.
Vaseline
the other component part of cordite, ii
the well-known extract from petroleum
and its usefulness is chiefly to lubricati
the bore of the
gun and thus lessen thi
friction between it and the projeotile. J

a

Foil SALE.

—

gun-cotton!rtand

Powder to This Rxplosive—The Method

she

MISCEXXANEOUS.

WRING, SHORT & HARMON
may3eodtf

FOUND.

T OST—A brindle bull dog. long ears and tail
AJ
has white streak down nose and breast
about six months old, answers to name of Bags'
Finder will be rewarded by returning same to
285 Brackett St.
3-1
T OST-April 28ili, a lady’s small gold watch
AJ limiting cas“. silver
pin attached.
Finder
leave at THIS OFFICE.
29-1

[WATCHES ON INSTALLMENTS.
Waltham and Elgin Watches. A large s’oek
of new model Watches will be sold on
easy payments at reasonable prices.
All Styles.
All
Prices. MeKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
Square.
marl9dtf

BATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIR SPOONS
This Is the prettiest Spoon ever put on the
market.
Call and see it. MeKENNEY, the
Jeweler. Monument Sq liar
’iiariudfl

a

lot of land at the West
C ongress streets
Apply to E. H A.R-

SALE—Or lease,
FOREnd,
corner Forest and

4,224 feet.
LOW, 919 Congress St.

containing

about

,ian25dtf

W!AJWSPR3NCS, 75c.
The best American Mainsprings, made by the
Warranted
Elgin and Waltham companies.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler
for oue year.
Monument Square.

_marlOdif

WANTED—AGENTS.
GENTS, toe brings you samples and catalogue o( patrio c emblems, e c., by ri turn
mail. Quick! MANUFACTURE!:. ::
1273
Boston, Mass.__my2M& -w
riENERAL AGENT wan ed t> row
t
d' well established house, salary $73 per

month and

expenses.

Address s..

Pros,,jfuc.e.
u-j.

MAINE

WESTBROOK.

TOWNS.

Jtams of Interest Gathered

by

Corres-

pondents of the Press-

CORINNA.

Corinna, May 5.—The special train
conveying the Doughty Guards, of Dover,
to Augusta, made a twenty minutes stop
at.the Corinna station Monday morning,
where the people had turned out en masse,
the Corinna Cornet Band, which had escorted the students of the academy to the
station, playing several selections. All of
the village schools closed for the oocasion.

turned out in
The G. A. B. veterans
force. Hon. A. R. Day led the cheering.
The St. Albans B. B. Club, with their
admirers, came here Fast Day. The Corinnas defeated St. Albans 21 to 5. The

features of the game were the pitching of
Burton, Colby '97, who struck out ten
men, and the batting of tho home team.
Clyde Burrill made a clean home run.
The schools throughout the town began
Monday. Miss C. P. Emery teaches the
Arrie Pratt, No. 1; Cora
Grammar;
Veazie, No. 2; Della Bemia, No. 4; Hattie
Morton No.
5; Maria Katen, No. 6;
Edna Enery. No. 8; Della Veazie, No. 9;
Mabel Huston, No. 10; Miss Goodwin,

Primary.

Mr. Walter Ambrose, who has been in
the Maine General Hospital at Portland,
for treatment, has arrived home.
The students of C. U. A. gave a vpry
■uccessful entertainment at Towle’s Hall,
Saturday evening, April 30th. Although
it was a rainy night there was
a
full
house whioh greatly enjoyed ths following
programme:
Vocal Solo,
Miss Ethel Hamilton
Miss Sybil Hilliker
Reading,
Violin Solo,
Ciemmie Ruckleff
Miss
Fannie Burrill
Reading,
Mr. Oscar Bigelow.
Vocal Solo
Miss Sadie Smith
Reading
Misses Wood, Hayden. Hilliker.
Trio,
Miss Atkins
Reading,
Miss Edna Pratt
Reading,
Miss Hayden, Mr Bigelow
Vocal Duet,
Miss Gertrude dones
Reading,
Ciemmie Rackleff
Violin Solo,
Farce—“Too Muoh of a Good Thing.
The duet “Matrimonial Sweets,” was
nneiy rendered Dy miss nayuen and Mr.
Mr. Cecil Lancaster, as the
Bigelow.
country cousin in the farce, did a line
bit of acting and had the house with him
all the time

WOOLWICH.
Woolwich, May 6.—Mr. S. B. Reed, a
native of this town, now about thirty-one
yearts of age, left here in 1889 and sought
to make a home in Seattle. Last summer
the gold excitement carried him to Dawson city. His father received a letter from
him today which was written in
camp
near Dawson city, November 1, 1897.
He
had to pay one dollar to have it carried to
the post office and Uncle Sam has been
months bringing it to its destination.
six^
The account he gives is much the same
that others have written.
He has saved
$1000 in dust and has a year’s supply ot
provisions in his camp.
He states that
one must guard his
gold with a gun if in
the least exposed to thieves. Thousands
are flocking in with little or no
provisions;
none can be
bought unless some one is
then
the
is
one
leaving,
dollar per
price
pound for what he may wish to dispose of.
Mr. Reed gave the price of some articles
not sold by the pound.
Common
tallow
candles, are a dollar each. For the carcass
of a sheep, Mr. Reed paid $54. 90 at camp.
Mr. Reed securing a chance to work at
$15 per day concluded to build a camp
and work by the day until spring. About
the time of his writing, employers were
trying to,reduce wages to $10 per day and
a public meeting
of the laborers
was
being held to protest against the cutdown. He seems happy in hi6 camp with
a little dust and a
year’s supply of food
when he contemplates the condition of
thousands who go there without supplies
and do not know whero to “go or what
to do. The Alaska Commercial oompany
took large numbers down river, free,
where food could be obtained.
One gets
only one hnndred feet claims. For these
a tax of $100 per annum must be
paid and
twenty per cent loyalty if one secures
over five hundred dollars from the claim.
As he closes he is anxious for his father
to write soon, as he may movejby spring.
He then goes to feed the fire in the mine
to thaw out dirt for removal the
next

f
’’day.

BRISTOL.

Bristol, May

5.—A U. S. Signal officer
make arrangefrom
Round

m town recently to
-mants for a telephone line

(Was

Weduesday afternoon as Fred Decormier
was
driving his babe cart along Main
■treet, aod.whon the, Church street crossing was reached,f a boy ; who was in the
team, jumped out, frightening the horse

Mr. Decormier was not injured as he was
directly under the horse’s heels. The

officiating.

TheiAdvent Chapel atjRound Pond

was

dedicated last week, with services!: appropriate. Revs. Miss end Mr.
Brewster
being present.
A 6team polisher has lately been placed
In the quarry at Round Pond
by Manager Stevenson.
GORHAM.

Gorham, May
Granga

Gorham

evening:
Quotations.

5.—The following is the
programme for Saturday
J
Mrs.

Essay,
Harmonica

Stacy

Charles Chaffin
Mattie Houghton
Howard McKennev

Solo,

Reading,
Paper—ihe Shakers,
Mrs. Black
Question—What does it cost to raise a
bushei of corn in this
vicinity?
Charles Hanson
__

OLD

ORCHARD CAMP MEETINGS.
[SPECIAL

TO

THE

PRES3.J

Old Orchard, May 5.—Rev. Israel
Luce,
of the Old
Orchard Beach
Camp Meeting Association, has just issued his official programme of the camp
meetings to be held here this summer
The season will open July 2nd, when the
New England Adventists will go into
camp, remaining until the 11th. Rev. D.
T. Call, formerly of Biddeford, and now
of Somerville, Mass., will preside and will
be assisted by leading pieachers of the denomination.
From July 15tb to 26th the New England Salvation Army encampment will
be in progress, ander command of Lieut.
Col. Cozzens, assisted by Maj. Mclntlre
and Maj. Parker, of Boston, and staff
President

officer.

The International Christian Workers’
Association, Rev. Dr. L. B. Bates, of
Boston, leader, will hold its sixth annual
convention from July 28th to August Sth.
On the day
preceding this convention the
loung Women’s Christian
Association
will hold forth.
The Christian Alliance
convention,
under the
leadership of Rev. Dr. A. B.
Simpson, of New York, will be in session
from August 12th to
August 22nd, and
will lie loll >wed
ty general temperance
meetings, beginning August 2?th and
continuing three days.

Quotations of Staoie Products ii the
Leadinsr Markets.

New York Stock andftloney

Market,

Oregon Nav.j
.113%
Closing quotations of stooks'
May 6.
Atchison. .. la
Atchison pfd. 28%

on

Bar

Zephirin Landry
place yestorday morning from St.
The services were
Hyacintbe’s church.

have started a movement to raise
money to purchase revolvers for the offiMr. Frank E. R.
cers of the company.
Libby, a member of the company,'was
obliged to return home Wednesday on ao-

Befall Grocers

•io 1st preter
34%
Illinois Central.102
Lake tries West.. ift
Lake Shore.1831
Louis ft Nash
62%
Manhattan Elevated.
102%
Mexioan Oeutral.
4%
Mlohlgan Central.106
Minn ft St Louis. 26%
Minn & St Louts Dl. 81%
Missouri iFaclfic. 30%
New Jersev Central.. 94
New YorkCentral. 114%
Newl York.;chlcago& St Louis 13
do pi
66
Northern Pacific com
26%
do
do
pfd....'.... 6d%

Mt:.r item..

Hides.
The following quotations represent the paving prices in this market:
Cow and ox hides.7o ^ ft
Bulls and stag.. ec
Ocaif skins, trimmed.1 Co
do
untrimmed. 9o
Laruh skins.60 to 80c each

illness of his wife. His
count of the
furlough extends to May 10th.

Portland Wnoiasats Mark.

do:
pfd...171
Ont ft Western. 15%
Readme. 18%
liock Island. 93
I Paul. 92%
do bfd.142%
St-Paul *ft Omaha. 73%
to
prfd.1*0
St Paul. Minn, ft Mann.181%
Texas Pacific. 10%
Union Paotflo pfd.66%
Wabash....
e%
do prfd.
Boston ft Mains.160
New York&New England pfd. 92
Old Colonv. .187
AdamsJExpress.. .....loo

PORTLAND. MayB.
We quote Flour about 25c higher with a very
excit d market, following Wheat, which closed
l 50 to-day at Chicago for May. a gain of 20c
since yesterday; July advanced 3%c; famine
of grain abroad and enormous sales of American Wheat to fill the empty gramarles of Europe caused the advance. Corn Is quoted here
lc higher. Oats very firm.
at
The following are todys- wholesale orloat of

very pleasant sociable ‘lastjevenlng
Cumberland hall.
The ladies’ sociable of the West End
Congregational church held a “Donation Sociable’’ last evening in the parlors

dance and a pleasant time was enjoyed
by all.
The funeral services of the late Thomas
Mayhew will be held Friday at 10 o’clock
from the residence 102 Main street.
Rev.
C. C. Phelan will officiate.
Burial at
the old Sacoarappa cemetery.
Tho committee on entertainment of the
next meeting of Mizpah chapter, O. E.
S.; are requested to meet this evening
with Mrs. G. A. Quin by.
Owing to the death of one of the members, the Presumpscot band will postpone
their ball
which was to have been held
this evening at Cumberland hall.
The Daughters of Liberty held an enjoyable entertainment and box supper
last evening at tne O. U. A. M. hall.
The programme included vocal and instrumental music, readiug, tableaux and
a yearly calendar In 12 scenes.
The Portland Water company under the
direction of tbeir local superintendent,
Mr. John Byrne, are engaged in placing
a street water metre on Main street, West
End, in front of Mrs. Noel Landry’s
millinery store.
Mrs. S. R. Graham Clark of Portland
will preaoh at the Baptist church on
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. A cordial
invitation to attend is extended to ali.
There being no quorum, the Westbrook
aldermen were unable to hold their adjourned meeting last evening. Adjournment
was
taken to this evening at 7.30
p. m., when the aldermen should be presjnt as business of considerable importance
must
necessarily be transacted. Those
otesent were Mayor Raymond, City Clerk
uamb. City Solicitor Lyons, Aldermen

Pomerleau, Warren, McCubrey, Watson,
Haskell and Ames.

Provisions.

Patent Spring

adjourned annual meeting of the
Deering board of trade which was to have
been held last evoning was postponed
owing to the small number in attendance.
A party numbering forty of the members of the Rossini club of Portland were
at Riverton yesterday on their annual
social outing. The day was veiy pleasantat the
ly spent aud supper indulged
The party returned to the city
Casino.
early in the evening.
The Odd Fellows’ entertainment and
dance in Red Men’s hall, which was postpond on account of sickness will be given
in the Fame place on Tuesday evening,
The tickets before issued will
May 17th.
be good for this date.
The

regular office hours

during the day, he
will attend promptly to telephone messages sent him at the cltvclerk Voffice
Jr residence.
He will he at the police
station evenings when necessary.
Henry
Mayo of Deering Centre, has
billiard hall and barbershop
noved his
n the old Masonic
hall, at Woodfords, to
Fore street, Portland, near the armory.
The following advertised ljtters are at
he Woodfords post office:
Miss Helen

Smith, Evie Chase,
Sffie,
idith Wilder, Albert Bound.
Mr. Charles Schwartz has accepted a
josition with the Portland electric comMr.

Edward

Grata

Corn

44346

car

do

46
hag lota .,
Meal D»* lots 43.M4
Oats, ear lots
38g3U
Oats, bag lots
*40

A

..

(Buying* gelling price)
(Joe—Large
Snots .... 4 5 05?4 7 6
Dinah do. .2 0088 26
Pollock
.2 25*8 60
Haddock.. .1 76*2 00
Hake.2 00*2 25
...

(1 erring, box
Healed....
Mackerel, oi
Snore is *22
snore 29 *16

Large

Amoy..

Japan.26*81

Domestic

loilOVi

12%
33%
100
’A %
182%
60

98%
*%

10}%
26%

card,

H*%
12%
60

26%
65%
121%
171
14%
17 %
89%
91%
142%
71%
131
10%
56%
6%
16%
160

Ryest.ong—No

Vo bbl.nure 6 Vi 'i.a%
docom’no. 43/i a6
calls,comnd oVifflSM,
pans, puro

purallf
Ham.

99
19i)

37

93%
44

8V
2578
177
128

88%

are

Stock Market.

Markets.

Western 74e: State G3%@

c.

Wheat—receipts 425,000 bush: exports
7,359 bush: sales 8,096.000 bush; futures 428
bus spot-.spot strong; No 2 Red 1 47 f o b afloat
to arrive; No 1 Northern —; No 1 ha d Duluth

7»/*scs’
8Vi«.8V*
3

aocov’rd
Oil.

67%

2

®>yZJ

..

Corn—receipts 376,676 hush; exports 478,339
bush; sales 225,000 busli jfutures 129,000 bush
Kerosenei20te
8V.
Llgooia. 8Va spot-.spot strong: No 2 at 4uVac f o b afloat.
Oats—receipts 295.200 bush: exports 586.578
Centennial. 8V«
Pratt’s Asuai ..lOVs bush; sales **,000 hush snot; spotquiet; No 2
In hall bbls le extra
at|3»c; No3at34%c: No 2 wuite 37c; No 3
white —c; track white 36040c.
FreslibVeatern..
@11
Balslns.
Beef firm; family —; city extra India Mess
Held.
MusctL50 lb bxs5®6V»
isntte*.
London lay’rll 764220C
Lard
steady; Western steam 5 20.
Creamerv.lDcy,.18®20
Goal,
Pork quiet; mess —.
BUtEuge VPet @18
Retail—delivered.
Butter
Cumberland
Choice.
firm; Western creamy 14%@l7c:facto00084 26
Cheese.
Chestnut.,.
@600 ry do 13fa, 14%c; Elgius at 17o: state dairy 14«
ST. Y. terry 0 »10
Franklin-..
8 00
t6Viie;docrem 14%@l7c.
Vermont... D fclO
Cheese steady—state largo white at 8’/i(S.9c:
Lehigh....
@600
13 l’ea. ......
small do 8%&9c.
bag#.812%h
4 60
Eggs steady; State and Penn at HGll%c;
Wes ter n^resii lO%@lic.
Oram Quotations*
£
Tallow steady.
caicA(iO BOARD Off TRV »k
Petroleum dull.
Wednesday’s quotations.
Rosin steady.
Molasses steady.
WHKAT.
Rice strong.
Aprii
.July.
May
Snlrlta TnrnnAnHnA cUorlv
96 V4
121
tfpeiru:.
Freights to Liverpool strong.
-lOMtlft..
9i5/8
130
CHICAGO—Cash quotations:
r«'H.N
Flour strong on foreign demand; standard
Mav
July.
April
patent« 76.
84 Vs
S3V4
Wheat—No 2 spring wheat 110; No 3 do at
v.-lu
(.!••»
B
1 03 a t 20; No 2
Ited at 131(8160. Coro—
OATS.
No 2 at 84%®34%c:No2 J ellow'34% c. Oats—
No 2 white at 3 isasav-c;
No2
at
30-®SO%c;
July.
May
April
29% No 3 White 32®S3c; No 2 rye at 06i869c: No 2
26%
Opening.
No 1 Flaxseed 1 «o(®l 86% ;
Bariev
40*60c:
26
;
SO»/s
Closing.
prime Timothy seed at 2 t>0®2 7a; Moss pork at
.W'"M
‘Thursday’s quotations,
1106,lO.Lard 6 90®6 92% jshort rtb slues
W-KBST
at 6 35®6 60. Dry salted meats—shoulders 4%
Mch.
July.
May ®6; short clear sides 6 >o®8 io.
137
99%
Butter steady; creniry I3®l«c; dairy at 12®
Opening.,...
160
102%
16c. Cheese dull at 7%@l2%c. Eggs steady;
Clesing...
fresh 10% c.
n»iv
Receipts—Flour, 14.000 hbls; wheat 89,000
July
May.
April
bus; corn 6«9.0oo bush: oats 436.000 busli;
84%
O.ieniui.
7.000 l ush; barley 26.000 bush.
rye
34%
34%
Uosmc. ...
Shipments—Flour 14,000 hb!a;whsat 265,000
oats.
bush; corn 901,000 bush: oats l?2,uoo bushMay. rye 1009 bush sbarley 13.00 bush.
July.
Apr.
SC3R
26%
30%
Ipenlng.
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat-May l 25% ; July
26%
30% 1 2 is-bD; sept at K4’/s ; No 1 hard at 130%Closing.... ..
1 Northern 1 23 Vs.
No
roB*.
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 6 20®
May. 6 3u;
second patents at f> 90 n6 00; first clears
11
22
Opening..
11 25 at a 75(g>5 00 secondclears at 3 90 s J o.
Closing.
DETROIT—Wheat—No 1 White at 1 20: No2
Reu cash 1 29: May 1 29.
Portland Daily Press Stock Qoutatlons.
Corn—No 2 mixed 32c.
Oats—No 2 white 32% c.;
Corrected by Swan Si Barrett. Bankers, 186
Middle sheet.
ltve—No 2 at < Oe.
STOCKS.
Cotton Markets.
Bid. Asked
Par Value.
Description.
106
110
Canal National Bank...100
LyTelograptu
100
x02
Casco National Bank.100
MAY 6. 1898
3o
Cumberland National Bank. ..40
NEW YORK—The
Cotton market to-day
100 closed
Chapman National Bank.
quiet: middling uplands at 6%c; do gulf
Fli it National Bank.100
98
ion at 6%c; sales 1,000 bales.
ill
109
Merchants’National Bank— 76
CHaKLESTC N—The Cotton marKei to-day
97
99
National Traders’Bank.100
102
104 was nominal; Mia cling 6%c.
Portland National Bank.100
156
130
Portland Trust Co.100
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
80
86 easy; middling 6 1-18c.
Portland Gas Company. 60
104
102
Portland Water Co.100
MEMPHIS—TheCotton market to-dav was
136
130
Portland St. Railroad Co..100
steady; middlings6%c.
128
130
Maine Cenifal R’v.100
NEW ORLEA NS—The Cotton market to-oav
61
60
Portland & Ogdens burg K.R. 100
was quiet;
mlodling 6 110 6c.
BONDS.
M (i BILE—The Cotton market
120
Portland 6s. 1907.118
to-day was
nominal;
103
102
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.
middling 5%c.
108
Portland 4s. 1913, Funding.106
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market to-day was
102 quiet; middling 5 11-169
Bangor 6s. 1899. K. R. aid.101
116
Bangor6s. 1906.,Water.114
102
Batli 6s. 1898. R. R. aid .101
European*.’darket 9.
103
Batli 4%s, 1907, Municipal.101
By reieaTaului
103
Bath 4s. 1921, Refnndlng.101
102
Belfast 6s. 1898. R. K. aid.101
LONDON. May 6.189*.—Consols closed at
106 111 1-16 money lor and 111% for aecount.
Belfast 4s. Municipal.102
luO
Calais 4s 1901—1911 Refunding
102
LIVERPOOL, May 6. 1898—Cotton market
Lewiston 6s,’1901, Municipal .106
107 is steady—American midling at 3 l7-32d; sales
106 10,000 bales, inoludiug 10000 bales for speculaLewiston4s, 1913, Municipal.103
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal ...100
102 tion and export.
Maine Central It R 7s, i898.1st mtglOl 101%
••
7s. 1912.00US. mtgl33
135
"
MINIATURE ALM ANAO.MAY 6.
4 Vs s.106
107
'•
4s cons, mtg-103
J05 Sun rises. 4 331 ,Ti„h water {-10 46
w

pany, and yesterday was assigned to a
JJorth Deering car ns motorman.
The motorinen and conductors of the
Deering line of the Portland Electric
:ompany hare raised a fund for the purchase of an American flag which is to be
;hrown to the breeze today from the top
jf the car house stable at Morrills corner.
Superintendent Newman presented them
The flag is nine feet
with the flag pole.
wide by 15 in length.
Workmen are making excellent progress
jn the repairs
and additions to the Casino and theatre at Riverton.
The carnow
are
penters
engaged in sheathing
:he rustic roof of the theatre.
City Engineer Barbour has just established the sidewalk lines on South street
preparatory to the laying of a brick sidewalk as
petitioned for by Mr. George
Smith and other residents on that street.
the
Woodfords Congregational
<t
phurch last evening the chorus concert
held last
week was repeated under the
lirectjon of Prof. O. Stewart Taylor, assisted by Miss S. Marcia Craft, the wellknown Boston soloist, and tbe following
well-known soloists, sopranos, Mrs. Albert
H. Smali,
Miss
Katnerine
G.
•inight; altos, Miss Martha F. B. Hawes,
Miss Susie Coffin; tenors, Rev. T. M.
106
gns,l900,exten’sn.l04
Davies, Herbert A. Coflin, Samuel GilPortland & Ogd’g g6s,' 900. 1st mtgl04
100
bert; basses,
Rev. F. T. Neison, H. A.
Portland
Co’s
Water
6s,
1899....101
103
C.
C. Coffin pianist.(Miss Mary
Mackie,
Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927.103 lOtVi
Jordan; organist, Frank L. Rankin.
Work on the College street sewer has
Beaton Stool Justus
peon completed
The work on the Forest
ivonue sower will
The following svera the
probably be completed
dost*/ cnotBm about a week.
llons of stocks at Boston:
Mexican Central as. 61
Top. SlSantalFe. R, new. 12
■‘Neglected colds make fat graveyards.” Atchison,
Boston & Maine.
Dr. Wood’s
donfd
Norway Pine Syrup helps
..
IBS
nen and women to a
Maine < entral.
toe
happy, vigorous old Union
Pacific.
ige.
Union Pacific pfd.
6Sya

B|»^S|^ebec.to,oadto
few

ElntwooEdBorSpbl2"elphaia?aBetr' t0W‘Dg barg6
EXCHANGE DISPACHTES.
4thl barqU9 Antl0Ch’

Hemingway.^BorUaiidMaV
a/afcgf Baltimore.'1 y" 2> SCb
H

Frank

A

Fulmer

Notice to Mariners.

Lighthouse Establishment.
Office Lighthouse inspector,
First

i

}

District,

Portland. Me., April 30. 1898.)

TTnHi

an additional
dJinULfSrtllep notlc«* as vessels
*

t0

protec-

Prevent
passing the enXre
P°r^and harbor, Maine, the lights and

Portland Head,
Spr ng Point Ledge,

B Weaver, Gouray
Darien for Bath, was spoken about
LOO miles east of
Cape Henry. 14 days out, with
oss of spanner and
gaff, and one boat; also,
wun main boom broken and bulwarks
stove,
n a storm.
Not leaking.
Domestic

Port*.

NEW YORK—Ar 4th, schs Annie M Allen,
rerth Amboy for Boston; Lester A Lewis, do
J?£
,*eni; Laurel, do for West Lynn; Lena M
rhurlow. Hallowell; J M Morales, Bath; TW
^ooper, Bangor; Oliver Ames. Richmond, Me;
.commerce, Rockland;
Franklin Nickerson.
Bangor; Sardinian, Rockland.
Passed Hell Gate 4th, schs Anna E J Moise.
rom Port Johnson for
Portland; Lucia Porter,
Amboy for Gardiner; L A Lewis, Amboy for
Salem; D D Haskell. New York for Boston; St
Leon, do for Millbridge; George Gurney, do for
Saleni; Fiheimm, New York for do; Sadie Willett, Philadelphia for Lyun.
BOSTON—Cld 6th, sen Wm Churchill, Barker,
Frankfort.
Ar 6th. tug Clara
Clarita, towing monitor
Leigh, from Philadelphia.
Sid 6th, schs Oliver 8
Barrett, and Alice M
.olburn, coal ports; Hattie C Luce, do; Willie.
Deer Isle, Geo P Davenport. Norfolk; Benj C
mill. Baltimore; Catharine, Stonmgton; Chaa
A Hunt, do; Jhs A
Webster, and Lizzie Lee, for
Annie L Wilder, for Rockland; J
peer Isl; for
Kennudy,
Calais.
RttUNSWICK—Cld 4th, sell Melllssa A Wiley. Coombs. New York.
BALTIMORE—Cld 3d, sell Ida Lawrence,
Jampbell, Savannah.
Ar 5th. sell Wm H Clifford. Portland.
BATH—Ar 6th, schs Carrie 8 Hart. Boston;
jeorgia Gilkey, Philadelphia; Laura Sprague.
Jacksonville; Abenaki. New Yurk.
BCOTHBAY—Ar 5tli. tug .-'prlnghill towing
larges Nos. 2 and 3 from Parrsboro lor Portand.
Sid

C J Willard. Boston for Calais
Lmogene, Portland for liocklaud.
FALL RIVER--Ar 4th sells R L Kenney
riiomas. Kocklanrt; Florida, Colson, do; liob;
Byron, Hart, Rockport.
HYANN1S—Ar 3d, schs Hattie E Smith, Are}
Edgartown for Rockland; Nentune. New lorli
or Machias; Mark Pendleton,Collins. Ilobokei
or Islesboro; Addie Jordan. Emerson. uo loi

5th,

THURSDAY, Mayo.
Arrived.

Steamship

Eastportfor

Allen, St John, NB, via

Henderson, Henderson. Brunswick—
hard pine to Peering, Winslow & Co.
Sch A L

I

St Croix,
Boston.

STEAMBOAT CO.
Daily

From

Steamer.

From

Montreal
aoo

Stestaeier “Percy

a. m.

Quebec
p. m.

Saturdays
30 Apr
April

Scotsman
Yorkshire
May
Labrador
Dominion“

7
14
21

Saco.

Sid 5th. shea Break of Day, Hattie E Smith,

Chanticleer,

;t«

Neptune.

KEY WEST—S.u
;on. Tampa.

itu, &ch Daisv Farlin, Dim

NORFOLK—Ar 4th, schs Augustus Palmer
Haskell. Boston; Augustus JJunt. Blair, do.
Cld 4th, sell Clara E Jtamiail.Charlsoii, Bostor
Sid 4th, sell Alicia B Crosby, Bunker Port
and.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 6th, sell B L Eaton, Hib
iard. calai.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 4th. sell Henry Clau
*en. Torrey, Boston; Abel E BaboocK, Babcoet
Kennebec.
Ar oth, sclis Nathan Lawrence. Green, anc
5 P Hitchcock, Sorenson. Portland.
Cld 4th, sell Wm J Lipsetf, Portland.
Reedy island—Pas'scn down 4th, schs Chas I
Nottman, tor Boston; Yale, for Portland; Get
E Prescott, for Spruce Head.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 4th, schs Jennlt
5 Butler. Cienfuegos for Boston; Lucy A Davis
Do tge, Brunswick for co.
Ar GtLi, sell Martha T Thomas, Watts. Cien
iuegos.
Passed out 4tli, sell Cha P Nottman.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 4th. sch Laura, Bath
Annie Lee, Machias.
uu
n.i:
r*i.

-r»

—•’***!

;

n

VHIU1IU,

4UJ

A

*1

Kennebunkport.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 3d, sob Freddie Eaton
.lark. Red Pencil.
Ar 4th, sell Penobscot, Dodge, Apalacbtcol;
:or Pawtucket.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 4tli, sells Herman FKIm
sail. Lane, New York: Daniel Webster, Bostoi
ior Sooth bay: Geo W Collins, do far Sullivan
Storm Petrel, do for Ellsworth.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 4th, ship Louisiana
Uslcrow. Newcastle, NSW.
SAVANNAH-Ar 6th. brig Jennie Hulbert
Warr. Portland.
SALEM—Ar 4th, sells Abbv S Walker, Dob
bin. South Amboy for Spruce Hoad; Georgieua
New York for Gardiner; Sliver Spray, Rock
land for New York.
SALEM—Sld 6th, schs Clias E Sears.Hoboker
forl.nbee; Charlotte T Sibley, do for Belfast
Edward L Warren, Jersey City for Bangor; Ar
thur B Smith, and Maggie Ellen, New York foi
Portland; Damletta & Job iina, do for do; Posi
Boy, New York for Bangor; Morancv, Bostor
tor Spencer Island: Scran, do for Jlachias; Ad
Jordan, and P 11 Gay, do for Damariscotta.
V IN K Y Alt D-H A VEN—Passed 6th, sells Get
E Walcott, Nortolk lor Portland; Clara E ltan
spear,

tall, do lor do.
Sailed 6th, sobs

Keweydin, from Barbadoi
Portland; Spartan, Baltimore fordo; GY
Bralnard. New York for Kitten'; Wm H Daven
port, Amnoy for Hallowed; Eliza S Potter
Philadelphia for Portland; Miranda. Port Lib
arty for Randolph; Chromo. Port Reading foi
Bar Harbor; TW Allen, Hoboken fur Calais
Will Todd, New York for Calais; Grace Davis
Norfolk for Boston; Belle O’Nell. Pnlladelplilt
for do; Golden Sheaf, do for do; Abble Buwkei
Norfolk for Boston,

so
7
14
2i

May

Dodge, Philadelphia.
Cld at St John, NB. 4th inst, sell Beulah,Was
ion. Thomaston.

THOMSON

LINE.

PORTLAND
-TO-

LONDON

:

DIRECT.

Arona, 7000 tons,

May 1C

Montreal thereafter.

Return
First Cabin, *50.00 and upwards.
$100 and upwards according to steamer and accommodations.
Second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, LonRedonderry and Queenstown, *34 to *42.50.
turn S66J5 and *78.40, according to steamer
and accommodations.
Steerage, to Liverpool, London, Loudon,
uiaagun,

apply

Fbe ROBERT REFORD 00, Limited
Commercial Street, Portland. Me.
may3dtmyl0

yuvniu

w

»»

6.00 a. m.; Phippsburg, 6.15 a. m.; Ashdale, 0.30
a. m.; Water Cove,
Small Point, 6.45 a. m. ;
Poor’s Point, 7 00 a. m.; Card’s Cove, 7.15 a. m ;
Lowell’s Cove, Orr.s Island, 8.00 a. m.. arrive in
Portland at 10.00 a. m.
For further particulars apply to

J. H. MCDONALD. Pres, and Manager,
46-3.
158 Commercial street.

Telephole

STEAMERS.

sepll

CASCO

m.

ISAIAH DANIELS. Geu’l Mgr.
dtf

Free Colonist

Maine Coast
On

and

Navigation

after

Tuesday,
9tli, 1897, tSie

Go.
Rov,

will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland. Tuesand Saturdays, at 7.30 a. m.;
Popiiam Beach, 9.45 a. in.; Bath, 12.33 p.
Boothhay Harbor, 2.00p. m. Arriving at
mj
Wiscasaet about 3.30 p. m.
Returning—Leave
wiscasset
Mondays.

days, Thursdays

and

Fridays

at

7.00

a.

Sleeping Cars

-TO-

WINNIPEG
-AND-

Canadian Northwest
Rates,
Shortest,
Quickest and most popular Route,

Lowest

passing

en route through principal Canadian
Chicago and St. Paul, Minnesota and
Dakota.
Our t ree Colonist Sleepers
For families and others going west are a
special convenience, and passengers may bring
their own bedding, or may purchaselt at cost
price at Montreal or Toronto stattons. These
sleeping cars will go through without change,
Portland, Me., Montreal and Toronto to 'Winni-

cities and

Atxji-a

mu

vvuumDi

eave Portland every
Monday at 6 p. m., and ap
additional Free Colonist bleeper will leave
Montreal every Tuesday at 10.25 p. m., com*
mencing March 7th.
Passengers for the Klondike and Yukon Gold
Fields will be accommodated in these Free
as for as Chicago or St. Paul, where
Sleepers
similar sleepers can be had to the Pacific
Coast
For tickets, reservation of space in sleepers*
etc., apply to company’s agents.
mari6dtl

MAINE CENTRAL R. it,
In effect April 17.18»8.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
".00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath.
Rockland,
Augusta. Watervllle. Skowhegan, Lisbon Falls,
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

Bucksport

For Danville Jo. fPoland Springs.)
Fall3. Rumford
iSwu
Falls,
Oakland. Reaid field. Watervllle,
Falls, Farmington and Phillips.
11.10 a. m. for Gray, New Gloucester, Danville June., Auburn and Lewiston.
1L20 a.
m. Express tor
Yarmouth, Freeport,
Brunswick, Bath. Augusta, Watervllle.
rittsfield.
Bangor.
Bucksport Bar
Harbor. Greenville and Aroostook County,
via
ESA.RB. for Houlton. Woodstock,
St Stephen, and St Andrews via Vaneeboro
and st John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls,
Bemis, Danville Jc„ Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
Farmington. Kingfleld. Carrabasset Phillips
and Rangeley, Wlnthrop, Oakland,
Bingham
8.30

Wednesdays

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Beginning April 1st 1898, steamer Aucoclsco will leave Portland Pier, Portland, dally, Sundays exoepted, as follows:
For Long and Chebeaguo Islands, Harpswell,
Bailey’s and Orr's Island. 2.30 p. m.
For Cliff Island, Mondays. Wednesdays and
Fridays. 2.30 p. m.
Return for Portland —Leave Orr’s Island, by
way of above landings, 7.00 a. m. Arrive Portland, 9.30 a.

apr4__dtf

"'■‘“•''i.

¥22 60 and $25.50 according to steamer.
Apply to J. B. Keating 61 1-2 Excnangs
street, T. P. McGowan. 420 Congress street.
Ashton’s Ticket Agency, 9311-2 Congress St.,
or Darla Torrance
& Co.,
general agents,
Montreal.
may2dtf

a.

m.

mechanic

l8‘?rV)vlnthroP'
Livermore

Watervllle

and

Skowhegan,

m.;
1.16 b. m. For Freeport Brunswick.
An
Boothbay Harbor. 8.30 a. m.; Hath, 10.30 a.
frusta.
Rockland and
Bath.
Boottibay.
m.; Popham Beach, 11.30 a. m.
AiTiving at all stations
Knox
on
the
and
Portland about 2.00 p. m.
Lincoln division, Watervllle, Skowhegan, BoP
FARE; Bath to Boothbay Harbor, 25 otn. fast Hartlaud. Dover and Foxcroft GreenWill touch at Fiva island* Tuesdays and ville, Bangor. Oldtown and Mattawamkeag,
Saturdays Uoing East, and Mondays and Fri- and to Bucksport Saturdays only
6.10 p.
m.
For Brunswick. Bath. Lisbon
days tioing West. Weather permitting.
Falls, Richmond, Gardiner. Augusta and
O. C. OLIVER, president.
Watervilla.
CHA3. R. LEWIS. Treasurer,
marlSdtf
6.15 p. in. For
New Gloucester, Danville
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls,
Auburn and Lewiston.

Brunswick, Bali. Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor, Moosehead Lake. Aroostook
county via Old Town, Bar Harbor, Bucksport.
St. Stephen. St Andrews, St John and

BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

Aroostook County via Vanceboro, Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not run to Belfast Dexter, Dover and Foxcrott
or beyona
Bangor.
Sleeping cars to St John.

Custom Ilouso Wh:\rf.

White Mountain Division.

WEEK DAY

TIMETABLE.

Comm* nc ng Thursday, April 28, 1898
For Forest City Landing. Peaks’ Island. 5.45,
0.40, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 m„ 2.15, 3.15,
5 00. 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
For Cushing’s Island, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. m., 2.15
3.15, 5.00. 0.15 p. rn.
For Little
and Great

Islands
Trefethen’s,Evergreen Landing,Peaks’ Island
; 5.30, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 m., 2.00, 4.20.
6.15. 7,30 p. m.
For Ponce's Landing. Long Island. 5.30, 8.00,
10.30 a. 111.. 2.00, 4.20. 6.15 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.
111., 2.00 p.

Diamond

111.

RETURN.
Leavo Forest City Landing. 6.20, 7.20, 8.30. 9.30
10.50 0. m., 1 00, 2 35.: 3.45, 5.3J, 6.30, 8.20 p. m.
Leave Ponce’s Landing. 6.05, 8.50, 11.20 a. m.
2 50, 5.10, 0.55 p. 111.
Leave Cushing’s, 7.05, 8-15. 11.05 a. m., 2.45
3.50, 5.20, 6.40 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond. 6.30. 7.20, 9.20 a. m.
12.00 m„ 12.25. 3.30, 5.35, 7.20. 7.50 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.25. 7.15. 9.15, 11.55 a
m„ 12.30, 3.25. 5.30, 7.15. 7.55 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.20, 7.10, 9.10,11.50 a. m.
12.35, 3.20, 6.25, 7.10, 8.00 p. m.
Leave Evergreen, 6.15, 7.05. 9.05, 11.45 a. m.
12.40. 3.15, 6.20. 7.05, 8.05 p. m.
Leave Marrtner s Landing, Long Island, 11.30 a
m., 3 00 p. m.
Saturday night ouly, 9.30 p. m. for all landings
Sunday Time Table.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 8 00
9.00. 10 30 a. m., 12.1o, 2.t5. 3.15. 5.00 n. m.
For cusn ng’s isiann, a.oo, 10.30 a. m., 12.15 2 15
3.15. 5.00 p. m.
and Great Diamond
For Little
Islands
Trefetlien’s and Evergreen Landings, 8.00 9 0(
10.30 a. m.. 12.15, 2.00. 4.2a p. m.
For Fonce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00, 10 3<
а. m.. 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 10 30 a
m., 2.00 p.m.

Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.
T13B mWAXDVALATUL

BAY STATE AND

STEAMJtK.

PORTLAND,

alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portland, every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in

MAINE STEAMSHIP C(h
New York Direct Line.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
Steamships Manhattan and John JEngUs
alternately leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 p. m., for New
York direct. Returning, lleave Pier w. East
River, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
5

D.

m.

These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the most
convenient and comfortable route
between
Portland and New York.
Fare: one way. $6.00; round trip, $8.00.
Goods carried are insured against WAR
Rl «K, under tne terms of the Company’s Opeii
Policy, without additional charge to shipper.
J. F. LISOOMB.General AgenL
THOS. M. BARTLETT. Agt
ocwdlf

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LISE.

.-

From Boston every

Steamship

FOR

Co.

parts of Now Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
favorite route to Campobello aud St. Andrews,

and all
Prince

Spring Arrangement.
On and Sifter Monday, March 21st. steamei
win leave Portland ou Mondays and Thursdays at 5.30 p. ra.
Returning leave St-John and Eastport Tues-

days and Thursdays.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. gp-Freight received up to 4 00
m.

For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square ot
for other information, at Company’s Office
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
H. P. C. HERSEY Agent.
marl8dtf

Wednesday and Saturday.

From Philadelphia every

Wednesday

&_WORCESTER.

FORTUM & ROCHESTER R. R.
Station Foot of Preble St.
On and after Monday, Oct. 4, 1897, PassenoAr
3sen“er
trains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua.
Windham and Epping at 7.30 a m. and 12.3a

p* m.
For Manchester. Concord and points North at
M
7.30 a. in. and 12.30 p. m.
For
Koehester, Springvale, Alfred, Water
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
б. 35 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 am,, 12,30 Ann
w’
5.35 and 6.20 p. m.

For Westbrook. Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction and Woedfords at 7.30, 9.45 a. in.
12.30,3.00, 6.35 and 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with "Hoosac Tunnel Route”
for the West and at. Union Station, Worcester
for Providence and New York, via '‘ProvirinncA
Line” for Norwich and New York, via “Norwich Line" with Boston and Albany R r <nP
the West, and with the New York all rail vla
via
Portland from Worcester
Roohester at 8.30 a. m 130
p. m.;
and 5.52 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 and
10.50 a. rn., 1.30, 4.15, 5.52 p. 111.
F’or tickets tor all points West and South anply to T. F. McGILLlCUDDY, Ticket Agent.
Portlond, Me.
j. w. PETERS. Snpt.
je25dtf

johnsbury, Newport

Sher-

issued to

this

Watervllle and Augusta. 8.35 a. m.;
Bangor, and Augusta dally and week days from
Rockland, 12.23 p. m.: Klngfield. Phillips, Farmington, Bemis. Eumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
n. m; Lewlsion and way stations 3.25 p. m.; St
John. Bar Harbor.Aroostook County,Moosehead
Lake and Bangor, 6.45 p.m.; Rangeley. Farmington, RumfordFalls, Lewiston, 5.65 p. m.; Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.10 p. m.; dally from Bar Harbor, Bangor.
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. m. daily; Halifax,
St John. BarHarbor, Watervllle and Augusta. 3.50 a. m.. except Mondays.
GEO. F. EVANS. General Manager
Jf. E. BOOTHBY. G.P.SX.A
Portland, April lo, 1898,apmdtf

Portland & Romford Falls

company without

expense

shipper,
B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 88 State Sti, Fislte Building, Boston,
to

E.

oc uadli

Mass.

Portland and Boothbay Steamnoai Go

DEPARTURES.
From Union Station
Falls. Buckfleld. Canton. D&field, Rumford Falls.
8.30 a. m.. l.io and 0.15 p. m.
From Union
Station for;Mechanlc Falls and intermediate
stations.
Through cars between Portland, Rumford
Falls and Bemis.
Connections at Bemis for all points in the
Itangeley Lakes.
8.30 A. M. and l.io P. M.
for Poland, Mechanic

Through Tickets

GOING WEST.
EAST BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, Mondays at 7.15 a. m.. touching at
South Bristol, anil Boothbay Harbor,
PKMAQB1D for PORTLAND, Wednesdays
at 6.00 a. m.. touching at above landings.

Pemaquld.

Boothbay Harbor, Soutli Bristol and East
Boothbay.
ALFRED RACE. Manager
niar24utl

Steamers.

Falmouth and Freeport

On and after April 28, 1898, steamers leave
Portland Pier.
For Falmouth, at 7.00 and 11.00 a. m„ 3.00 and

G.io p. m.
For Cousen’s Island and Gt.
set Landing at 7.00 a. m.. 3.00 p.

Cliebeague,

Sun-

m.

RETURN.
Leave Falmouth at 6.09 and 9.00 a. m., i.oo and
5.00 p. m.
Leave Gt.

p.

Chebeague

at 8.15

a. m.

and

4.15

m.

Cousins Island 8.30 a. m. and 4.30 p. m.
BENJAMIN M. SEA BURY.
General Manager.
apr28dtf
Leave

Sale.

Manager,

Boston & Maine R.

R.

In effect Oct.

4th, 1897.
Trains leave Union Station, for gcarboro
10.00a. m.. 6.15, 6.20 am.; ScarboCrossing:.
ro Beach, Pino Point, 7.00. 10.00 a. m.. 3.80,
6.16, 6.20. a m.: Old Orchard. Saco, Biddeford, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. ra., 12.46, 3.30,
6.15, 6.20 p. in.; Kennebnnk. 7.00. 8.40 a. m.,
12.45.3.30. 6.15 ,6.20 p. m.: Kennebunkport,
8.40. a. m..
7.00.
12.46. 3.30, 6.16 p. m.;
Wells Beach 7.00,8.40 a. m.. 3.30. 6.15 p. m.,*
North Berwick, gomersworth, Dover,*! 4.06b
7.00, 8.40 a, m.,
12.46, 3.30, 6.16 a m*s
Rochester. 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.45, 3.S0 p. m.;
Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m. 12.45,
3.30 P. m.; Northern Div.. Lakeport, Laconia, Plymouth, 8.40 a, m.. 12.45 p. m.;
Worcester. via Somers worth* 7.00 a, m.;
v

Concord,

via

Rockingham

7.00 a. m.„
3.30
Junction,
p.
m.;
Rockingham
Junction. Exeter, Haverhill. Lawrence, LowelL Boston. 1J+4.05,
+8.40 a.
+7.00.
m..
12.45, 8.30 p. m.
Arrive in Boston, 7.2o, 10.16 a xn., 12.50,
4.22. 7.25. p. m. Leave Boston for Portland, 5.69. 7.30. 8.00. 8.30 a. m., 1.00, 4.15,
Arrive Portland,
p. m.
10.13, 11.00 a.
m., 12.00, 12.20, 6.00, 8.00 p. m.

DAMARIHCOTTA for PORTLAND, Fridays

at 6 a. in., touching at East Boothbay. South
Bristol and Boothbay Harbor.
GOING EAST.
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. in. Tuesdays
for Boothbay
Harbor, South Bristol, East
Boothbay and
Leave Portland Thursdays at 7 a. m. for
Boothbay UarDor. South Bristol, East iiooilibay and Damariscotta.
Leave Portland Saturdays at 7 a. m. tor

on

Portland, Mains.
E. L. LQVEJOY, Superintendent,
Rumford Falla. Main*.
3el8 dtf

Manchester.
tal-

R’y.

Iii Effect nay 2,1898.

R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic

From Central Wharf, Boston. 3 n. m. From
Pine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
the
West
the
Penn.
for
U.
B.
by
and
Freights
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip $13.00.
Passage Sta.OO.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
line are
Ail goods shipped by this
covered against war risk by epea policies

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as
lows:

PORTLAND

»l

a. m.:

and

Saturday.

--

Eastport, Lubso, Calais, St. Jo 'n. N.B.,Halitax. K.S-

Lunenourg,

brook, Montreal and Toronto.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
for connection with earliest tra ns for
for Brunswick. Ao7.20 a. m. Paper train
points beyond.
gusta, "Watarvifle and Bangor.
12.60 p. m.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Bath. Augusta, Watervllle, and Bangor.
Worcester, New York, etc.
ll.oo p. m. Night Express with sleeping cars
Returning leave India Wharf, Boston, every
for all points.
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
J. I- LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
From Montreal. Quebeo, Fabyans. Bridgton.
Sept. 1. 1897.
8.25 a. in.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30

C. W. T. GODING, General Manager

International

8.45 a. m.
For Brutgion. Fabyans. Burlington
Lancaster. No. Stratford. Colebrook, Beecher
Falls, Quebec, St Johnsbury, Sherbrooke. Montreal, Chicago, 8t Paul and Minneapolis and
all points west
8.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Cornish. Fryeburg,
Bridgton. North Conway. Fabyans, Lancaster.
No. Stratford,
Colebrook, Beecher Falls,

season

apr27dt!

t0 the can'iake ol
“Springtleid.”
,heeseaRnti'P?tiA11 Fven
Trains arrive in
cargo.
tWninS
A,hPfes and perishable
*
all information
from
to
at 1.30
or

From

H0\v7

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 2.00 p.
m., for Lowell’s Cove, urr’j Island; Card's Cove.
Quohog Bay, Poor's Point. East Harps well;
Ashdale, Horse Island Harbor, Water Cove.
Small Point. Sebaaoo, Phippsburg and C indy’s
Harbor.
RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at

KATES OF PASSAGE.

p.

shields.
At Montevideo Jlcn 31, barque Edw L May
Derry, Hinds, for Brazil; sell MaJ r’iekands
Wade, fur New York.
Sld fm ltlo Janeiro Mch 26, barque Elmiranda

QUEENSTOWN.

Liverpool.Steamers.Boston.

:or

Foreign Forts.
At Hong Kong Apl 2, barque John Baisley
Halstead, trom Singapore.
Sld fm Yokohama Apl 6. ship John R Kelley
Chapman, New York.
sld frn Singapore Apl 4, barque Sachem, Nick
Dls, Boston.
Ar at Shields, NSW. prior to Ylay 3, ship J A
Briggs, Raich, Cbemainus.
At at Hamburg May 3, ship Joseph B Tho
nas, Lermond. Buenos Ayres.
Ar at Liverpool May 2, ship Riverside, Culh

VIA.

CAPT. CHAS. It.

e.oo

Canaoa, June 2. 7.30 a.m.
May 18,
June 16,
Canada, June 30, 5.30 p. m.
New
June 30,
England (new), July 14, 7.00 a. m.

uuiij,

trip (Sundays excepted) between
Portland and Cape Small Point.
On ana after April 4th. 1838.

round

QUEBEC to LIVERPOOL.

LIVERPOOL
From

schs

Weekly from
PORTLAND.

PORTLAND and SMALL POINT

TO

S.
PORT OF

steam.

DOMINION LINE.

Passenger fares of the Grand Tlunk Hallway
System between points, both LOCAL and
THROUGH, including fare to ALASKA,
KLONDIKE, the PACIFIC COAST, WINNIPEG, and the NORTHWEST, as well as ST.
PAUL, and all other competitive points, are
exactly the same as other Lines.

Louise

Lake station daily, for Fitches, N. W. River,
Kates of passage *52.60 tol*70.00.
A reCrocketts and tlie famous Songo River. To
duction Is made on Kound Trip Tickets
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and make close connections with steamer take
a. ni.
M. C. It. R. train via Mountain
8.45
Londonderry, *34.00 and *36.26: return,
division. On Saturdays the steamer will
*66.75 and *69,00.
also connect with 3.30 p.m. train from PortSteerage—To Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, including every re- land. Round trip tickets for sale at Union
Station.
For further particulars telephone
quisite for the voyage *22.50 and *23.50.
_For tickets or further information apply to LEERING LRUG CO., Leering, Me.
T. P. MCGOWAN, 420 Congress St., 1. B. __a pr 5dtf
KEATING. 61V* Exchange 8t., ASHTON’S
TICKET AGKFCY. »31 1-2 Congress St. II.
h A. ALAN, Montreal, 92 State St. Boston,
and 1 India St, Portland.
jiy31du

Commander. U. S. N.

••

00

by

Memoranda.

••

Moon rises.OOOlUeight.0 0—

Steamer

[Portsmouth Harbor, N. H.]
From
through the explosive torpedo Liverpool.
i*MS»a*e>PassaKe
the day time at the entrance to Portsharbor. N. H.. is marked by three black
?!Si white
perpendicular striped spar buoys,
iney should be passed clo^e to on either hand, April 14
21
passing10 vessels sboulcl proceed slowly in May 285
ay order of the Light House Board.
Thomas Perry,

Norfolk, May 4—Sell Myra
front

Mt, Desert end Mscliias Sib!. Go

salmon and trout

MONTREAL lit

Portland Breakwater.

—

••

Portlaid,

Sir. “I'lanJf Jones.”
Beginning Saturday, April 30ih.l898. will leave
Portland Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4 a. m..
From
From
on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p. m., for
Liverpool Steamship_Portland. Rockland, Bar Harbor, Macliiasport and inter10 Mar.
20 Mar. mediate landings. Returning leave MacliiasCamornlan,
12 Mar.
SO Mar. port on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. m., arLaurentian,
24 Mar.
0 April riving in Portland (5 a. m. Tuesdays and FriParisian,
26 Mar.
13 April days.
| Carthaginian.
Numidlan.
T April.
23 April
Passenger and freight rates tlie lowest, serGEO. F. EVANS,
14 April.
California.28 April vice the best.
marisdtf
General Manager.
Laurentian carries cabin passengers only]
carries
second
cabin passengers
Carthaginian
only.
The Saloons and Staterooms are in the central part, where least motion is felt. Electricity is used for lighting the ships through-Spring Flailing.
out, the lights being at the command of the
passengers at any hour of the night. Musto
Booms and Smoking Booms on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
will leave

discontinued between the
and 4 A> M,» at lbe following

stations

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

ALLAN LINE

be
£.r.,,liaonW'11
8
M‘

92

186

tow

Blullnoreij’IB^ijow^endfkennebecaud

140

3 00.

tes ano

J®teLl“onP.JOhn
Boothbay H»r
WlecasCSea^iVReriBath.
bojand
Race- B“uth Bristol and
East
Boothhaj*rPrlSe’ ®' £or
in

80

May 6. 1898.
NEW YORK—Ths Flour
market— recelnrs
3.505 bbls; exports 24.681 bbla; sales 14.000
packages :5more active and decidedly higher
r lour quotations—city mills pateDts at 7 25®
7 60; winter patents 6 60(0.6 00 :clty mills clears
at 6 20 oic 4ii; whiter straits 636q6t0; Minn,
pats 6 50; winter extras 4 10qt-t 60; Minn bakers at 4 70&5 20; winter low grades at 2 ao®

Provislent.
Pork—
do Vineland.4 no®*5
heavy backs
14 50
Omons. Uei 2 00@3 10
medium 13 00818 60
aohanves 3 oo®3 26
snort cut ana
Chickens....
clear
13 60®*H
10*12
Turkovs. Wes. 13@i5c Beef—light..9 2 09 76
Northern ao... .16«l 7
heavy,.. 10 60® 11 60
Fowls...
889
ErnestsVSDt 6 76®

Cleared.
Enslis- Bragg. New York-

Parrsboro,

STEAMSHIPS.

_BOYAR mail steamers,
Liverpool and Portland.

Norw^~& Ko9ton.

Df1iiiB!SDrini-‘h?n 15lld

OCEAN

P°rt Jollll30U~

Black

Seh Liman,

2;%
9*-%

(I’.y Telegrapni

00®

toal’boCSarrge!naDe[tmi^,T*0^'
Delaware,
Jw.F0,

162
H

Produce Market.

Chicago Live

sweeisjersey335@3.76

Lemon*.
3 0084 00
3 5o@3 75
California
ttranges.
Florida
0 00@C 00
Cahiorma, 3 50@4 00
do Seedlugs 2 76*326
“BBS.
Eastern extra..
012

96%
1°8

CHICAGO. May 6. 1893.—Cattle—recelDts
10,GOO: less active: beef steers at 4 00®6 26;
Stockers and feeders 8 90(84 76.
Hobs—receipts 30,000; strong 8 9004 20.
Sheep—receiptsH.OOO; fairly active at 3 26®
4 40; lambs 3 76@5 60.

»Wc»9

76|

Eating apul’s3 60@4 60
do common 42*3 00
Baldwins 3 50fg4 00
tn
trap
o@iovse

loo

Spring patents. 6 E0S7 25.
ciearlaun straight, 5 25£6 50
winter patent*. 6 2687 00.
Winter, clear and stralgnt, 6 60s 6 75
Extra and Seconds 00.
Fine and Supers —.

9® 14c Congous.25®60

Applet.

11 %
27%
12%
16%

Fanoy.82(6.86 Spring,

00**26 Formoso..26(8|65
00®* 18
tana
StandardGran
6 63
i-roauce
Ex cflue duality
16 63

o

May 3.

FLOUR.

Tea.

'GUL-A^wnglnco'18™'

Ross- NewYork-

,

□BOSTON. May 6. 1898—The following
to-day’s quotations of Provisions, etc.:

as

Norfolk

112

Ifvnpntt

Poston

Blo.roasteu
11@15
Java&Mooha do26»2s
doliuax
Porto Kloo.... .26*80
Barbados*. ... .2**26

Cace cranberries
6 16
I ifxtrao....
4> crate.. 3 603*3 60 Yellow Extra C....449
blame.
0 00
Seed
Pea Beaus.1 66181 VOiTImotby.
3 6683 76
Yeilow;jSyes.l 66Sgil 75iGlover West,
Cal Pea....l66«l
do
M, Y. 9Waio
Potat’t.nus ;l 00#l lu Alsllte,
ao. brn
&
iKed Top,
16*17
ao

ir.unpiin

.5. Exnress. 39
Peoples Gas.
34%
Homesta.ke,
44
Ontario. 3%
Pacific Mail... 27
Putman Palace.17ii
Sugar'eoramon.132%
Western|Unlon.I 89%
Southern Rv pld.
Union Pacific.

wneat... 7 1587 25 Cotton Been
ear lots.0000@23 00
nilcn. .tr'a...
rnller.... 6 00 a 6 25
ban lota OOOOA 24 nn
clear do.. .6 S5s6 15 Sacked Hr**
car lou. 17 00® 18 00
-tLouisst'k
6 00E6 26
Dae lotsOO ()0®18 no
roller...
clear ao..6 86®e 15 Middling: *1700*18 no
bag ota. .SOoJtlS 00
nt’i wliea.
patents.. 6 6086 76 Mixed feed.... I8 60
Finn.
Coffee.

Hssema

DEERING.

..

(irojoriesio.c

Flour.
Sui ersne A
low graces.4 7534 8j
Burin* Wneat baners.ci ana >16768600

0O%

Northwestern.123%

The regular meeting of the S. of T.
was held on Wednesday evening.
Rewere made
marks
by several of those
who attended the Grand Division of the
whioh met at Oxford WednesS. of T.,
day of last week.
The Warren church Y. P. S. C. E., held
a

67

brie.new.13

Portland market—cut loaf 7: oonfetion ta y
'lei pulverised 6o:
powered, 6o; granulate
codec crushed 6c: yellow 4
6%

severe

108%
104%

plu

Chicago* Burlington ft Quincy 97%
Delaware ft Hudson CanaiCo.'09
Delaware. Lack aw an a ft Wesil66
Denver ft Kio Grande. 12%

certificates 66357.
Mlver66%
Mexican dollars 45.
Government Bonds strong.
Ea iroad bonds strong.
Silver

took

12}:%
/8
w,0
108

Central Pacific. 12%
Cues, sumo. 20%
Cmoagoft Alton.Ib6
do

Philadelphia—eoa]

Bone 8

—

NEW YC'RK, May 5.
call was firm at 2Vi®3 per cent;
last loan 2%: prime mercantile Ipapei at 0*7
per cent, sterling Ixchango easier, with actual
business in bankers bills at 4 84@4 84% foi
demand and 4 80%*4 81 [or sixty days; post
ed rates at
tl% 384 85%, Commercial blits

Money

ternoon.
The funeral of the late

Rifles

and

i21
New 4s, reg
121
do coup,
New
4*s ..108
New 4’s coup.. 108%
Denver ft it. G. 1st.104%
Erie gen 4i. *8%
Mo.Kau. & Texas 2d.
Mo Kansas * Texas pld
Kansas Pacific Gonads......

(By Telegraph.'

oGaSEC?.Blbber' Plnkba>»Soli

fluotatlon* StoOXS
»y Telegraph.
The follotng wara to-day’-* closing quotations
ol Bonds
May 8
May 6.
New Tori*

only damage sustained was the broken
shaft.
The remains of the late Roxana P.
Hutchins were taken to Kennebunkport
yesterday noon, where the funeral services and burial took place yesterday af- 4j80%.

The
conducted by Rev. F. R. Decelles.
burial was at St. Hyacinthe’s cemetery.
J. Alexander is unable to atMr. W.
tend to his duties at the paper mills on
account of illness.
The honorary members of the Cleaves

30%

Flint ft Fore Mara.

which commenced a lively kicking. The
animal
succeeded in getting one of its
legs over the'shaft in snoh a manner that
be could not extricate himself. When
near the bank the shaft
broke, releasing
the horse. It was almost a miracle that

Pond to Pemaquid Point, to give
signal news from the station on Monhegan.
Rev. Mr. Conley, of Bangor, preached
at the Congregational Church here last
Sunday a s a candidate, the regular pastor having read his resignation.
Mrs. Chas. E. Hagen died last Thursday very suddenly and under distressing
oircumstanoes, aged about thirty years.
Funeral services were held Thursday.
Mr. J. C. F. Wheeler, who died in BosCity Marshal Brown is to occupy a part
ton, last Friday, was a native and long
resident of this town. His remains were of the street commissioners
office, Odd
brought to Pemaquid Monday and ser- Fellows’ block, Woodfords, as an office
vices were new Tuesday, Rev. Mr. Petfor his
While having no
department.
ersen

Capt. W. P. Fossett has been at home
for a few dajst, his vessel being bound to
Franklin to loud stone.
Capt. D. Nason is in Portland overseeing work on a steamer being repaired ax
Portland works.

American Bell.•.155
Amenean Sugar. Joiniinoa.131%
Sugar, ..
Cen Mass. uia....

FIMSCIALmeOMERCUL

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Scarboro
Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk. Wells
Beach, 12.55. 4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence. Lowell. Boston. 4.05 a. m.. 12.55, 4.30 p. m. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. ra.. 5.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland 3.45
land 7.10 a. m.

a,

m.t

arrive Port

EASTERN OIVIMOy.
Way Stations, 9 a. m.; Biddeford,

For
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn,
Boston.
+2.00, +9.00 a. m.,
1.00. +6.10
i). m.
Arrive in Boston, o.o7 a. ra., 12.50,
m.
Leave
4.15, 9.25 p.
fox
Boston,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. ra.. 12.30,
7.00.
Arrive Portland, 11.50 .a. m.. 12.16.
D. m
4.30. 10.20 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Biddeford.
Portsmouth.
Newbury1.00
port, Salem. Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a.
P. m. Arrive in Boston, 6.67 a. m.. 4.15 p, ra»
Leave Boston for Portland, 9.00 a. m., 7.00
p. m.
Arrivei iu Portland, 12.25.
10.30
p.

m.

+Connects with Rail Lines for
South and West.
except Monday.
Through tickets to all points for
Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. & T. A.,
GKO. 11. THOMPSON. Ticket
land

New York,
sale at

Union

Boston.
Agent, Port

THE

PRESS.

THREW

TUMBLER

Brown Street Startled
.\Kff AUVGBTlSISinSNlll

TODAY.

J. K. Libby Co.

WIFE-

by Woman Running

New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and similar advertisements will be found under
their appropriate heads on page 6.

FLETCbjSR
Fac-simile signature of CHAS.
is on the wrapper of every bDttle of Casto&ja.
Eaby -was sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them CastoriA

When

She rushed up to
streams.
Mr. John
Hamilton who was passing the house and
“that
legged him to protect her from
nan.”
Mr. Hamilton could not see any
but in a moment a man about forty
old opened the door of No. 44 and
:ame out on to the street.
“What have you been doing to this
rears

woman?” demanded Mr. Hamilton.
The man edged out into the street

and
for Oxford street around
ihe corner of which he hurried
out of
Street Commissioner
Smith of
sight.
started on

a

run

Deering
Sootniag

Byrap,

used over Fifty Years by millions of
mothers for their children while Teething
It soothes the child,
with perfeet success.
softens the gums, allays Pain, cures Wind
Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the best
remedy for Djarrhoea whether arising from
For sale by Drugteething or other causes.
gists in every, nart of the world. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cts
a bottle
been

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

Yesterday

Mayor

afternoon the

and Al-

was driving down Brown Btreet
it the time and was told to chase the man
rnd he whipped up his horse and followed
him as quickly as possible. In the meantime the woman became faint and some
of the neighbors who hurried to the spot

carried her into her house and attended to
her wounds.
told the story to the
As the woman

neighbors

husband’s name is Harsign on his house designated

her

mon, and a
The woman is
him as Dr. Harmon.
about sixty years old and the Doctor is
about forty. Until recently Dr. and Mrs.
Harmon lived at Mechanic Falls where
some five or six years ago, Mrs. Harmon
Some three years
married the doctor.

dermen visited Tukey’s bridge in'relation
to' the olainj of Findley & Johnson,Jby
ago Dr. Harmon, so his wife said, had
reason of a change in grade of tho street.
the grip and since then has not been right
chorus
Maine
Monument
Fund
The
|
at times. Yesterday he had been drinking
excellent
rehearsal
at
an
held
Reception
he came home he got
a little and when
ball last evening.
wife and
into an argument with his
The annua) meeting of the Young
The
at
her.
association will be threw a heavy tumbler
Woman's Christian
aim was good and he struok the
doctor’s
1-3
rooms
587
Congress
held at their
woman with the heavy tumbler just above
street, Monday, May 11, at 3 p. m. All
the right eye. Mrs. Harmon ran out into
members of the association and friends
and the
the street and called for help
invited to

ftf the work are
be'present.
At the Keeley Institute, 151 Congress
St drunkenness and morphinism is cured.
A

of the Catholic Young LaLiterary, society will be held this

meeting

dies’

o’olook. Members are reevening
quested to attend.
The Ladies’ Aid sootety connected with
Shepley camp, S. of V., are to hold a
this evening
supper and entertainment
Supper
at their hall, Plum street.
served at 6.30, entertainment at 8 o’clock.
A small admission will be charged.
at 8

PERSONAL.
Acting Lieutenant Wilbert M. Colby,
N., who has been in Portland since

U. S.

doctor ran away.
The police arrested Dr. Harmon last
night and locked him un in the
police
station, where he will remain until this
morning, when he will have a chance to
tell his story to
HIGH

Judge

Robinson.

The Grand
Lodge met at 9 a. m.
yesterday. Routine reports were reoeived
until 11 o’clock, when the grand officers
Master
were installed by Past Grand
Drummond, the following appointments

ALUMNI ASSOCIA-

SCHOOL

TION.
The meeting was
called to order by
Chairman Noyes and the report of the
The
last meeting read and accepted.
rending of the report on constitution and
cy-laws was next listened to and accepted,
l'he constitution and by-laws as reported
were taken up
with a few amendments
The election
iy seotion and voted upon.
if officers was next considered and a committee of five was appointed to mak e up
The
i list of offioers to be voted upon.

ed with Commander H. G. O.
lighthouse inspector in Boston,

returned,

Colby,^the
g

Mr. M. B. Watson, president of the Auburn Common Council, and Mrs. Watson, ere the guests of relatives in town.
Capt. Picking, of the receiving ship

oommittee retired and

by the meeting.
and the

a

When

rocess

the

was

D.

Smith,

following

list

of

takan

committee

officers

was

made:

President—Albert B. Hall, ’74.
Vice President—A. S.

Woodman,

Grand Junior Deacon—E. D.

Martin J. Lee of Co, L, M. S.
G., failed to pass the surgeon at Camp
Powers, being under weight, and Lieut.
iC. P. Shelvey of Co. E, failed to pass beLieut.

N.

of an injury to his leg.
Eben True, formerly {the late William
P. Hardy’s assistant, has been promoted

cause

Grand Tyler—Warren O. Carney, Portland.
At 11.45 the Grand Lodge was closed.
At the session of Maine Council of Deliberation it was voted to recommend to
the Supreme Council, A. A. S. R., that
charters be granted to .Rockland Lodge of
Perfection and Rockland Council Princes
of

Jerusalem.
were elected:

The

following

officers

Commande-in-Chief—Marquis

F. King.
1st Lieut. Commander—Albert M. Penley, Lewiston.
2d Lieut. Commander—Treby Johnson,

Augusta.

Gr. M. of S. and Gr. Orator—John C.
Levensaler, Thomaston.
Gr. Prior—Rev.
Elmer F. Pember,

’83.

Gr. Chancellor—Henry R. Taylor, Machine.
Gr. Treasurer—Fred C. Tolman.
Gr. Seoretary—Warren C. King.
Gr. Eng. and Architect—Chas. K. Til-

be taken the board of directors.

TWO SMALL FIRES.
The alarm of fire from box 61 shortly
before noon yesterday
was for a small
house
of
blaze on the roof of the beef
on
Commercial
John U Best & Co.,
The shingles caught fire from a
street.
spark from an engine, but the fire was
quickly put out with not over fifty dollars
damage. Fully insured.
Fire was discovered on the roof of the

Faulkner.
Gr. Tresaurer—Rufus H. Hinkley.
Gr. Recorder—Millard F. Hicks.
Gr. High Almoner—Marquis F. King.
Gr. Chamberlain—James Adams.
Gr. Orator—Albro E. Chase.
Gr. Marshal—Frank H. Drummond.
Gr. Engineer and Architect—George R.
Shaw.
Gr.
Standard
Bearer—Samuel
F.

soap
WOO’T he

clothes

|white.

an uncommon

Try

soap—

FEI.S & CO., PHILADELPHIA

Of grocers.

The PRESS yesterday gave the deoision
of the Law court in the Gorham sohool
case.
This is the full text of theresoript:

Cumberland,

We welcomed each set in turn, for
each were helpful helpers to us.
Now will you be the seventh

(lucky number) set of helpers?
Friday and Saturday we’ll give you
the opportunity to stock up Kitch-

ss.

Inhabitants of School District No. 1 in
Gorham Petitioners
for mandamus vs.
Charles W. Deering et als.
Resoript, Emery J.—A school district
organized by the town and not by special
act of legislature,
within the
is
not
proviso in section 1, of chapter 21G of the
laws 1893 abolishing school districts, although the legislature by special acts
subsequent to its organization conferred
it up in special powers.
Petition dismissed with costs.

Dining-room, Piazza and other
parts of the house, at a trifle above
no-prsce-at-all, Every article in our
Basement that Fire,-Water,-or
Smoke has touched will be closed

en,

sj
ij1

out

I

I

Many

Carney,

Libby,

Captain

Au-

Guards—Warren O.

Portland.

|At 10.35 Grand Commandery closed.

I

*

Bp

j§

goods

are

arranged

on

CENT, 2 CENT, 3 CENT, 4 CENT,

-39!
3 cents. Sheet Iron Pans,
■

a

little rusted.

LI

—-

4

TAKE IN THE

quart

Tin Pails

with cover.
2

Maine Central R. R,

quart

Enamel

Tea Kettles.

Chopping

Wood

Bowls.

EXCURSION

Pans, large

Tin
size.

Tin Pails, 11

AUGUSTA,

to

not

quart,

perfect.

and give tlie Boys in Blue

THE GLAD HAND.
^5

Saturday, May 6tJ), by regular

Chopping Bowls,

Wood

cents.

large.

trains from all stations.

Nickel

ONE FARE THE ROUND TRIP,
tickets

SUNDAY,

on

BY

Coal Sieves.
Muffin

MAY 7i

SPECIAL

cups

TRAIN

LEAVING Portland

9.00 a. m. I
9.15a. m.)
Bath
9.30 a. m.)
Brunswick 10.05 a. m. I
Lewiston

Q-j

Kfk

Q

fin

J
I

vI.O"
v

t

A

CITY

OF

IO Cents.

on

Work

iron—12

Pans,
frame.

Baskets,

25 to 69c

kind.
Chamber Pails, galvanized, covered.

H
V

Stopping at intermediate stations, arriving at
Augusta 11.30 a. m.. Returning leave Augusta
4.00 p. m. Tickets good Sundav onlv.
F. E. BOOTHBY,
GKO. F. EVANS,
Gen’l. Pass. Agent. Vice Pres. & Gen. Man.

Enamel Tea Kettles with
cover.

k

Tea Pots, 4 and 5

J

dt't

may6_

Kettles, not

Tea

perfect.

good for return Suuday, And

ke

DEERINC.

Eetinned Dish Pans, 14

I'

Notice to Dag Owners.
accordance with an order issued by Mayor
Moulton, notice is hereby given owners of dogs
on April 1.1898, that until the 15th
of May Is
given them to procure a license at the
hereby
lty Cletk’s office. After that date prosecution
will be made in accordance with Chapter 287 of
the Public Laws of 1893, as amended by Chapters 222 and 297, of the public laws of 1897, of
the State of Maine.
Per Order
EDWIN R. BROWN, City Marshal.
Deering. Me., May 5.1893.
mayodet

9k

ffl

quart,

enamel ware.

*

In

“

«

“

quart,

9c.

“

17

13c

25o
Enamel Slop Jars, with cover,
Enamel Eice Boilers, 4 and 6 pint
19o

size,
Enamel Eice Boilers, 9 and 10 pint

39c

size,
Doll

Go-carts,

were

$1.00

and

50c,
25c

now

39c
Carriages, were $1.00, now
“
“
n
u
49c
$1.49,
lamps, Bamboo
Jardinieres and

Doll

i-1

L

Goods, Childs’ Go-carts,

Oil
Dressed

II

IfiRR.

■j

Carriage

Jl

Crochet Sets, 8 haUs, fl.25 kind, 39c
above
Mrs. Pott>s Sad Irons-iike

Chamois
75cand$1.00
Each.

Bargains in Colored Shirts.
Tough
Carriage
Sponges
25c and
35c each.

H. H, HAY & SON, Middle St.
FELL

AGAINST HORSE’S HEELS.

Charlie Cook, the son of Mr. Charles
Cook of Cook, Everett and Pennell, was
the victim of a painful but
serious accident yesterday.

luckily not

He and a
companion were leading a horse from the
barn to the house of Mr. Herbert Dyer,

Higgin’s beach, where they had left
the harness. The boys were hurrying.the
horse along when young Cook stumbled
and fell, his forehead striking one of the
iron shod hoofs of the horse. He was not
near

rendered insensible but a gash
about
three inches long was cut in his forehead.
The wound was dressed by a physician
and last night the young man was sleepThe cut was a
ing comfortably.
pretty
bad one, but will hoal without trouble.

I
I

1

1 lot of Men’s Colored Besom
Shirts, with white bodies, at ouly
39c each, worth 50c.

£

1 lot Men’s Laundered Colored
Shirts, soft front, white necU-

£
£
£
£

1 lot of Men’s Laundered Colored Shirts, soft front,
white
neckband, with 3 turn down
collars, at 45c each.

£

1 lot Men’s Negligee
Shirts,
collars and cuffs attached, nt
only 39c each, worth 59c.

£
£
£

Jersey Under-

£

band, with a pair of link cuffs,
at only 39c each.

I lot Men’s fine
wear at

35c per piece.

2
£

£

£
£

£

lot Men’s medium weight
Uuderwear nt 35c per piece.
1

£
£

1 lot of Plated Collar
4 for 5c.

Buttons,

£

lot of Link Cuff
at 9c. pair.

Buttons

£

1

5^

(dumb bells)

~

I

.

00.

I

According to a York county men, Geo.
Plaisted, a trial justice of York Corner,
in that county, has something he is verv
he sailed in and gave tho
with his
proud of just now. It is his docket, and man a coat,
thrashing.
shows that Commodore

Dewey

was

once

Justice Elaisted heard the complaint,
found Dewey guilty of assault, and fined
It came about in this way: Commodore him $35.
The line was cheerfully paid,
Dewey, who married a daughter of ex- Commodore Dewey remarking that it was
Governor Goodwin, was much at
Ports- worth $35 to have the pleasure of thrashmouth, and one day, going over to the ing such a disgrace to the United States
navy yard, was met outside by a marine
service.
who was in an ugly mood, and
Now th it docket is a preoious rolio'to
indulged
in back talk.
At last
Dewey’s fighting be kept by the trial justice, and then to
blood was up, and,
discarding his rank be handed down to his family.
the

fine

was

MAINE AGAIN HONOKED.
6. —Maine
was
honored again yesterday in the nomination of Koyal T. Frank, colonel of the
First Artillery, to te brigadier general.
Ho was born in Portland, Me., and was
appointed to the Military academy from
the Pino Tree state. Melvin P Frank of
Portland, former speaker of the Maine
legislature and late Domocratio candidate
for governor, is his brother.

Washington,

May

Bad blood and
indigestion aro deadly
enemies to good health. Burdock Biooii

Bitters

destroys

them.

at half and

cut—5 pieces—3 irons, 1 stand, 1 han-

JlJdle—per
Nickel

690

set
Tea Kettles—copper lined

25c

—covered,

will
And a thousand other articles
and SatFriday
basement
our
ol
go out

urday at comical prices.
Two hundred and
New Summer
summer
forty
69C.
Petticoats,
Petticoats just arwith
made of Linen Color Lawn,

riving,
stripes

in several designs.
ruffle (double'),
Have deep umbrella
at
cut full 114 inches sweep, gathered
workmanthe waist on a tape, good
washable. A remarkable bargain

ship,

at the

690

price,

Sale Friday and Saturday.
them up. we
To prevent dealers buying
not more than
shall limit the number to
three to one customer.

New

Tea and

CoSee

opens Saturday.

department
Try

“Empress”
Tea and Coffee,

either.

a

cup ot

IT’S

FREE. Eugene
have
Rosedals & Co., the Importers,
sent to us their best demonstrator,
fa-

who will serve these
all comon Saturday to
drinks
mous
an
ladies
instruct
ers. She will also
of preparing
cooks in the best method

Miss

FINED DEWEY ONCE.

promptly paid.

ood’s

at

cent counters contain
Tin and Japanned things innumerable, worth from double to five times
the price asked.

4

fined $35 by him, and that

Cure sick headache, bad
(■■v ■ n n
taste in the mouth, coated 6u£ « K
<3%
tongue, gas in the stomach, ™
§ 8 I >*»
■ H H ^50^
distress and indigestion. Do
not weaken, but have tonic effect.
25 cents.
The only Pills to take with Hood's Sarsaparilla.

SATURDAY

and

5—6—7—8

Gr. Herald—J. Ambroise Merrill.
Gr. Sentinel—W. C. G. Carney.
The Grand Commandery of Knights

burn.
Grand

FRIDAY

whatever price it will bring.
tables by prices.

Bearce.

building adjoining Morse’s woodyard,
Plum street, owned by J. J. Gilbert of Templar met at two afternoon, Fritz H.
to Mr. Hardy’sjpositiou'as.auditor in the Doering at 1.80
Fireman Twitchell of
yesterday.
Bath, grand commander,
nuo
xvuucru rugg,
wuu ib t3iuyiu»ou
Union Mutual Life Insurance company.
went on the presiding.
Shoe
Berry
factory
company
ADOiaiaiib
ajobtuMiiJ xu* a. uqijauu auu
All of the nineteen oommanderies were
roof and with a pail of water soon exSecretary 3, Calvin Miller of the Y. M. tinguished the blaze.
represented, ten past grand commanders
•d. A-. wetrtjto Augusta yesterday mornand a large number of permanent meming, In order to complete arrangements EXPERIENCED WORKMEN WANTED bers.
is
in
The Belknap Motor company,
tot the Y. M. C. A. j,tentjat Camp PowThe address of the grand
commander
«r&
They have just showed a prosperous year and a large ingreat need of workmen.
Bishop Neely vrlll make his annual been awarded a large government con- crease of membership. The reports of the
visit to Christ church, Biddeford, and tract for telephones from West
Quoddy other grand officers confirmed this.
Head to Lubeo, Owls Head to Rockland,
Trinity, Saoo, ne^xfc Sunday
The report on returns showed 3344 memNeddiok
Marshall Point to Port Clyde,
harbor to Plum bers, a gain of 191; also SOI knight'd and
Point,
Newbnryport
EXOUajON TO AUGUSTA.
island, Plymouth Race Point, Nauset 54 died.
The grand officers were elected as folThe Maine Central railroad will enable Beach, Dumpling Rock, &o.
lows:
all the friends of the “boys in blue,” at
Grand Commander—Frank E. Sleeper,
MAINE FLORAL CO.
Camp Powers, Augusta, a chance to exSabattus.
The United States District Attorney, in
tend to then) the “glad hand” by an exDeputy Grand Commander—Herbert
cursion on regular trains Saturday from a hearing in the case of the Maine Floral Harris, East Machias.
Grand
Generalissimo—Albert M. Spear,
iaaU stations for one fare the round trip, Co. before Judge Putnam on Wednesday,
Gardiner.
^tickets good to return Sunday and also argued for a shortening of the time of Grand Captain General—Clayton J.
on Sunday
a special train leaving Port- the temporary injunction that had been Farrington. Lewiston.
Grand Prelate—E. Howard Vose, Calais.
land at 9 a, m.. returning at 4 p. m. granted the company by the Judge at a
Grand Senior Warden—Gilman P. Lomformer hearing, but after hearing the
Tickets from Portland placed at $1.60.
bard, Belfast.
Tho Easter muslo will be repeated at argument the Judge decided to hold to
Grand Junior Warden—Frederick
W.
Congress
Square church on Sunday his original decision, which gave June Plaisted, Augusta.
Grand Treasurer—Leander W. Fobep,
14th as the date when the injunction
morning.
Portland.
At the meeting of.the Maine’Assocl- would be dissolved.
Grand Record—Stephen Berry,
Portation of Liberal Christian Ministers held
The Belknap Motor company Is full of land.
the
on
at
Sherwood
At six o’olock the Grand Commandery
Wednesday, Kev. business. Their New York Office sent in
John Carroll Perkins delivered an ad- one
adjourned to the banquet room for supper.
order for seven Chapman
Voltage
Session
Routine busiresumed at 7.80.
address on Wagner’s Parsifal,
mirable
Regulators for the Ht. Morris Electric ness occupied the evening until ten
which was greatly enjoyed by the clergyThis is one of o’clock when the graud officers were incompany of N. Y. City.
men present.
stalled by Joseph A. Locke, grand warder
the largest companies in N. Y., and as of
Grand Encampment U. S., the followthis company had already installed two of ing appointments being made;
BUB AND BOIL—
their regulators several months ago it
Grand Standard Bairer—Leander
M.
Keuniston, Camden.
boil and rub ever so speaks volumes for this invention.
Grand
Sword
Bearer—Newell W.
Brainerd, Skowbegan.
THE GORHAM SHCOO L CASE.
many times with comGrand Warder—Charles E.
—

WASHERS.

Kittery.

Grand Pursuivant—Wm. O. Fox, Portland.
Grand Pursuivant—Albert M. Ames,
Stockton Springs.
urana Lecturer—r ranK l. steeper »abattus.
Grand
Organist—Walter S. Smith,

will therein.

TERS, WHITENERS, PAINTERS and

Eastman,

Grand Steward—Jacob
R. Stewart,
Rockland.
Grand Steward—Charles
W. Crosby,
Kent’s Hill.
Grand
Steward—Edwin A.
Porter,
Pittsfield.
Grand
Steward—Wm.
A.
Remick,
Bucksnort.
Grand Sword Bearer—Wm. N. Howe,
Portland.
Grand Standard Bearer—Isaac N.Hurd,

These six sets or People have
been marching through our Basement working their own sweet
First the FIREMEN, then INSUR.
ANCE ADJUST ERS, next CARPEN-

lin, Bangor.

Corresponding Secretary—Miss W. G. den, Augusta.
Moses, ’84.
Gr. Master of Ceremonies—Thomas A.
Charlestown
left
the
navy yard
Recording Secretary—Miss Mabel Skil- Jewett, Gardiner.
Wabash,
’94.
lings,
lor
Gr. Capt of the Guard—Albert W.
Washington,
Wednesday evening
Treasurer—A. M. Heseltine.
Rockland.
where he has been assigned to temporary
Executive Board—S. H. Thompson. ’77; Butler,
Gr. Sentinel—Warren O. Carney.
Miss Alice L. Millett. ’95;
Mrs. W. H.
duty.
At
a meeting of
the Grand Imperial
Commander Perry left Portland yester- Noyes, ’72; G. C. H. Smith, ’95.
Vice Presidents—K. S. E. Council, Knights cf the Red Cross of
Honorary
of
the
United
day to take command
Ozman
McLellan, Hon. C. F. Libby,
Constantine, and Appendant Orders for
States ship Lancaster, to which he has Adams, P. W. Robinson, Miss Ellen D.
the State of Maine the following officers
been assigned. She is a 3250 tons sorew Stevens, Mrs. J. A. Schmidt, Mrs. J. T.
were elected and appointed:
Miss C. E. Goold.
steamer, wooden, 1000 horse power, and Pagan,
Gr. Sovereign—Josiah H. Drummond.
chair
President
Hall
then
took
the
and
She
will
be
used
as
carries twelve guns.
Gr. Viceroy—Charles I. Collamore.
in a very pleasing manner outlined the
a supply ship off Key West.
Gr. Senior General—William J. Burnassociation. ham.
R. Nickerson of aims and purposes of the
and Mrs. A.
Col.
Gr. Junior General—Edward P. Burn
Boothbay harbor, were in the city yester- The meeting then adjourned. Immediate ham.
action concerning the increase of memjj
day.
Gr. High Prelate—Elbridge G. Heath.
Rev. Joseph K. Wilson, D. D., of Mel- bership and notification of graduates will
Gr. High
Chancellor—Francis
T.

rose, Mass., who has been extended a oall
to the pastorate of the Free street Baptist
church, will preach at the morning and
evening services next Sunday and will
probably then make known his decision.

J

beth ; Rev. George M. Howet, Lewl6ton.
Grand Marshal—Wm.
J. Burnham,
Lewiston.
Grand Senior Deacon—Hugh R. Chap-

Noyes rapped for order Bangor.

Mr.

*

Portland.

District Deputy Grand Masters—District 1, Herbert Spencer, Washburn; district 2, Everett H. Fisher,
West Pembroke; district 3, George H. Foster,
Machias, district 4, Edward F. Davies,
Castine; district 5, Fred H. Savage, La
Grange; distriot 6, Fred C. Barton, Bradley; district 7, Albert W. Ward, Thorndike; district 8, James E, Wentworth,
Searsport; district 9, Frank A. Peterson,
Rockland; distriot 10, Willard T. Marr,
Boothjiay Harbor; district 11, Levi K.
Jones, Winthrop; distriot 12, James H.
Witherell, Oakland; district 13, Herman
W. S. Love joy, Fairfield;
district
14,
Robert W. Carr,
Bowdoinham; distriot
15, James H. Howes, New Sharon; district. 16, Arthur
C. Ricker,
Bryant’s
Pond; district 17, Harlan P. Babb. Westbrook; distriot 18, Isaao F. Jewett, Waterford; district 19, Isaao P. Goooh, Kennebunkport; district 20, Edwin A. Reed,
North Lee; district 21, James E. Parsons,
Ellsworth; distriot 22, George M. Bond,
Stetson; district 23, Frank H. Dexter,
Springvale; district 24, Geo. H. Goding,
Lewiston Junction; distriot 25, J. Frank
Bryson, Houlton.
Grand Chaplains—Rev. Elmer F. PemRev. John R. Clifford,
ber, Bangor;
Deering; Rev. Charles A. Hayden. Augusta; Rev. John Gibson,
Cape Eliza-

Portland.

Seven.

ment

Portland.

Sunday in connection with the establishment of a “mosquito” patrol fleet on the
coast left Wednesday morning for Bristol,
R, I., where he has a collection of small
steamers. This officer has been confound-

mon

The Welcome Base"

Grand Commandery.

an

nan,

H,

Has

Lodge closes—Proceedings ol

tho

ugly wound in her head and having been made.
ho blood running
down her face
in
Corresponding Grand Secretary—Chas.

Syndicate.

"Mrs. Wiaslow-s

The Grand

Covered With Blood,

were

iand,

MASONS.

THE

The people
residing on Brown street
much alarmed yesterday afternoon
tbout 5.45 o’clock when a woman about
sixty years old who lives at No. 44 rushed
>ut onto the sidewalk with a stiok in her

Fastraan tiros. & Bancroft.
Owen. Moore Ss Co.
Bines Brothers Co.
City ot Deeriug.
Ira F. Clark.
Portland Board of Underwriters.
Maine Central Jtaiiroad.
Manufacturers’

Down Street Face

AT

Loring,

them.
The

“Empress”

all
Teas are famous

Large department
land.
over the
& Co., Boston and
stores, R. H. White
stores m other
the Scotch Syndicate
success with
great
basing
are
cities
At the SatCoffee given away.
of this department we
urday opening

free to every purchaser of
our 50c, 60c or 76c Tea a
our best Java and Mocha
introduce the
Coffee. This gift is to
houses.
goods into yoilr
We touch that button. Tho Tea and
Coffee do tlierest.
will (rive

of
one*pound
«ou’id of

